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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report for Contract F33615-82-C-1749, covering the period

September 17, 1984 to December 31, 1986. It is concerned with both continuous

wave and pulsed lasers in miniature form which can be pumped with laser diodes,

which operate at room temperature without cooling, and are capable of coupling

efficiently to standard single mode optical glass fibers. In many cases these lasers

are entirely in fiber optic form.

The report first describes research on pulsed (Q-switched) lasers in fiber op-

tic form using fibers of single crystal yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) doped with

neodymium. It next covers work on both continuous wave and Q-switched lasers,

using both miniature bulk crystals and single crystal fibers of lithium niobate

(LiNbO 3 ). The lithium niobate samples are doped with magnesium oxide to

reduce photofractive damage, and also doped with neodymium for laser action.

Studies of internal optical modulation in lithium niobate for purposes of internal

Q-switching of lasers using this material are described. This work uses the electro-

optic properties of lithium niobate in both bulk and fiber samples.

We report efficient CXW and pulsed laser action in miniature bulk samples of

lithium niobate, as was the case for both bulk and fiber samples of yttrium aluminum

garnet. However, the state-of-the art of lithium niobate fibers is such that we were

not able to achieve laser action in lithium niobate fibers. The latter fibers are much

more diflicult to grow an(l process in the forms needed for laser work. Although

the tech nolo gv of lithium niobate fiber fabrication is advancing rapidly, much of

it under other auspices in this laboratory, the status reached by the end of this

contract did not allow laser action in these fibers. It is expected that the necessary

status will be realized in the near future. This will then allow the techniques for

both (XV and pulsed operation, described in Section III of this report, to be applied

directly to lithilunli niohat , fibers having low lasing thresholds.

,. I
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The report next describes attempts to observe superfluorescent emission from

single crystal fibers of neodymium doped YAG. Here the state-of-the-art of YAG

fibers comes into play; although it advanced substantially toward the end of the

contract, fibers of sufficiently small core size together with adequate diameter con-

trol did not become available in time. The measurements made with the fibers

available show the fiber requirements, and the techniques developed will allow these

superfluorescent sources to be realized as soon as these requirements are met.

The last section describes a new and efficient miniature monolithic yttrium

aluminum garnet Faraday isolator for stabilizing lasers used to power fiber optic

,,,circuits.
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II. FIBER LASERS USING Nd:YAG

A. Introduction

In previous segments of this contract Nd:YAG fibers have been studied exten-

sively as continuous wave guided oscillators operated in the near-infrared spectral

range. Over a period of several years theoretical and experimental investigations

have led to the development of laboratory models of CW fiber lasers exhibiting

output power and efficiency characteristics well beyond initial expectations. At the

outset of the contract covered by this report lasers were routinely operated at either

1.06 jim or 1.32 /im with several tens of milliwatts of output power and excitation-

to-signal energy conversion efficiencies in the 30 to 80% range. A variety of pump

sources have been successfully implemented to excite these fibers, including single

stripe laser diodes, demonstrating the potential of Nd:YAG fiber lasers as miniature,

self-contained coherent sources.

For obvious reasons it was decided that a natural extension of this work would

he the demonstration of Q-switched fiber lasers. This issue was addressed in the

previous part of this contract in the form of a detailed feasibility study. This study

provided a theoretical prediction of Q-switched pulse characteristics, as well as the

identification of two basic Q-switching schemes compatible with the compactness

of a fiber laser cavity.

A.\ typical fiber laser cavity vas made of a short, Nd:YA(G fiber with polished

and antireflection coated eals, placed between two flat laser inirror;. Each mirror

was m(n)uted on a gimbal mount for cavity alignment purposes. The fiber was

exciteo with the bearil of a pujmp source (usually a tunable (lye laser) focused into

the fiber through the back mirror. The first, and simplest, Q-switching method to

implement in a fiber laser vas mechanical modulation of the optical alignment of one

of the cavity rnirror . in a manner analogous to the rotating prism method. In this

3



scheme one of the mirrors was mounted on a vibrating assembly, which provided

a periodic modulation of the mirror angular deflection in a direction perpendicular

to the cavity optical axis.

The second Q-switching method was a passive scheme which involved the

introduction of a thin film saturable absorber in the cavity. As is well known

from standard Q-switching theory,the intensity dependent optical transmission of

saturable absorbers is such that they can lead to the generation of very short Q-

switched and mode locked laser pulses.

This and the following section of this report present the results of experimental

investigations of these two Q-switching methods, applied to Nd:YAG fibers at 1.064

pm. A short summary of the status of single crystal fiber growth and preparation

available during this contract is first presented below as background material for

the reader.

B. General Status of Crystal Fiber Development

1. Crystal Fiber Growth

The single crystal fibers used in this work, as well as in other work reported in

this report, were grown by the laser heated pedestal growth technique. The principle

of this technique is outlined in Figure 2.1. A fiber is grown from a melt, produced

from a source material heated by a CW CO 2 laser. The source material (crystal or

amorphous) is a small (,-- 1-3 cm) cylindrical rod, onto which the CO 2 laser beam

is focused to form a melt zone held onto the source material by surface tension. An

oriented crystal seed is dipped into the melt, then slightly pulled to form a molten

zone of suitable shape. The seed (fiber) is then drawn at constant speed from the

melt, while the source rod is moved upward to feed material into the melt. During

growth the equilibrium shape of the melt exhibits the characteristic shape shown in

Figure 2.1. The ratio of the source to fiber translation rates determines the ratio of

4
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their diameters through mass conservation. For stable growth, the fiber pulling rate

is usually chosen to be on the order of one mil!imeter per minute, with a diameter

reduction of three to one.

During the course of this contract two crystal fiber growth stations developed at

Stanford University under partial Air Force Force support were available. The first

one has been extensively described in previous interim reports. The second station

was developed at a later time under Professor R. L. Byer's supervision. This second

generation station incorporated the basic features of the first station, together with

a number of significant modifications which contributed to improvements in crystal

Afiber quality. This second station, with few exceptions, was therefore used for the

generation of the fibers reported herein.

It is known' that waveguide loss may arise from optical scattering poduced

by fiber diameter variations. In order to achieve a constant diameter fiber, a stable

fiber growth condition must be achieved, in particular excellent mechanical stability,

constant source and fiber translation rates, stable laser power and symmetric heat

distribution in the melt zone. The second generation station was designed to better

meet these requirements, with a view towards producing fibers with greater diameter

stability. The heat source is a 15 watt polarized waveguide CO 2 laser exhibiting

power fluctuations of less than 1%. An electro-optic modulator (EOM) controls the

input power over a dynamic range greater than 100:1. An optical system focuses

the laser beam onto the fiber with a 360* symmetry (to ensure a symmetric heat

distribution) using a set of reflective axially symmetric components. The focal spot

size can be as small as .30 microns to make the growth of small diameter fibers

possible. The fibers are translated parallel to themselves using a motor-drive belt

and driv,? system. The diameter measrement system implements a non-contact

I M. J. F. Digonnet, C. Gaeta, D. O'Meara, and 11. J. Shaw, "Clad Nd:YAG Fibers for Laser
Applications," WIEE Journal of Lightwave Technology, 5, 5, 642-6.16 (May 1987).
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interferometric principle to measure the fiber diameter just above the melt zone,

and provides a measurement resolution of 1 part in 103 . The diameter control

system sends the diameter information to an electronic system, which provides an

error signal to adjust the motor translator speed.

To grow Nd:YAG fibers the original material is a Nd:YAG rod (with 1% Nd)

which is cut from a bulk cyrstal, then ground on a centerless grinder to a 400 it

diameter rod. Rod diameters are rather uniform, with variations less than 3.0%

along a one inch length. In order to avoid contact between rod surfaces and the

driving belt, the rods are usually mounted in a glass capillary (41 mm length, 500

pm inner diameter tube) to make them translate more smoothly through the belt

drive system.

Good quality seed fibers must be chosen to initiate the growth, whose orien-

tation is <111>. Because of details of the operation of the diameter measurer,

setting the angular orientation of the seed in the right position is essential and

often takes several attempts.

Fiber diameter stability is a function of the diameter reduction between the

source rod and the fiber, the molten zone size and the material being grown. Large

diameter reductions yield oscillatory fiber diameter variations which ultimately

terminate the growth. lowever, small diameter reductions increase the number of

growths to attain a small diameter fiber. A suitable compromise for the reduction

ratio is 3:1. For Nd:YAG the growing speed is chosen to be 0.5 to 1.5 mm/min.

Other factors that influence the diameter stability are the incident laser power and

the heat distribution stability of the molten zone. For this purpose the laser water

cooling temperature and room temperature were kept constant to 0.1 'C and 0.5

°C, respectively. Once the fiber growth is initiated, the voltage applied to the E.O.

modulator is adjusted to mailtain the laser power at the same level.

7'A '* *~- - , .-- ~ 5 V~~



2. FbrCladding

Diamefter variations perturb the waveguide and can lead to mode conversion in

the fibr and~ Coli jling to radiation modes.2 B~oth mechanisms contribute to a higher

loss in t le fiber. D~ecreasing the index difference between the single crystal fiber and

the su rro'i d in g ii ateria I can reduce this effect. Placing a cladding material around

tilthe fiber Nithl :III indlex close to but, less than that of the core will accomplish this

objective. TIhe ,t her purpose of a cladding is to decrease the number of guided

miodes that thet, iber can suipport for a given core radius.

The prolewlI of providing single crystal fibers with a suitable cladding have

bee-n a(1(hrved~( f(r -wine timie undler suipport from Litton Systems, Inc. Efforts have

* lwo-n fo(It li(:- ni'f1 oil N2A and~ LiNbO3 because of their practical importance.

I[o(r N(I;Y\(G I)Oih siuttering and] extruision methods have been examined for the

d',yii i110it of IwII index gk~seos. As described in detail elsewhere, the latter was

*~ very '.ii( E--i h1, i di n- to inechuijiicnily strong cladding layers and a ten fold loss

ldie'i Wi. An Al rit c ietlho'] ;s di hiusion, by whih chemicil ions are diffuised

ill the -?*t:l1f! ' I it ' :tyvi- so a-s to redluce the core radius and produce a lower

iiiI -'cn r r- ';i i I ;I N ,( ):s .h~ lp roton exchange and NMgO doping by d illusion

:ir(, pr' 4i1 -illg to , Imtim- to, nchieve step or gradIed index cladding, and are now

imuil,-r ,Iwl thyiw! i ,I hrli t ijr~ict'. lDilfutsion techinliues have not yet been app)lied

to \d Y\(

,f Ill- ',- Y-V( fib-r- rij(itd in the following wvere clad with high index

0present Program. The glass wooas depotited onto the fibers using an extruision process,

whc rvre -0 1m) thick claldding layers. The glass maiterial used was LA

S4130, vieldirtga ,i ,o ide\ profile %%tit Iia step of approximiately An 0.0-15.

1) M \arcuse, (1.~ of I )e Jr--i I piw:! Wave'gu ides," Acadvi-ic Press, 1971.

% -e J
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3. Fiber Polishing

Prior to optical characterization all fibers had their ends polished by standard

mechanical means. In the course of this contract the method used to mount the

" fiber during the polishing operations was slightly altered to improve end quality. To

improve fiber stability the fibers are bonded individually (as opposed to arra.s, as

done in earlier days) into a close fitting glass capillary. To minimize the amount of

(soft) adhesive surrounding the fiber, and thereby facilitate the polishing operations,

the tube inner diameter was chosen to be only one or two mils (25 to 50 Jim) larger

than the fiber diameter. For sub-80 pm diameter fibers, the fiber insertion into

the capillary tube was generally difficult. One of the capillary openings was thus

slightly wNidened with a controlled chemical etch in hydrofluorie acid. The capillary

- tube was held above a plastic rack into which enough tlF was poured to reach the

bottom of the capillary. For 3 nil and 2 mil capillaries an etching time of one and

two hours, respect ivey, was adequate to obtain suitable openings. This method

greatly improved the prm.e-s reliability by preventing the fiber from accidentally

breaking dliuring inserti(,n.

A liV-ciring adhesive was used ,o bond the fibher in the capillary tube. These

adhesives are harder than traditional adhesives such as wax, which is helpful in

the polishing process. Capillary action was generally not strong enougli to pull the

adhesive into the tube. The fiber had to be inserted in ar( t of the tube several

times to feed the a(lhesive inside the tue. The epxy was hard(ened by a 20 minute

vxposur,, to 'V light, at which p)cint polishing could )e in:tiatd. Standard grinding

and polishing techniqiuj.e were used for this purpose which provided smooth fiber

,hNd faces wkith tytpicallv better than X/.1 flatness and regular fib er edges.

.=__
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C. Mechanically Q-switched Fiber Lasers

1. Theoretical Considerations

As described in the introduction, mechanical Q-switching of a single crystal

fiber laser cavity involved the mechanical modulation of the optical alignment of

one of the cavity mirrors. For this purpose one of the mirrors was mounted on a

vibrating assembly. This assembly provided a temporally sinusoidal modulation of

the mirror angular deflection with respect to the cavity optical axis. The vibration

axis was therefore perpendicular to this axis. Only twice during each cycle was the

mirror truly aligned with the cavity axis; this position corresponded to the minimum

* Ocavity loss. The generation of a Q-switched pulse occurred when the mirror was in

the vicinity of this low loss position. During the remaining of the cycle the cavity

loss was high and the population inversion was allowed to build up for the next

pulse.

Assuming that the mirror is properly aligned when the angular deflection of

the mirror is zero at time t 0 0, the motion of the mirror may be described by

0 = Omaxsin(2irft) (2.1)

where 6,,,. is the maximum angular deflection and f the vibration frequency.

Under the eondition that oscillation starts to occur when the mirror is aligned

to within 6O of the condition 0 = 0 for perfect alignment (and minimum loss), the

switching time 61 (from the off to the on state) is approximately given by

6t - 1 (2.2)
oma 27rf

where we made use of Equation (2.1) assuming that 0 is small.

In orler to asslre that only a single pulse is generated, the vibration frequency

'" "10



must be high enough so that the mirror does not remain aligned much longer than

some maximum time interval Ai,,. This sets a lower limit to f through Equation

(2.2):

bO 1
fmin - ~ ~(2.3)Omax 2r At,,

A second requirement is that there be enough time between the on states (0 =

0) for the population inversion to build up to near its steady state value. For quasi-

cw pumping to be realized the time between on states must be at least equal to the

upper laser state lifetime rf, so that

fax 1 (2.1)

There combined requirements restrict the practical vibration frequency range

to

fO 1 2f. 1

O,,ax 27rAton 2 Tf (2.5)

Past experience with mechanically chopped Nd:YAC lasers indicates that a

switching time on the order of , 5psec is enough to generate a single Q-

switched pulse, while cavity alignment normally neeIs to he achieved to 66 -0.10.

Also, the commercial vibrating mirror used in our experiments has a maxinuin

angular deflection 0 , = 20. This vields a m inium frequelicy requirement f,,

= 1.6 kliz. The maximum frequency limit, taking 7f = 2361.+cc foIr Nd: s, i

find: =2.2 kliz. These approximate figures show that a frequency in the range of

I to 3 kllz should be adequate.

For a typical mirror of dimension 1, along a direction perpendicular to the

rotation axis, positioned at a distance d,,, away from the endI of the fiber, 0 Ma.

must be )oundedI according to

II
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< si(12din (2.6)

so that the mirror will not come in contact with the fiber mounting jig at maximum

deflection. In our fiber lasers, the mirror has a transverse dimension of 1 mm and

is located at least 20 pmi from the fiber end-face. Equation (2.6) indicates that the

maximum deflection of the mirror must not exceed 2.30.

The above considerations led us to select a commercially available resonant

vibrating assembly with a 20 maximum deflection angle, and a vibration frequency

of 2 kHz. In this unit the vibrating element was a small torsional rod onto which

the mirror was bonded. The entire assembly was small, about 5 cubic inches, and

- very light, and was easily mounted on an asjustable tilt micropositioner for cavity

alignment purposes.

2. Experimental Arrangement

In the following the fiber laser cavity was made of two flat mirrors (2 X 2 X

0.5 mam) mounted on gimbal mounts, between which the fiber was positioned with

a 4 axis micropositioner (2 rotation and 2 linear axes). The back mirror was a high

reflector (R > 09.5%) at the signal wavelength (1.064 pm), while the front mirror,

through which energy is extracted from the cavity, had a transmission T, 1 " 0.65%.

In mechanical Q-switching experiments the back mirror of the Nd:YAG fiber

laser was mounted on the torsion bar of a torsional optical scanner. The other end

of the torsion bar was fixed. A moving iron armature located near the fixed end

excited the rod so that resonance occurs at some natural frequency. In this scheme

C-' the frequency was fixed at around 2 kHz. The scanning assembly was mounted on

a tilt stage for mirror alignment purposes.

Unless otherwise specified, an argon ion laser tuned to 0.5145 pm served as a

pump source. The punip beam was focused onto the fiber through the back mirror

04
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with a single lens. The output signal from the fiber laser was filtered to eliminate

the unabsorbed punp light, then sent onto a silicon detector. For cw measurements

a large area calibrated EGG model 550 power meter was used. For Q-switched

pulse characterization it was replaced by a small area reversed bias (- 60 V) Si

detector with a 0.5 nsec rise time, followed by a 40 dB amplifier and a storage

oscilloscope. In this case the laser output was focused onto the small sensitive area

to detect all the emitted photons.

Alignment of the mechanically Q-switched cavity proceeded as follows. First,

the fiber laser was aligned under ew pumping conditions, with the optical scanner

turned off. For this purpose the argonlaser beam was amplitude modulated with a

25 kliz niechanic:l chopper to reduce its duty cycle (to 3.4o7 ), thereby eliminating

the danger of (dniaging the epoxy surrounding the fiber during initial alignments.

After ob-erving ,iliasi-ew laser oscillation, the oscillation threshold was lowered to

acceptable levekl: for ew pumping operation. The chopper was then turned off and

the cavily further opt iized inder -w pumping conditions. At this time the back

Ill? mirr ,,r tilt :in,,e wa i d nodutlated horizontally using the torsional optical scanner.

3. Test Fibers

Th fibrs t,-.,I ,d in the mechani,-:clly Q-switched mode included the four fibers

(if Arr;a.v No. 17, m inhers 17- 1 lhron gh 17-1, and Fiber No. 23. The fiber charac-

tI'ris ie. I,, l l,.,! in 'I~'ablh 2.1. Array No. 17 contains fibers (l',d in epoxy, while

[il," 2,, i, 1h,, irs Ii I A0-1 3( glass clad fiber whih N was su(cessfully brought to

C\V .i:i W..k i1,(lie(,d kewhere in this report. these clad fibers were clad

under progr:ms fim ,l,,d by other auspices, which made thes, fibers available to this

ol~trat for its ,,- ilu,''i tiote. .,l-n listed in Table 2.1 -r, the characlvrislties

of : bnIll N41:Y\(; :ample Ic.d fnr cojmp:rison Ile . In the bulk Ilacr the

fr('it m1irror :i, rbyitl lv :a 5 cm r~adliis of .urvalure mirrror to nmke tlt- cAviOv
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Table 2.1

Nd:YAG Fibers Tested as Mechanically Q-switched Fiber Lasers

Fiber Diameter (po)_ Cladding . (mm) -

Array No. 17 170 Epoxy .---- -

No. 23 135 LaSF30 Glass

Bulk 2000 X 2000 Air 7.5

optically stable.

4. CW Laser Characterization

Prior to the Q-switching experiments, data were taken for each fiber laser

as well as for the bulk laser under cw pumping, non Q-switched conditions. As

described elsewhere, the characteristic output curve (output power Pout versus

absorbed pump power Pab,) of these devices grows linearly, with a conversion slope

efficiency s, above a threshold pump power Pth. The output beam of all cw lasers

was found to have a clean, Gaussian intensity profile, indicating that the lasers were

oscillating on the fundamental mode (TEMOO for the bulk laser, and LP 01 for the

fiber lasers).

Although Nd:YAG fiber lasers have generally very good characteristic curves,

with slope efficiencies in the range of 10%-50% and thresholds as low as a few

SmV, the fibers tested under this part of the program yielded fairly poor results.

Their thresholds were somewhat higher (10-40 mW) than optimum, and their slope

efficiencies on the order of 1/4 to 2%. As we shall see later this situation had a

4strong bearing on the Q-switching results. No attempt was made to correct this

situation to enable research efforts to move on to the potentially more appealing

passive Q-switching scheme (see Section I.B.).

4
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5. Experimental Characterization of Q-switched Lasers

5.1 Fiber Lasers

Mechanically Q-switching fiber lasers were successfully achieved for all the

samples listed in Table 2.1. As predicted by theory, the threshold of oscillation

under Q-switching conditions was found to be approximately the same as that under

CW conditions. As anticipated, the relatively slow loss modulation offered by this

type of switching led to the generation of more than one pulse. A certain amount of

pulse-to-pulse jitter was also found to be present, as the time of onset of the train

and the exact distribution of energy among the pulses were sensitive to the small

fluctuations in the pump power and in the scanner speed. This jitter was eliminated

from our measurements by storing single sweeps on the oscilloscope.

We show in Figure 2.2 a typical train of output pulses obtained with Fiber 17-1

pumped about 5 times above threshold. The first, left-most pulse in the figure is

the main pulse. It is the most stable and carries the most energy. The number

and amplitude of the secondary pulses, which varied slightly from shot-to-shot,

were pump power dependent. The pulse repetition frequency was about 3.8 kltz

(corresponding to T =- 265 psec between pulses). The oscillation frequency of the

torsion bar was around 2 kHz but since it passed through the rest position (high

laser cavity Q position) twice during each cycle, the loss modulation of the laser

cavity occurred at twice this frequency.

The main pulse was further expanded in Figure 2.3. The full width at half

maximum power (FWIINI) is approximately 73 nsec for this pump power level. Using

Sa standard triangular approximation, the pulse width Atp defined in the theory as

-the full width of the base of the triangle fitted to the pulse, is Atp . 1,10 nsec.

let P be the average power emitted by the laser. If all the energy of a pulse

train was contained in a single pulse, the peak power of that pulse would be

15
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Figure 2.2--Q-switched Pulse Packet from Fiber
No. 17-1 Pumped Five Times Above

* Threshold (2 iisec/div)
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Figure 2.3--Main Pulse in a Q-switched Pulse
* Packet from Fiber No. 17-1 (200

nsec/div).
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Table 2.2

Q-switched Data for Fiber No. 17-2

Pb, (m\V) P (IAV) At,, (ns) FWIINI (ns) P, (mW) Proa. (mW) E (nJ) No.

6.A 1.7 21.1 114 4.2 1.1 0.1 15

8.5 7.1 214H 114 183.3 31.6 3.A 18

13, 1 IS 193 03 321.0 29.6 2.9 28

17.1 176 129 71 723.1 52.5 3.4 36

i Pr - 2T (2.7)Alp

'lihre 7' Is tit, )erio(l between pulses. The average power at X. = 1.061 pm,

menurd by f,.using the laser output into a calibrated Photodvne detector, was

P -17= SS 1it', If (nly one pukle existed in each pulse packet the peak power would

.hav een lPJ =- 333 milt'. i lwever, the actual peak power in the main pulse was

ahmtit 5S.3 nX\ 'l'li, sho.%s that about 17.5v of the emitted energy resided in the

I l~nain piikc in this piarti(cufar situation.

W' h i, 'l'aIwk I 2.2 the energy distribution characteristics of the Q-switched

puke tra in ,,h:mwd ,,ith fiber 17-2, wlich yielded the best results of all tested

fillnr ,. i Ili., fil,,r the plinip pow(r w:is increase(d up to 17 nAV, corresponding

%I, ;-t tiul ii , th ,'-h,,I,.. \-ti iiing a single puke operation the peak power

%', %. rh,. frni m 1.2 w\V 1,, 723 n\" :is the absorbevd pump power was increasod from

6 I m\\ t(, aIII? 17 it\\'. The l'W II\1 pulse wi lth %%;s 71 ntrec at the maximum

pi i, I r :t th, iL- traimi On ,r-y 17 n.J. .\ .uially. a 36 pulse packet was

(bsIrv,,l at thi is ui j),, v,,r level. A peak power of 53 mV (3.4 n J) was mensured

f,,r O in I,, p1-,'. \,,to that onlv the energy in the main pulse is listed in thO

I,, lhl,., litI t ,. t,,t l e.nrgy.

itI.,,.2. I 2 5. mni 2.G plot th e (,vol ti,,n wit h excitation i) '(er of three of

if,. (luatti ,,,  It r I in "I'all, 2. i:mitniv the average po( ,r 1'. the Iulse widlh -NI,

I-%
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and the peak power of the main pulse Pmaz- In Figure 2.4, the average power is

seen to increase almost linearly with Pab., as expected. The total energy conversion

effficiency, defined as

E P (2.8)

is equal to the slope of this curve, approximately 0.015, or 1.5%. This figure

compares favorably with the value of 1.8% measured for the (power) slope efficiency

of this fiber oscillating under cw conditions.

The pulse width (Figure 2.5) was found to decrease with increasing pump

power, as anticipated, although details of this curve varied from fiber to fiber.

In principle, as the pump power is increased the pulse width should decrease,

then level off at some minimum value, yielding a curve which is concave. The

discrepancy observed for certain fiber lasers, in particular in Fiber No. 17-2, is

not well understood, although it is believed that it is related to the low speed of

the Q-switching mechanism and the presence of multiple pulses. In the far above
threshold limit, the pulse width should be approximated by

= Atp 4h  (2.9)
c60

where n = 1.82 (material index), C :- mm (cavity length) c = 3 X 1O10cyn/sec,0

and b0 is the cavity loss. For typical values of the loss coefficient in the range of

0.1-1.0, AItp should be on the order of 0.2-2.0 nsec. The values of the pulse width

that we mea,,ure(i are two orders of magnitude higher than predicted for a fast

Q-switching mechansnm, which was expected since the loss modulation frequency is

unusually low in this type of mechanical Q-switch. Clearly, disagreement with our

fast switching model was to be expected.

The peak power of the main pulse was found to grow nearly linearly with

absorbed pump pV mer (Figure 2.6), as antici pated. lowever, the absolute value of

90) I



Table 2.3

Q-switched Data for Miniature Bulk Laser

bGeII! At.WJI (ns) {FWIIM (ns) Pp~ (WV) P,, (W) E (nJ) No.1

48.0 54 79 43 0.36 0.22 8.7 3

61.7 189 50 29 2.0 0.66 16.5 10

77.3 320 48 28 3.5 0.95 22.9 14

92.0 452 48 28 5.0 1.1 26.4 17

the peak powers generated with this (and other) fiber lasers is much smaller than

expected from our model. Again we believe the fact that a slow Q-switch was used

is responsible for this situation. This problem will be further addressed in a later

section.

5.2 Bulk Laser

Tests of the mechanically Q-switched bulk crystal laser were performei by

placing the crystal (see Table 2.1) in the same cavity, after replacing the output

coupler by a curved mirror. The radius of curvature of this mirror (R = 5 cm) and

the pump mode size (1Wo,p ,-' 20 tm) were chosen to minimize the laser threshold

(within the range of reasonable parameters) following a theoretical model developed

under earlier phases of this contract.

Experimental Q-switching results for this miniature bulk laser are shown in

Table 2.3. The parameters are the same as in Table 2.2. With this crystal, peak

powers were increased to the order of watts. This is due in part to the fact, that

higher pump power levels (by a factor of about 2) were used for the bulk crystal.

Pump power for the fibers was restricted to lower levels to avoid any possible damage

to the mounting epoxy or to their softer AR coatings. Pulse energies are in the nano

joule range, similar to the fiber lasers. For 92.0 mW of absorbed punIp power the

energy of a tyl)ical pulse packet was close to 120 nJ. If this had all been emitted in
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a single pulse, the peak power would have been 5 W. Since there were actually 17

pulses in this case the peak power in the main pulse was 1.1 W corresponding to

about 26 jiJ. The FWHM for this pulse was 28 nsec.

Both the average power P and the main pulse peak power Pm, exhibit a linear

growth with absorbed pump power, as shown in Figure 2.7. From the average

power dependence, the energy conversion efficiency is calculated to be 0.000 (0.9%)

compared to 0.0111 for the cw mode of operation. Pump power absorbed at

threshold for this laser was 39.2 mW in the Q-switched case. The pulse width

variation with pump power is found to be highly nonlinear, leveling off at Atp = 48

nsec for large pump powers (FWHM = 28 nsee), as illustrated in Figure 2.8. This

curve shows that the pulse width has apparently asymptoted to its minimum value

of about 48 nsec (28 nsec FWHM) and cannot be further decreased by increasing

the pump power. Note that the curve is directed concave up; it may suggest that

in some fibers a mechanism other than slow switching may have been responsible

for the different dependence of Atp on Pabe.

5.3 Analysis

'h, A comparison of the data obtained for the fiber lasers shows that some per-

formed better than others even for fibers of similar diameter, in terms of both peak

power and pulse width performance. There was a one to one relationship between

the laser peak power and its threshold, showing that, the peak power was propor-

%.r tional to the cavity loss of the laser. The same conclusion was generally true for

0. the laser pulse width. The lowest loss fibers (17-2 and 17-4) and the bulk laser

:4;' exhibited energy conversion efficiencies of the same order of magnitude, while the

fiber lasers exhibited - 5 to 10 times lower thresholds than the bulk laser. This

observation is in agreenment wit h theoretical predictions: bulk and waveguide lasers
4

have similar efficiencies but the waveguide type exhibits a lower threshold due to a
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tighter confinement of the pump signal fields over the length of the laser material.

This indicates that peak power on the order of watts can be obtained with the

present fiber sample. This was not done with the argonion pump laser in order to

avoid damaging the fibers prior to testing them at XP = 0.808 pm.

In general, it can be said that the output pulses of both fiber and bulk Q-

switched lasers had the anticipated average power, which was compatible with their

internal loss measured by independent means. What differed drastically from what

was expected on the basis of traditional, fast Q-switching, was the distribution of

this energy along the time scale; we observed multiple pulses with comparatively

low peak power and large width. To provide a quantitative as well as qualitative

confirmation of this situation, a computer model of slow Q-switching was developed,

as detailed in the next section.

5.4 Slow Q-switching Model

As mentioned earlier, the type of mechanical Q-switching that we used is

inherently slow, on the order of a few kHz, largely because of a high frequency

limit imposed by the large lifetime of Nd:YAG upper laser state. Because the cavity

loss does not drop (from its high to low value) fast enough, the initial population

inversion (time t = 0, high loss) is not very far above the final population inversion

(time t - tI _ Atp) prevailing at the end of the generation of the pulse, since

Atp is much shorter than the on-off switching time. Therefore (I) the first pulse

does not extract much energy from the laser medium, and (2) at the end of the first

pulse the conditions are right to support the generation of a 2nd, 3rd, etc. pulse.

To evaluate to what degree this mechanism was responsible for what was

observed, we developed computer software to model slow Q-switching and applied

it to the miniature bulk laser. A computer program, originally written to model Q-

switched fiber lasers in which the switching occurs much faster than the pulse width,

0 27



Table 2.4

Measured Versus Theoretical Results for the Bulk Laser (1t Pulse)

FPab I on) 6 P eamea mW) eaktheory (mW) Mp, ncas (nseC) Atp theor (nsec)48.0 0.147 220 220 79 104

61.7 0.185 660 666 50 53

77.3 0.23 955 951 48 40

92.0 0.274_ 1100 1100 48 34

was modified to step through the burst of pulses in a Q-switched pulse packet. This

was achieved in two steps. First, the initial inversion for the first pulse was assumed

to be that given by the pumping level. The loss factor bo was then adjusted to yield

a value of the peak power in the first pulse corresponding to the measured value.

Second, the pulse width was computed using this value of the loss factor 60 and

compared to that obtained experimentally.

As an example, the miniature bulk laser pumped at Pabe = 61.7 mW emitted

a train of 10 pulses, with a main, first pulse peak power of 660 mW (see Table 2.3).

To match this peak power value the computed loss value was b0 = 0.185, from

which the computed pulse width came out to be 53 nsec. This is in good agreement

with the measured value of 50 nsec, and in order of magnitude agreement with the

loss factor inferred from slope efficiency measurements (6o = 0.48). This model was

* found to predict the pulse width to better than 25% for all the data points taken

P".. with the bulk laser, as shown in Table 2.4.

41$ An important point to make is that the loss factor varies with the pumping

0.1 level (and therefore differs from the threshold value at Pabe = 0), as expected. As

.4 the pump power increases the first pulse occurs sooner, and its duration is shorter,

so that it experiences a higher average loss. This is in agreement with the general

trend in the computed values of 60 (see Table 2.4).

Once the parameters have been obtained for the first pulse, analogous sets of

04 28-
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parameters may be obtained for subsequent pulses in much the same way. The only

difference is that the initial inversion level to be used in the calculation is set equal

to the final inversion of the previous pulse. The loss factor of the next pulse is then

varied until the peak power corresponds to the measured value. A calculation is

then made of the pulse width to complete the pulse characterization. This process

is iterated to the nth pulse, such that the initial population inversion for the (n +

)th pulse is below the threshold value.

This approach was used to analyze the sequence of pulses obtained from the

miniature bulk laser at four pumping levels. As the pump power was increased the

number of pulses increased from 3 to 17 (see Table 2.3). A plot of the variation of

the peak power from the first to the last pulse computed for each pumping level

is shown in Figure 2.9. The general calculated behavior is in good agreement with

what was experimentally observed, namely a 0.5 to 1.0 psec time interval between

pulses, and a generally decreasing, non-monotonic peak power distribution along

each pulse train.

An analogous plot of the pulse widths is given in Figure 2.10. Here it is noted

that the pulse width for the first pulse decreases with increasing pump power while

that of subsequent pulses in a pulse train generally increases but not monotonically.

For the highest pumping level the pulse width, increases from below 50 nsec to just

under 300 nsec for the last pulse, although most of the pulses (except for the last

few) have pulse widths under 150 nsec. Again the behavior is in broad agreement

with experimental observations.

The behavior of the calculated loss factor is shown in Figure 2.11. At a given

pump level the loss decreases monotonically toward a minimum value. As explained

earlier, this behavior was expected. When the first pulse is generated, the moving

mirror is on its way toward, but not at, minimum deflection (where the cavity loss

will be minimum); the loss experienced by each subsequent pulse is therefore smaller

29
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than that experienced by the previous pulse.

As mentioned earlier, as the pump power is increased, the first pulse, and all

subsequent pulses, are generated sooner, i.e., when the mirror position is further

away from zero deflection, and experience higher losses. This is in general agreement

with the theoretical model prediction (see Figure 2.11). Furthermore, because

the pulse train starts sooner along the mirror deflection, the pulse peak power is

expected to be lower than predicted by the theory (which assumes a constant cavity

loss as the pump power is increased). The duration of the pulse, on the order of

8 /tsec here (see Figure 2.11) is very small compared to the vibration period of the

mirror (about 500 psec), which shows that the pulse train is emitted very near zero

mirror deflection. The minimum value is on the order of about 5% for the highest

pump power used in contrast to the cw measurement of about 22%. This may

be due to the relatively poor alignment tolerance of the tilt stage used to initially

orient the mirror scanning mechanism.

6. Conclusion

This study of mechanical Q-switching in Nd:YAG fiber lasers has led success-

fully to the first generation of Q-switched pulses in a single crystal fiber device.

Because of the slow nature of the Q-switching mechanism involved, the observed

outputs contained a train of man) pulses, as opposed to the single pulse expected

with a fast Q-switch. In the best of the tested fibers it was found that 10-20% of the

emitted energy was contained in the main (first) pulse. When the excitation level

was three times above threshold, the main pulse width was about 70 nsec (F\VIIM),

while its peak power was on the order of 50 mW. The dependence of these various

quantities on the pump power level were in general agreement with theory. In par-

ticular, the average power of the pulse train agreed well with the value of the fiber

laser cavity loss mn-a.sured independently under CAN conditiMns.
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Similar measurements with an unguided bulk Nd:YAG laser yielded similar

results, except for higher peak powers (up to 1 watt) and shorter pulse width (30

nsec for the FWHM of the main pulse), primarily because this device was pumped

much further above threshold than the fiber lasers.

For both fiber and bulk lasers, it was found that the energy temporal distribu-

tion within a pulse train was much different from that predicted by theory for a

standard Q-switched device. A slow Q-switch model was therefore developed to

confirm our observations. This model was found to predict the observed pulse

behavior very well, in particular the multiple pulse generation and the broader in-

dividual pulse width, as well as the temporal evaluation of the cavity loss as the

mirror is scanned near zero deflection.

The measurements reported in this section were unfortunately made with less

than ideal fibers, which exhibited propagation losses somewhat higher than the

lowest losses observed at the time this study was made. They showed nonetheless

that the fibers were able to support the generation of Q-switched pulses, although

it is clear that new generation fibers would probably yield better results.

D. Passively Q-switched Fiber Lasers

1. Theoretical Analysis

As outlined earlier, passive Q-switching of a Nd:YAG fiber laser involves the

incorporation of a saturable absorber at the signal frequency in the fiber laser cavity.

A simple implementation of this approach compatible with the compactness of the

cavity is to use a thin film of saturable absorber held by surface tension between

one of the mirrors and fiber ends. When the cavity is cold, the saturable absorber is

initially opaque to the signal; the cavity loss is high (the cavity Q is low) and laser

emission is impeded.

As the pump is applied to the fiber laser, in an end pumping configuration,
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and the pump power level is linearly and slowly increased, two phenomena occur.

First, the gain in the cavity increases, at first and for a wide range of pump power

in a linear fashion (see Figure 2.12). Concurrently, an increasing fluorescence signal

travels through the fiber. The cavity loss experienced by this signal arises from two

terms. The first one is the round trip loss 61, due to all cavity loss mechanisms

except for the absorption of the dye at the signal wavelength. The second one, 6,

is the absorption due to the saturable absorber dye, related to the dye absorption

coefficient a and the film thickness t by

* 6 = 2at (2.10)

As the saturable absorber absorbs the forward traveling fluorescence signal, it,

absorption coefficient a decreases, and so does the total cavity loss 6t = 6 + 6, as

indicated in Figure 2.12.

Intuitively, it is clear that the number of signal photons in the cavity does

7. not start increasing significantly until the cavity gain approaches the value of the

total loss bt. At this point the absorbed pump power has reached the Q-switching

threshold value Pab , m, as shown in Figure 2.12. From this moment the signal

intensity increases inside the cavity, and is helped in its growth by the drop in the

thin film loss 6 arising from the saturation of the (lye absorption line it causes. Thu.

is illustrated in Figure 2.12 by a sharp drop in the total cavity loss in the vicinity

of Pabs mi,,, as a sharp signal pulse is emitted by the laser cavity.

The dye which was selected for our experimental investigations of passive Q-

switching in Nd:YAG fiber lasers using the principle outlined above is Eastman No.

1.101,5, also referred to as BDN. It is a multilevel saturable absorber, which may

be modeled using a four-state energy level diagram, as shown in Figure 2.13. No

fluorescence at infrared wavelengths was reported from this dye which implies that

the steady-state population of levels .3 and .1 are nearly zero (r32 < 42 << T). The
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steady-state populations in levels 1 and 2 are found fr,,m it , f,,c , r .t ,,f riti.

equations:

N = ND(I + - 1 1)

4-

N2 = No ( 0 + /1')- (2 12)

where ND is the concentration of BDN molecules in (Ith s,,lvent. I is th, f,,rN:ard

optical intensity incident, on the dye, and I, = hL,,/or9 is the saturation intensity

of the absorption line from the ground state. It can be shown from these equations

that the total absorption coefficient at frequency v, is given by

a (0 (2.13)l+-
I,

where q o Ie/a and ao = NDag is the unsaturated absorption coefficient. Here

Sg and re are the absorption cross sections for the 1 - 3 and 2 - 4 transitions,

respectively. At X = 1.064im, the values for these parameters provided by the

manufacturer are o, = 1.94 X 10- 6 cmn2 , = 2.3 X 10-' 7 c1 2 , and , -= 9 X

.•l51/cm 2. The unsaturable absorption loss is il = 12% and the relaxation time

r 1.1 nsec.

Superfluorescence studies reported later in this report have shown that, the

order of magnittude of the fluorescence signal intensity traveling in a Nd:YAG fiber

end pumped at even relatively high levels is small coml)ared to the saturation

intensity I, of BDN. As an example, in a 40 jtm fiber pumped at 200 mW, the

fluorescence intensity is on the order of 1 kW/cm2 (compared to almost 1M /m)

For all practical purposes it can therefore be assumed that the total cavity loss 6b

in Figure 2.12 is independent of pump power (up to Pab6 ,ri,).

1, Just before the Q-switched pulse is emitted, the population inversion i-,, may
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be written as

2"--=/b + 40 (2.14)
Ae.j

where or is the laser transition emission cross section, nin is the population inversion

in the active material, Aef f is the fiber effective active area, and 6o 20/. Because

6 does not depend on the pump power level, the population inversion prevailing when

the pulse is emitted is uniquely defined by Equation 2.14. The major conclusion

of this observation is that the pulse characteristics, such as width and peak power,

which depend only on the population inversion at the time or emission, does riot

depend on the pump power level, but only on the total loss 6t = 6o + 6. This point

is very important. It stresses a fundamental difference between the present device

and traditional Q-switched lasers, in which the cavity loss can be modulated by

some externally controlled means 'idependently of the pump power level. In this

, passively Q-switched laser the pulse is emitted when the pump power has reached

a given value, function only of the fiber loss. For a given device, the only way to

change the pulse characteristic is therefore to change the saturable absorber cold

loss 6o, i.e., its concentration or the film thickness.

When laser oscillation begins the laser intensity increases while the dye ab-

sorption coefficient starts to decrease according to Equation (2.13). The laser rate

equations show that after some build up time the signal intensity circulating inside

the cavity reaches its maximum value (which coincides with the pulse maximum)

Igiven by

i'ma2 = PI ma x ) (2.15)

lere T, is the outl)ut coupler transmission, and Pi,ma, is the peak power of the

output pulse. The factor of 2 stems from the fact that the intensity which saturates

the absorption is the sum of the counterpropagating inter.,ities in the laser cavity.

io3



Equation (2.15) assumes that the laser is operating in a single transverse mode,

labelled i, although not necessarily the lowest order mode. The peak power of tht

pulse, derived in the previous phase of this contract, is

cTr[ fnt,i
Pi,maZ-- =hv, CT-nt,itn - (nt, - nin)] (2.16)

Here nin is the initial population inversion defined earlier, while nt,i is the value of

the population inversion when the intensity of the pulse is maximum, equal to

6 + 6bA
nt= 1b Af (2.17)

The residual dye film loss 6 b at the maximum of the pulse intensity is given by

bb 17 10 I, (2.18)
+Ja

For large peak intensities such that Ii,ma> >> II,, the residual loss asymptotes to

2 aotq. Combining Equations 2.14 and 2.17 we define r as the ratio of population

inversion prevailing at the beginning (nin) and at the maximum intensity point (nt,j)

of the pulse emission:

n + (2.1)

nt,i 61 + 6b

This quantity is equivalent to the ratio of initial to threshold population inversion

in the standard Q-switching theory, which characterizes how far above threshold

(or here above minimum loss) the device is initially pumped. Using this definition

of r the pulse peak power (Equation 2.16) may be written as

" Ppk --hvcT1 
51 + 6 b

Ppeak = /1 b+b Aeff(r - 1 - en(r)) (2.20)
2en 2a

To compute this quant ity for a given value of the dye concentration (or dye cold

loss 60) one must solve simultaneously Equations 2.15 and 2.18 through 2.20. This
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requires computer evaluation as these equations are generally coupled through the

intensity dependence of the dye loss (Equation 2.18). As an example, we considered

the case of Fiber No. 24 tested in our experiments, described in the next section. We

used a fiber core diameter of 130 pm (Aeff = ra2/FoIoI = 1.62 X 1O-cm2 , where

F0101 - 2.1 is the pump-to-signal overlap coefficient for a set of LPo modes far

from cutoff), a fiber length t = 2.35 cm and index n = 1.82, a stimulated emission

cross section of a = 3.2 X 10-19 cm 2 and saturation intensity I. = 2.6 X 103 W/cm 2

for the 1.064 pm transition of Nd:YAG.

Shown in Figure 2.14 is the theoretical dependence of the pulse peak power

on the cold dye loss coefficient 61, for various values of the cavity loss bi. As

expected and ,as explained earlier, for a fixed value of 61 as the (lye cold loss is

increased the peak power increases, because the allowed pump power increases.

These curves assume that the pump power is adjusted for each value of 60 to the

required minimum value. This value can be deduced from Equation 2.14 as

., hlIWp 61 + 6Oef

Pabemin - hAff (2.21)
aUTJ 2

For the parameters of Fiber No. 24 pumped near 810 nm, the value of the operating

pump power is simply Pabmin - 2.68 X 10-2(6o + 61), expressed in watts.

Similarly, the pulse width is given by (see previously developed pulsed fiber

laser theory):

Shv, T,At = + 6b - nf) (2.22)

where n/is the final population inversion, prevailing at the end of the pulse emission.

nf is given by the solution of,

". 3
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- ne - nj.)rln '"  (2.23b)

The evolution of the pulse width (FWHM) with dye film loss bo, as described

by Equation 2.22, is shown in Figure 2.15. For a given value of the cavity loss 61

the pulse width decreases monotonically as the film cold loss 60 is increased - as

expected, since an increase in 6o means an increase in the excitation level (which is

adjusted to Pabs,min for each value of o50). For a given value of the film cold loss 60

the pulse width decreases as the cavity loss 61 is increased - in the limit of very large

values of bj the ratio r (or how far above threshold the laser is pumped) becomes

vanishingly small.

The conclusion of this analysis is that, as expected, the most intense and

narrowest pulses are obtained when the ratio 6o/6 is the smallest. In this case,

and for reasonable cavity parameters, sub-nanosecond pulses with peak powers in

the range of several hundred watts can be generated.

So far it has been assumed that the pump power was fixed at the 'thre,.hold'

or miiniium value Pab,, and was applied in the quasi-OW mode. The population

4-. inversion has then reached its quasi steady-state value after the pump has been

Iapplied for approximately .1-5 times the lifetime of the upper laser state Tf, at

which point the O-switeld pulse is emitted. U nder C\V pumping conditio,, at

Pab, = lbv,,n,n, the frequency of occurence of the pulses is therefore about (4-5

rf)-I, or about I kllz in Nd:YAG (rf -, 230 iI.ct). If the p,,nup is lowered (, <

Pbpm;n), Q-switched pulse emission ceases. If it is increased (Pb, > ',ab,min), the

population inversion steady state value will be reached sooner. Assuiming that the

pulse emission occurs where the population inversion has reached 0W" of its steady

state value, the pulse eviissi)n frequency will be

%3
r*,A,,
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Therefore, increa-sing the pump power above the minimum value Pabsmn required

to obtain pulse emission only increases the emission frequency. If aba = 2 Paba,min

the frequency is increased by a factor of 1.5.

2. Experimental Procedure

As described above, passive Q-switching of fiber lasers was obtained by placing

a saturable absorber laser (lye in the cavity, in the form of a thin film held by

surface tension between the output coupling mirror and the fiber end. The film

4 thickness was generally smaller than 500 pm. The (lye was Eastman No. 1.1015, or

BDN, a standard, relatively stable saturable absorber used in passively mode locked

lasers near 1.06 p in, dissol'ed in 1, 2-dichloroethane.

A standard end- Pumiping configuration was used fo r this investigation, with

,an argimi laser pimlped ('XV dye laser uned to the strong 808 nin absorption line

of Nd:YA- as a pump source. The pump power available fro>m this laser was at

niost 200 ni\V. :atd tsuall, iII the r oItg&' of 80-100 niW, due to difficulties associated

with the c liicnl stalitv of the (lye molecules under intense ilhlmination, and

nechanical stability of the dye laser cavity. In the 0-swiched mole the pump

l)o'er was amllitide nioddlatel at a few klIz rate with aI mechanical chopper to

provide a referii ce signal to trig er the oscilloscope. The Ii_.al pulses were detected

with a f:ast silicon detector having a resl>onse time orf abiut 1-2 nsec.

For these iuutuir,intli1nts tw'o fibers were usel, namely Fiber 17-1 (see Table

2.1) previously involved in mechanically Q-switched investigations, and Fiber No.

2.1 ch<' is a 23.5 inn long, 130 pin core diameter, glass clad fiber with a core-

cli dlling iiidslx difrerence of 0.0 15. The fiber aspect ratio is such that both the pump

Miid ",gn:l are, giildel 1v th fiber core. The fibers vcre .A\l-coated at i.061 tnim,

i',tl:llv at 1)otti v' ltl , :llolhmi-h Ihe p)re'sence of a coating on the side receiving the

.p 15



drop of saturable absorber was not required as the liquid acted as an index matching

medium to reduce the Fresnel loss at this interface. On occasions the AR-coating

was not present on this side of the fiber.

3. Fiber No. 17-1

Initial passive Q-switching measurements were performed in Fiber 17-1. The

C\V cavity loss for this fiber (with T = 4.6%) was measured to be 61 -- 0.186

prior to introducing the saturable absorber. For this fiber the dye concentration

was adjusted by trial and error to ND -- 0.3 X 10+ tcm -a until Q-switching was

observed. Pulse generation was obtained by placing a drop in the cavity, then

adjusting the output coupler orientation until laser oscillation resumed, now in the

Q-swi('hed ~niode.

A plhotograpih of a typical pulse train, obtained under C\V pumping conditions

is shown in Figure 2.16. Q-switched pulses occurred at a repetition rate of 2.8

ktlz. From Equiation 2.24 it suggests that the device was pumped 25% above

minimium requirement (Pab = 1.25 X Pabs,min). A 20% jitter in the time of onset

of consecutive pulses was observed, expected from the nature of the Q-switching

mechanism.

One of the major difficulties encountered "vith this fiber was that after about

one minute of continuous operation the dye film disappeared from the space between

the fiber end and the mirror, either from evaporation or some form of leakage. At

this point, the addition of a new drop of dye restored the generation of Q-switched

pulses. Hlowever, this situation made full characterization of the pulses difficult,

and limited data were collected with this sample. The peak power was estimated to
,.,

Z be about 110 m\V while the pulse width was about 100 ns at the half-power points

(Atp = 200ns). These values are somewhat different from what was anticipated,

namely I)eak powers on the order of tens of watts and pulse widths in the range of
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a few to 50 usee. This discrepancy will be discussed further on.

After a few hours of operati( the epoxy used to hold the capillary tubes in

the mounting fixture beeame soft and gradually come out of the fixture. S)me

chemical reaction was takin- place between the epoxy and the dye solvent, which

encused the sodvent to be gradually soaked up, the epoxy to swell and the individtual

capillary tubes (in which each fiber is contained) to become loose. The solvent

apparenlly did no)t affect the bonding agent used to attach the fibers inside the

capillarie,. \lthmigh individual capillarv tubes were successfully removed from the

fixture at this point, subsequent measurements were performed with Fiber No. 21,

as (Ie.,cribed below.

4. Fiber No. 24

At the time Q-switched oscillation measurements in Fiber No. 24 were initiated,

this fiber was the first glass-clad Nd:YAG fiber which had been brought successfully

to laser oscillation in a continuous vave mode. The fiber propagation loss (for the

fuindamenial transverse mode LP01 ) inferred from CV output characterization was

one of the lowest achieved at that time, namely on the order of 0.5-0.6 dB/cm. Since

the fiber is relatively long (C -= 2.35 cm), the total round trip loss of a cavity made

of this fiber, a high reflector and a 4.6% output cou)ler was typically 61 = 0.5.

When a drop of pure solvent. was added to the cavity laser oscillation ceased,

and was onlv re, ,t()red after readjuisting the orientation of the output coupler, as

dve rilhcd frr fiber No. 17-1. After optimizing the output of the C\V laser in the

presence of the film of solvent, the new round-trip loss was measured to be 61

1.06. The- additional loss contribution of A61 = 0.56 (for a film thickness of about

200 pm) is believed to arise fr)T a combination of (I) frustrated anti-reflection

coating ,)perati(,n. (2) decreased output codupler reflection, and (3) solvent optical

loss die to inhl)nvgenielty and less than ideal transmisis n. The threshold of CAV

!.I
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ocillation wvas then oil the order of Pb, = 45 m1l, or an incident pump power of

60 mV.

\hen Q-switching measurements were performed with this fiber, the pump

power available from the dye laser did not exceed 80 mV, and was often down

to the (\V threvhold level of the fiber laser. As a result only relatively low dye

concent rat ion.s .ould be used to demonstrate passive (-switching in this fiber. Initial

0-switched laser oscillation was observed with a saturable absorl)er concentration of

0.26 X 101
6 cm- 3 . It corresponds to an unsaturated absorption coefficient of n0 =

0.50cm 1 , and an additional (unsaturated) cavity loss of 60 = 2not : 0.02 - 0.01,

dep)ending on fill thickness. Pulse characterization was conducted while the pump

power was set at the maximum power available from the 808 nm dye laser, namely

about 80 mi\V, corresponding to an absorbed pump power of about 60 niV. With

thle a .ove c(,cent ration Q-switched laser operation was obtained routinely. The

dle film appeared to remain for several minutes between the fiber end and the laser

mirror tbefore leaking out, at which point a new drop was added and Q-switched

lacr action resumed immediately. The peak power was quite low, on the order of

3 V, Mhile tile pulse width was 24I0 nsec (FVIINI).

The total (v absorption was then increased by increasing the mirror-to-fiber

listance. andI thlo; tile dye film thickness. An increase in the dye absorption caused

the pule Nwidtlh 1, dlecrease to about 80 nsec, and the peak power to increase to 40

ni\V (see ligur, '2 17). This behavior was expected and confims the conclusion of our
+

theretial anwlv~i which plredicts that the pulse peak power should increase, and

the pulse width decrease, with increasing cold dye loss, in particular with increasing

film thickness.

Other, weaker concentrations were also tested, 0.16 and 0.05 X 10'6 cn -3,

which pr,viPlel 0. 1 - 1.6 mW peak powers and 400-500 nsec wide pulses. Although

lhe filim thiicknci probably varied somewhat from run to run, these tests definitely

8..
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Figure 2. 17--Q-switched Pulse from Fiber Laser No.
24 (Horizontal Scale: 50 nsec/div).
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indicated that a larger ciientrali (up to a point) would optinhize the pulse

characterist ic, :v mnt icipated.

Narro ,er pul,., were indeed observed after changing the film concentration

i; back to 0.26 X 10i (il - , and carefully aligning the fiber laser cavity. We

repeatedly ,l -,vr ,d the generation of 50-80 nsec pulses, then after further alignient

a record pul-, %ilth f 6 nsec, a; shown in Figure 2.18. The estimated peak power

was on tie order of 2 watts. These measurements were obtained with an absorbed

pump power of about 60-80 mW. To the best of our knowledge this is the narrowest

and brightest pue,( observed from a single crystal fiber. This measurement, however,

was a one-time observation which occurred toward the end of our investigation, So

that no further characterizations of this device were performed.

From these ineasurements one can work out the pump parameter r (Equation
2.20) using either the measured values of At or of the peak power. From the value

of At - 6nsee, Equat iol 2.22 predicts ni,,! = 1.49 X 1012, which, combined with

Equation 2.1-, ( = 2.76 1013), provides nf = 2.61 X 1013. The ratio

is only about 5"/. which sho ws that very little energy was extracted by the pulse.

Now from Equation 2.23b one comnI)utes r - 1.03. Similarly, from the value of

It),p, = 2 watt, anld Equatiom 2.20 one computes r -'- 1.07. These two values

are in fair agreenent, their difflrence being attributed to a high cavity loss 61.

Actually, b i , s tok n to b = 1.0 6 in the above dlerivation. IMLid we a'sumed

61 = 1.01, the vilie, of r extra ct]ed independently fr(om At and ,+A. would have

I,,lli iil,,qicla . Thik, is conistent with the observation tlh:t during these tests tlhe

C\V threshold was actually higher than the lowest measured value, p~robaly due to

residual mialignuiint (if the fiber laser cavity.

Ths, result, clearlv in(licat,, that under the c(milit ions (if our experiments, the

pirariter r N% b: irely 1: lrger thi unity, in +ther t wiv l that (e dye film cold I(,ss

b s, nuch sn i:llr th:n I le cavi; v ly t loss l 1. 'Eh s+,lcte l dye concentration
-5
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Figure 2.18--Trace of the Shortest Pulse Obtained
from a Guided Passively Q-switched
Fiber Laser (X = 808 nm).
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was too low, as I lie criterion used to select it was not based on the theory p~resented

in this report, which was developed at a later time. As a result the peak power of

the pulses generated by this method was not quite as high as originally expected.

However, as pointed out earlier, the pulse width depends weakly on the cavity loss

bl, and fairly short pulses were still observed. For the same reason, experiments

were not designed to verify one of the theory's major conclusions, namely that the

pulse output chalracteristics are independent of the pump power level (above some

'threshold' value). A point of particular interest are details in (lie effect of the

J111) l) I()tr on tlie CQ-s%% ithcd laser operation in the vicinity of P ,.,,, which the

current theory does not address.

5. Conclusion

Pasive Q-sNwitching investigations have led to the successful demonstration

of the possibility of nanosecond pulse generation in compact Nd:YAG fiber lasers.

Studies have shown record pulse widths of approximately 6 nsec and peak powers

of 2 watts in gu icd, 808 nin end-punTled, glass-clad Nd:YA(; fibers. This is the

first report of nalitosecond Q-swiltlhing of any tyl)e in single crystal fibers.

It has been sr,,d tHiat the rnesurements invodyed in this analysis were

(iltieil, re(. iiriul (1 w il " itant effor. to operate a g'n,,rally unrelil)le infrared pu 1p

source a, wvll a ' it e :alin i l.nue t H: high loss opt (ie:il cavily. Adver,,, interact 1li5,

het.evii the ,.:iri .(heii :,l c(limJ)n , nts in the cavity alo (ot riluted to increa:sing

the( tlitficuihi 4r t hi, 1:1k. A\ l'irp-e iulic(rtinty in the results;n ( nil ' oe frontm o icr

of kn (,ldge .thik e.-t thlcki (,e tf I leh dv,. film ii , froin the ii,o l (, r,u, l:irlv

feed drops iui-id,, the cviyv.

M ea, ur,.n,,,us ,f thi,. 1w1 ,, k I,'a p(j, o er indl \\idth. :.11,l th,,ir ,tepi li ,e (In

fihniu ( ictl ' ,'ir.iti u i d uul thicki,... iio ic; , thait ti:, Ih c film, -,oitrilhutit, 1i) sncill

fr:ci ,oni o, f t . liw ,,-r l,'-.r ,:i\ IN 1,,,-, "'lT i. situ: i i1oi , ii I,:1rt (,Ili' too :i lv\ aI:m il:,l ,
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pump power, resulted in a pulse energy and peak power generally lower than

expected in an ol)timum configuration.

Despite these shortcomings, we were able to obtain encouraging results, which

points out the potential of Nd:YAG fibers as compact, miniature Q-switched laser

sources. The data generated with these fibers made it possible to verify some of
-.-.,

a'.. the pre(i(tions of a novel theoretical analysis of passively Q-switched lasers. From

this study it iNay be useful to suggest a few guidelines for future work in this area.

In general it was felt that, the fibers involved in this work, in particular Array No.

17. exhibited unusually high CW oscillation thresholds. Since this work was done,

4' much h)Ner loss fibers were fabricated and tested under other auspices, which should

clearly be involved in future investigations. They are anticipated to be adequate

S.! for much high(,r dye concentrations than used in this study, with a hope to achieve

higher pulse peak l)owers. A minimal amount of, or a different, epoxy material

should also be -SC(d as a bonding agent to avoid contamination and interaction with

the dye layer. Some means of containing the liquid saturable absorber would also

avoid the necesilv of continuous addition of dye, as well as provide a basis for

(lye lInQgxity stduries. Alternative, more realizable pump sources, such as a Kr-ion

laser )r (;aA\(As laser diodes, may also be considered for further investigations. We

b'.i,,ve that wit these impr()veniets nanosecond pulses and peak powers in the

vI i, ()f '%Natis ra;iige should be readily achievable in the generation of new low loss

- fil r .
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III. LASER STUDIES AND MINIATURE LASER DEVICES USING

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3

A. Continuous-Wave Laser Action in Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3

1. Introduction

N, Laser action in Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 was achieved at wavelengths around 1.09

pm. This new solid-state laser material exhibits a polarized fluorescence spectrum,

characterized by a "low-gain polarization," X = 1.093 pm, with the electric field

perpendicular to the c-axis, and a 7r or "high-gain polarization," X = 1.085 pm,

with electric field parallel to the c-axis.

The first demonstration of true continuous-wave, room-temperature laser oscil-

lation in neodymium lithium niobate was achieved in our laboratories by pumping

at 598 nm a c-axis Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 crystal (low-gain polarization). At this pump

wavelength, C\V laser operation in a- or b-axis lasers (high-gain polarization) re-

quired elevation of the temperature above 50 'C, due to photorefractive damage.

tHowever, CV room-temperature laser action for the high-gain polarization could

be demonstrated by pumping in the near-infrared at 813 nm.

This section is devoted to the investigation of the main properties of

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 as a solid state laser material. The section also treats the work

on C\V and quasi C\V Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 lasers pumped around 600 nm. The next

sect ion is concerned with Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 lasers )umped in the near-infrared, par-

ticularly diode-pumped lasers.

--e start the section with a brief description of the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 samples

used in this work, followed by the theoretical considerations leading to the design of

the miniature laser resonators. We proceed by presenting the experimental set-up

and some of the more representative experimental results. Next, we describe the

study of the main laser properties of this material, namely, iu<oreseene li retiIII(

. -55
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and net gain cross section. Finally, a direct comparison with Nd:YAG is made.

2. Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Samples
a,.

The bulk samples used in this work were cut from three boules grown and

provided to us by Crystal Technology. The first two boules were grown from a

Li/Nb congruent melt having 5-mol% MgO. They contained 0.15- and 0.2-wt.%

Nd2 0.3 and will be referred to hereafter as the low- and the high-doped boules,

respectively. The third boule was grown at a later period. It had a composition of

9 mol% MgO and 0.15 wt. % Nd203 and will be referred to as the high-magnesium

boule.

Samples cut from the first two boules exhibited striations perpendicular to the

c-axis, visible to the naked eye, and having periods on the order of 0.2 to 1 mm.

The striations were probably due to refractive index changes caused by composition

inhomogeneities. In addition, the high-doped samples contained significant amounts

of inclusions. For this reason most of the laser devices were fabricated from low-

doped samples.

The initial work on CW and quasi-CW Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 lasers was done with

two rectangular b-axis crystals with dimensions 2 X 2 X 10 mm and two rectangular

c-axis rods with dimensions 2 X 2 X 11.5 mm and 1 X 1 X 5 mm respectively.

All these rods belong to the low Nd doped type. The crystals' end faces were

antireflection coated with 1875 A of SiO 2.

Successful laser oscillation was attained in all of these crystals and in others

also cut from the lowk-dol)ed boule. Laser action was also achieved in a high-doped

crystal; however, oscillation threshold could not be reached in either of two high-

magnesium rods. Scattering of the visible-pump beam was more intense for these

high-magnesium crystals. This increased scattering could be due to inhomogeneities

such as composit ,ial variations, occurring on a scale of microns that were not easily

04
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Table 3.1

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Samples

Sample Orientation Dimensions I Composition

C C2lC3 c-axis X I X 5mm 5% MgO, 0.15% Nd 203

C4 __ b-axis .... 3 X 3 X 10 mm 5% MgO, 0.15% Nd 203

C _C6 5,_ b-axis .. 2 X 2 X 10 mm 5% MgO, 0.15% Nd20 3

C7 c-axis 2 X 2 X_.5 mm 5% MgO,0.15% Nd20 3
__C:8 C9 C10 __ b-axis (same group as C5 C6) 5%MgO, 0.15% Nd 203

CI1,_C12, C13I c-axis -s 200 pm X 4 X 8 mm .5% MgO, 0.15% Nd 203

C14 c-axis 2 X 2 X 10 mm 5% MgO 0.2% Nd 203

-C15, C16 -c-axis 2 X 2X10 mm 9% MgO 0.15% Nd203

detected with the naked eye. Probably the large concentration of Mg() made the

achievement of good optical quality during the growth of this boule difficult.

Table 3.1 describes the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 samples used in this work.

3. Miniature Laser Resonator Design

The main criterion in the design of the miniature laser resonator is minimization

of the threshold pump power. To achieve this goal we must, choose the cavity

length, mirrors' radii of curvature and focusing lens in such a way :as to minimize,

the effective pump and signal mode volumes inside the crystal.

The mode overlap formalism provides the following expression for the alh orl)vd

pump power threshold of a four level laser,

Pt 'h - _ -T It 'r"4 (3.1)

where hvP is the pump photon energy i, a, the net gain cross section: rf, the lifetime

of the upper laser level; 6, the cavity round-trip loss; It' and It', the pump and

signal beam radii averaged over the crystal length. The average beam radii are

given by,

04
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W2 i + 1 - +)dz

vt (3.2)

In this expression, i refers to pump (p) or signal (s); Wi is the beam waist radius,

Zi the location of this waist inside the crystal (assuming Z = 0 at the input face

of the crystal rod), n the refractive index and t the crystal length. The diffraction

term ei is equal to

(X~t ) 2

= W(3.3)

When the cavity is composed of equal radii mirrors, the beam waist is located

' at the center of the cavity and Equation (3.2) reduces to,

W..2 W2(I + (4)  (3.4)

The signal (or pump) waist radius Wopt that minimizes the threshold is ob-

tained from Equations (3.3) and (3.4),

* Wi,opt = ( 3.5)

VY27rn

Using Equation (3.5) we calculated the optimum signal and pump waist radii

for two representative Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 rods. The results are listed in Table 3.2I

together with the corresponding wavelengths and refractive indices.

- To attain a signal waist radius close to W,,ort the cavity parameters, i.e., the

- cavity length L and the mirrors' radii of curvature R, and R2 must be properly

chosen. As a function of these parameters, the signal waist radius can be written

as:

58-
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Table 3.2

Optimum Waist Radii

' Crystl Xn- \Viopt

__Pump_ 58 nm __(avgj 2.2662 15.6 pm

High Gain . b-axis (1 c 1.085 pm (ne2.1702 21.4 pm

Low Gain c-axis !1.15_cm) 1_.093 pm (no) 2.2326 22.7 pm

r __]2 Lef f (2R (3.6)
4 L 4

where, Lcff, the effective cavity length, is equal to

Leff = L- t(1 - l/n) (3.7)

and we have assumed R, - R2 = R.

Figure 3.1 shows a plot of Equation (3.6) versus cavity length with R = 5

cm and ( 1 cm. Examination of this figure reveals that the optimum signal

waist is realized for two cavity lengths, namely L =-- 5.44 mm and L 2 = 105.31

mm. Clearly. the first cavity length is not physically realizable due to the finite

dimension of the crystal rod. In Figure 3.1 the signal waist radius exhibits a lower

bound value of - 60 pm corresponding to L = t = 1 cm. This configuration vill be

referred to hereafter as the minimum length cavity. The second cavity dimension

corresponds to the so-called concentric cavity which lies at the edge of the resonator

stability region. An enlarged view of the variation of signal waist radius with cavity

length close to the concentric configuration is shown in Figure 3.2. In this plot, the

signal waist decreases smoothly with increasing cavity length from 60 pm to about

40 pm and then drops abruptly down to zero as the stability limit, is approached.

As a compromise between stability and low average signal radius a cavity length of

about 10.A cm was selected,. For a longer sample (C 1 15 cm) the optirnum c'avity

4.
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length is 10.6 cm.

Concerning the choice of cavity mirrors we were limited by the radii of curva-

ture available, i.e., 5 cm, 10 cm and oo (flat mirror). An analysis similar to the

previous one revealed that the 5 cm radius mirror was best suited to minimize the

threshold.

4. Experimental Set-Up and Results

4.1 CW Laser Set-Up

The experimental arrangement for the CW laser measurements is illustrated

in Figure 3.3. It consisted of the pump lasers, a chopper or an acousto-optic cell

to control the pump duty cycle, a focusing lens, an optical back-reflections isolator

composed of a polarizer and a quarter wave plate, the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 laser and

the detection elements. The pump beam was provided by a Rhodamine 6G dye laser

emitting at 598 nm, pumped itself by the 514.5 nm, 2 W radiation of an argon-ion

laser. About 300 mW of optical power was provided by the dye laser.

To avoid reduction of output power in the b-axis lasers due to photorefractive

damage, a low duty cycle was chosen. The pump beam was modulated at a repetition

rate of 25 llz in intervals of - 500 pisec. Since these intervals were more than three

times the fluorescence lifetime of the material (- 120 psec) full population inversion

was achieved.

4.2 Experimental Results

Both nearly concentric cavities and minimum length cavities were investigated

in this work, the former because of their inherent lower threshold and the latter

because they provide a way to estimate the net gain cross section of the material.

Figure 3.4 shows plots of the laser output power at X = 1.085 pin versus

absorbed pump power for b-cut lasers in a short cavity. The first laser consisted of
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two 5 cm radius mirrors, a high reflector and a 0.42% transmissive output coupler

separated by a distance of 11.5 mm. The second laser was identical except that

- .' the output coupler was 4.4% transmissive with a 10 cm radius of curvature. The

oscillation thresholds are relatively low, on the order of 4 to 12 mW. As expected

the output grows linearly with the absorbed pump power. A least square fit, to a

straight line was made to the experimental data (solid lines in Fig. 3.4). The device

slope efficiency is defined as the slope of the curve fits, i.e., as the ratio of output

energy to input energy above threshold. The slope efficiency of 39% observed with

the high transmission output coupler is close to the theoretical limit of 55% given

by the ratio of signal to pump photon energy. A maximum quasi-CW output power

in excess of 22 mW was observed for an absorbed pump power of 70 mWV which

corresponds to a maximum available pump power incident on the laser cavity of 128

mW.

Note that the analysis presented previously predicted a pump power threshold

much smaller for a nearly concentric cavity than for a minimum length cavity. This

was verified experimentally by increasing the mirror separation up to 10.4 cm in

the laser having a 0.-2'C transmissive output coupler. Under these conditions the

absorbed pump power required to reach threshold was lower than I mW. However,

the short term power fluctuations of this laser, about 3 to 6%, were larger than for

the short cavity lasers, which were typically 1%. The better stability of the short

laser is probably attributable to th, less severe influence of pump beam wandering

due to the much larger signal mode ;ize.

Figure 3.5 shows the output power (haraoteristic of two low gain, c-cut lasers.

The first one was made of the longer crystal in a nearly concentric cavity. This

laser was run (\V without noticeable outpit (egra(lation (luring the time it took tro

(haracterize it. To tht, be ,f ,, r knowledge this is the first report of (N'V oscillation

in Nd:liNb()3 . vca nse of the smaller mode size in this device, its threshold was

.46
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Table 3.3

CW Laser Data

Inferred

Slope Crystal Threshold

Polarization- Crystal T Efficiency . _ .05 Power

igh Gain . b-axis 4.4% 39% 1.8% 12 mW

HioghGain b-axis 0.42% 11.76%.1 3.6 mW

Low Gain b-axis 0.42% 9.05% 2.1% 3.9 mW

Low Gain c-axis 0.3% 5.4% 2.7% 18.8 mW

comparable to that or the previotus high gain devices, on the order of 4 noW. The

second laser was made of the short crystal placed in a short cavity. The larger mode

size is responsible for its higher threshold. The data for the lasers of Figures 3.1

and 3.5 are summarized in 'Fable 3.3.

The cav-ity rotind trip Iss 6 was inferred fr(om the e(u ati()i

s -, 7(3.8)

_here s I, the lil li i e nv , i th ,w rminr l trip aviItv 1,, . 7' hw ,titptt ,iil 4r

tr:in. rr t:i ir - anid X, th , .I,, :t {I ( ),r 11 itit) 1) : 1 %1i , I, t

ro, i".. .\ r : o tIi . ri.:i t r- ... I i r(,,itIt, It It i ii, '. iI, .- 3 1, Ilih:i t t , : r,. ,, i-

[ • i rlr al ,II I t h , I ,. r ,- ,ill , r o, ,1 ,r i f , r % ,I Y \ ( r , , i i I r i it N t , i r , :\ , I I -
I tj I -t r ai t i, q i . '. I ,-I I I I . t ,I - - Ih , -I I t, -. . ii,' , n A it II It ,' I- , , i,, it i , I h r , . ih , , ,l

- I-- , } t :i i n o -d f , ,r :i I i. \ 1 i, c r % tf :t [ h t , t n I,:1 1 [ , i , / 'i l ,i , i ) i ti I :i l I , - h - t i , n dr . I, ll , i _,

0 .1 t , V a ,i i . , f o r ( r ', t :i I \ ' , I . f N( ' 1 \ ( , .i- i',ti l i nt i l r - i  , r t , i , i i (_,, I l , 1 - 1.r , I

A p ril Ifl* 2 - \1;i I .'C : I ' l' l .:, 7, , . \ ,j, riiur,, l t . l'5'.1er p r i ,rt e'.

of Nd \I () IiN ,(.3  ai d \ , Y.\ ; % 11 I,, . te,'rztfe i, e, i.1 III \

5. Transverse Mode Structure or the 'ignal and Pump Beams

In Se tin I l .\ I -,, , ,f e a, n i pr i ,per ' f It ,r N I \ ,l( ) I , h ( ) , ( \\
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I Table 3.4

OW Laser Data for a Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3

Sample and a Nd:YAG Crystal Rod

- _Nd MgO:LiNbO3 Nd:YAG

-__ Slope Eficiency-_ ---

with T -5('c 30% 43.6%

__- Quantum Efficiency __ 70.7% 01

Inferred Round Trip -1

Loss - .%0.75%

% -Pump Threshold (T -~ 0.35)

13.6 mW .5.0 MW

lasers were investigated, namely, output power versus absorbed pump power, slope

effiriency, quantum efficiency and inferred crystal loss. A complete characterization

Of the laser signal muist also include a study of the transverse mode structure of the

* laser beam.

I nder o)ptini iii align ment conditions all the lasers studied were found to

(,.il te il M oe fundamental Gauissian mode ('FEN100 ). P~referent ial excitation of

hiigler ,rder ju,4 des could be' achieved by slightly nvi aligning the cavity mirrors.

HI ii iiig a ret i in array o)f sil i n phc to(Iiodes, t he sign al and pump beam

~uh trinsfr, rir we Iiqproies were :inalyzed. Figure 3.6 shows the signal transverse miode

,truct irl 1)f a miinm1-ohlasor c onlycmsist irg o)f a I cmn cryst al, a 5 cm~

raiditi-j, riflrt :in( a flatt miimt (((lipler. TIhe retio-on array was lo)cated 1-1 cm

thiril11 Ow hi itiit (4 ii pler. The individual diode array elemnrt; are clearly resolved

in the ph it 4 gra lh and v )ns;e(Juvl'tlV, the beam diamneter can he easily determnined

hy cmint in g a rray -intint s The a ussian bearn rad ius is d efirif-d as thle transverse

disa iice viresji( md in g to im drop in the intensity. K\nowin g the diode separation

(25 Aim), th le 1 /- 2 dIiamiet er (,f the sign al beami is 61 eements X 23 im = 1._52 mmn.

l 3gr :17 ljuict-; he ti, rains% rse 1)r(ifile mifnt the punip beam just bvforc reauchin
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Figure 3.6--Transverse Mode Profile of the Signal
Beam. l/e2 Diameter = 1.52 mm.
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Figure 3.7--Pump Beamn Transverse Mode Structure.
Horizontal Scale: 0.1 msec/div.
1/e2 Diamieter = 1.96 mm.
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the focusing lens. The figure shows that the pump beam profile was also nearly

Gaussian with a diameter of 1.96 mm.

The signal and pump beam waist radii (W. and Wp) inside the laser cavity were

determined from the measured beam radii using standard ABCD matrix formalism.

Both W, and Wp were used to estimate the net gain cross section as explained in

the next sub-sections.

6. Laser Characterization of Nd:MgO:LiNbO3

The material properties determining the performance of a solid state lase, are,

basically, the fluorescence lifetime Tf and the net gain cross section or. 71 determines

the amount of population inversion N that can be achieved for a given pump rate hp

as N - Rprf (for a four-level laser in CW or quasi-CW operation). u determins

the gain coefficient g achievable with a given population inversion density i and

crystal length e as g = noe. This sub-section describes the measurements of rf and

a for this new solid state laser material.

6.1 Fluorescence Lifetime

Due to concentrati(on quenching, the fluorescenc( lifetinie rf depends (on the

neodyniinm d,ping level. 'herefore, a d ifferent 7f was measu red for the low- and

for the high-d()pvd samlles.

To det erminei r/, the crystls w,,re o)pticailly excited with a (ho)ped pump (ye

laser, and the out pitt fluorescence was detecd and recorded )n in )scill srope. The

measured valuies ,)f r/ were 102 its and 120 /ts for the high 1 ped :ind I w ( qw'

samples respectively. The measurements were carried out at room temperature.

Invest igat ions by another research group at Stan ford 'ni-vrsity indicate no change

in rf for the high dope(d sanile for temperatures tIp to) 100 °('.

Since only lw doped samples were used to make In',;t of the laser devices

described in this w ,rk, the value rf 120 /is is cmsistentl assunied unless (dl her-
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wise specified.

6.2 Net Gain Cross Section

The net gain cross section a is equal to the estimulated emission cross section a,

minus the excited state absorption (ESA) cross section O'ESA. As mentioned before,

we are interested in the net gain cross section a because it determines the laser gain

(and the laser threshold).

The 4 - 4Ii/2 transition in Nd:LiNbO 3 was investigated by Kaminskii in

1971. fie reported the following values for o: 5 X 10-19 cm 2 for the 7r or high gain

polarization and 2 X 10- 11 cm 2 for the low gain polarization.

The net-gain cross section of our Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 crystals was estimated by

, 16 using three methods. The first method is based on the analysis of the fluorescence

spectrum. The second method is based on the quasi-CW and CW laser measure-

ments. This latter method has been extensively used under this contract to charac-

terize Nd:YAG fiber and bulk lasers. It consists of the following: first, the ('V

or quasi-(V slope efficiency is used to inter the round-trip cavity loss 6; second,

the mensiure( pump and signal beam profiles and a matrix formalism are use( to

p. (letermine the waist radii. The average beam radii inside the crystal, W, and I',

cal then be calI'ilclated Finally by using the measured punip power threshold P(,, as

well a', 6. 1 .WF and rf we obtain an estimation for a from Equatio n (3.1), Sect in

II1...3. The major difliculty in this nethod is to deteriine the waist radii with

ilgh accil rac-.

A third approach consists of making another laser %kiti a material of knoWn

cross section (such as Nd:YAG), both lasers having tie- same cavity parameters,

i.e.. effective cavity length and mirror' radii of curvature. Ak(s, the sal)le effective

lengths must be the same. Under those conditions we can assune that the pumlp and

signal cavity mode vdiuimes are the same in both lasers. Therefore, from knowledge
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Table 3.5

Mode Sizes and Inferred Cross Section

oun d. P _ _ Signal Inferred Kaminskii

iF_ Trip_ Waist .. . Waist Cross ---- Cross

Crystaj T Loss Radius Average Radius Average Section Section

kb-axis 4.4% 6.2% 19.4 pu 23pm 74 im74.3 m 6.7 X 10
- 1g cm 2

b-axis0.42, 1.9% 19.4 23 69 69.3 6.1 X 10- 19  5X I0-19_ cm 2

c-axis 0.42;1 2.5% 28.9 _. 30.5 36 38.6 3.3 X 10-1 9

Leaxis 0.3" % ft 19.41 20.4 - _69 69.1 1.8 X 10 -11 LLX 10-1g cm2

of the cavity loss and the lifetimes of both materials and the thresholds, we can

relate their cross sections and, thus, infer one of them from the known value of the

other. In the following subsection we describe the experimental results leading to

the determination of a.

7. Determination of a from the Laser Data

The punp and signal waist radii and the average beam radii for the lasers

(l( ,crilbed in Section III.AI are listed in 'Fable 3.5 as well as the inferred cross

secti,(ns for both polarizations. When the waist radii are small, on the order of 30

pim or less, a small error in their determination may introduce a significant error

in a. For this reason the value or a obtained from the short cavity lasers is more

reliable. For these lasers, t', - 70 jim whereas for the nearly concentric laser,

It'- - 36 pill. In addition, for the short cavities, the pump % aist ra lius is much

nmallor than the signal waist radius and an error in l1, has a less severe influence

in the determination of o,,. (WP appears in the sum W + "; in the expression for

',; a).

,"Analysis of the b-axis lasers data yields a value for a slightly larger than 6 X

10-19 cm 2 (high gain polarization). For the low gain polarization, a discrepancy is

observed between #he inferred vlues. However, as explained previously, the value

p
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of 1.8 X 10-19 C1 2 is certainly more reliable.

The cross sections deduced from laser measurements were compared to the cross

sections obtained from fluorescence experiments performed by another research

.4. group at Stanford on identical samples. The fluorescence experiments yielded 1.8

X 10- 19 cm 2 for the high gain polarization and 5.1 X 10- 21 cm 2 for the low

gain polarization, i.e., about 3 times smaller than the values inferred from laser

characteristics. llowever, the ratio of cross sections for both polarizations is the

same in both methods, namely, about 3.5. The fluorescence measurement provides

the stimulated elinssion cross section a., whereas the laser masurement gives the net

gain cro,,ss sct in a. These results indicate that a, < a. However, (L'ESq = a, -a

cannot be a lie-:t ie (umant ity. No satisfactory explanation for this result was found.

8. Direct Comparison with Nd:YAG

.V; cxpltid ilrvNeiully, the cross section for Nd:\IgO:IiNbO 3 can be deduced

fr,,n thi:i of Nd:YA, if sini Ir samldes of both materils are investigated in lasers

h:Imimg idetical ch:rctristics. I nder these circumstances the pump and signal

cn'ait y v 41 a lijes noeS out iI tle '(p lation of o, (provided the. are identical in both

lhree h,,rt :ivit. lkers w,re, imnplcnite ted In thi si lo..\1 ,f them ha, ,

tIllI r:iolili' iiir'rr : n l 0 12 To , t ,uliliii 'lie 'ir'l lser had( the l,)ng c-nl\is

rI and1(1 \%:I, 1.2 ,11 1,,11- (,4t1'(tv'!\,' I:1 it', 4l gh. i,, = 0,76 Cm). Thi secowlol la,er

at,,n : i , ned a -:\i. <im leh (2 X 2 X I( 111111) it :I 1 .05 ,I' I nI ,.v it? (I,(1 1 0 .51

*I, (I). I~iiill., a Nol:f. ,,d (I X I x 7.5 mnm ) \i:., lp ,,,I in ti,' third la-.r: the'

cavity lenigih %I thee- to- ich (,,f 0.51 cm . I-e. 1, 0.85 rio. "hiei pni il

4,9 ~ ~ a~e~eim)2j hi\%:sI, tie s~ ' ial 4s ;111 to .59,) miiu.

S'::ih1e 3.ti li.tt, the rh .. ltS ,f the qu L i-('\ la er il.:iifr,. lt S. n:tn ely.

slope ,,li,.i4'ii\ :ilil i fi rr,,l ,avit, I'. li t IIIt t, l:st c,,11l, 111 list, the
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Table 3.6

Direct Comparison between

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 and Nd:YAG

Slope Cavity Pump Ratio of Laser Measured

Laser Efficiency __Loss _Threshold Cross Sections Cross Section

bais 17.5% 1.3%c 7.3 mW 1.42 5.6 X 1 0 -11 cm 2

Kcaxis 11.2% 2% 21 0.76 3.0 X 1 0 -19 cm 2

Ws:Yc 9.8 2.% 10 t 1 3.96 X 10-111 cm 2

ratios (fPh 8F,( 61'h )2'1 where '1' refers to either the 1)-axis or the c-axis

Nd:MgO:liNhO3 laser and '2' refers t~o the Nd:YAG laser. This ratio is equal to

the ratijo of cross sections or bo0th materials accordling to Equation (t) of Section

lllI.A.3. The Nd:YAG sampile had been already investigated in conjunction with

the Q-switched fiber laser experinients and1 was found to have a value of 0, 3.96

X 10-19 cm 2 . I'sirg this figure and the cross section ratios given in Table 3.6 we

inferred the folloiwing cr( ,, sect ions for Nd:MglO:~iNlh(): 5.6 X 10-19 cm 2 for the

high gain p~olnriznhton :and] 3.0 X 10-1g cm 2 for the low gain polarization. l'>

re ii Its coll nm i0 %kl N0t Ow t e (. S ctl(i(is in ferred fromn t he ftirst metlio0(. 1lwvr

theN.( depw 11 Ow Nl' -:11 a1w re fo r t he cross sect ion of Nd:YAG as w~ell as onl

the ass111111Out i)I f idlenftic:ul pumpil and( signal niodle sizes in all thbree lasers.

B. Diode-pumped Nd:MgO:liNbO 3 Lasur

1. Introduction

TUrue (AXV o u'- nI'a In lser pewrat ion fi ~r the 7-, or hiigh ga in polarization

*in Nd(HJNb():i \%n, ( n1iit rAd iii otir laboratorics by puingli, a miiniature b-axis

Nd\lgro:LiNL(); 1 l:is(er at a waeegharoundI 810 nin. This result was followed

4 by the denunst ration of d(Id-pun1d laser action for both the high gain and the

am"



low gain polarizat ions. All those lasers operated for extended periods of time (over

an hour for the diode-pumped device) without exhibiting any reduction in output

poJwer.

In this section we discuss the laser performance of Mld:MgO:LiNbO 3 when

excited by near-infrared radiation. Then we focus our attention on diode-puimping.

Most of the work done uinder the auspices of the present, and previous contracts

has utilizedl either argon-ion lasers or dye lasers as sources of optical excitation.

They offer several advantages, including high available power (MV from the Ar-ion

at 51,15 A). clean (aiissiari niode and tuniability in the yellow-orange region of

the spectrum (Rhodaniine 6(7' dye). Nevertheless, the ultimate goal in the present

program l. I lie, itdiiza tion of semiconductor laser dIiodes as pumip sources.

A (let iled 51 ildv wais carriedl out on two types of laser-diode l)unl) sources;

a higli-p )wer. sill le-st ripe dcvice and( a phase-locked, mmilt i pl-str rpe array. One

of these d(IC IcsWas Used to demonstrate diode-pumped laser oscillation in

.\:NI cg0:L1,i NC 1)3

2. Infrared-Pumped Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 CW Laser

The p111111, ils experiment wsprov-ided by a (H59 dy li-F,

(1)11 O Hi~~ie ic4 dystyryI 9\1l 'Uli pumip beant %Nas focused Into the crystal

threnigh tl( h hi- reflec(tor wiirror with a single 10) cin foca:l length lens. l i e

inilittlire m ihlof ai h-aixisapl (2 X 2 X 10 lion) inid~e a resonator

C' ~ ~ ('f 7) :111 10 c o ii ni~Tllv a i lewii 1 gtIi l~s about 1 (.111.

T[he p,1inup (1\( e ;icr %%;t uii- t) the l:irgcst nccar-infrred :isrti peak of ithe

manterial, either !,0) nn for puiip polari7,ationl perpendicular to the c-axis, or 813

in.for ph~nllr/; In )I, il to the c-ims. Thel( laser ope.rated Ii the or high-gainl

pola ruit l.

I igul re 3.* h(w t.i~Ihe ini-ii red (fit i1 po( ,r versiis abhsorbed p11 i p 1)(%%(r for
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to different output coupler transmittances T. With T = 0.42% the absorbed

pump power threshold was 5 mW. With T -= 4.4% the threshold was 23 m%' and

the slope efficiency 15',. This slope efficiency is among the highest slope efliciencies

obtained with a neodymium laser.

No rc(luction in the output power from this laser was observ,,d at room tItn-

N perature (luring a time interval of 20 nuites, which is the longest c, rtiwnii, ti1ii4

wc moniltored thik device. l)Iri ng this interval, the l -vwr p( "wer ,,t :lblit, :I 1n1.

limit,'d b% the t: bilitv of the infr:ird dye lawer pumpe l Thi.. i , a ignfi,:rit ri-

pr(,,,r.i.nt (ivcr the nu,!I-\lg() dujli.d Nd1].iNtb( 3  ,I, v ,. ujr, id,, in Ih, t,:n - l'aI

, , , i r :rr- ifr:r,, (ii :t -, , lr-I,, i - r \ 7,i I,,,,

1) r c I , I q , , , t c r th -I i r ., , ( 3

I Tw ,p( , ,t,,, i rl IaI aaa,' h -I l '\ , wl', , 4 "T

tr ' ,11, -1 -, ] Il , 111 11, 1, , .-- 4 1- , ..

A h I ,ill .t 11'. 1 i-

I~~~~ w 'P

I f

3. If igh Power laser l)iodes for uI1nping Nd: g( ):, iN I(
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d t- icc', h~v. l I I, h vh (14,% vI, I) mcn!i ()fr 'ig 1 -1( 1),( -d ar-i&I(I pattern1 laser (hI(J(Is

%It 11 ] It "'', 4\, 1iritlc 30 tu\\' Within the realm ()r this i rtract t\,.() hig-h

r ~ r I I I I~ t i t I ,iI %k it Ih I lic IturP( '-& r utillig own he o m(riq) mim at mire

\N I t!III I , I (sr I, il I i n Iii t ille- fi criti i g ll, niilt ():ll-sfrot arr1tol

I . i r III,-, trip. I I ) ptir-h:.-ed frri SI I:Iri ('r I r1n
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To raise the diode teinperature to the desired value we suppressed the finned

radiator and thermally isolated the diode case from the optical table. The diode

temperature was raised by heat dissipation until a thermal equilibrium with the

surrounding air was reached. At 39'C we measured X = 807 nm, in agreement

with the data given previously.

By using a (l:n-Thompson polarizer we determined that the diode array output

was either unpolarized or close to circularly polarized. Therefore, the effective

absorption coefficient of a b-axis Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 crystal is given by the average

of the 7r and a values shown in Figure 3.9, i.e., 0.9 cm - t at X = 809 nm. Radiation

from the multiniode fiber was collected and collimated by means of a 20X microscope

objective, then refocusvd into the 1 cm long b-axis sample. The focusing lens had

f = 5.2 cmi. We neasured a transmission through the crystal of 49%. This figure

does not include the loss due to the lens.

The beam waist after the 5.2 cm focusing lens was imaged by using another 20X

microscope objective into a reticon array and is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Most of

the beam energy was concentrated in an inner circle of diameter - 150 pm which

is surrounded by a larger annul.is or diameter - 300 pm. In spite of the short

focal-lenith h ens used, the waist radius is very large, one order of magnitude larger

than the wait radius of a focused Gaussian beam having the same diameter before

focuising. This can be attrite(! Io the spatial incoherence of the radiation coming

fromn the highly mulliioded fiber pigtail.

An atlemiip t \:n:i made to I)timl a b-axis Nd:MgO:l.iNbO 3 miniature laser with

the radiation from the laser diode array. The details of the experimental set-up and

cavity alignrint are similar to those discussed in 111.1.4. The output power from
4.

this L,) (30 rn\V incident, I1 m\V absorbed) was not enough to reach oscillation

Ihrehold. Since the focused LI) beam waist radius is, as we said before, one order

of iaginitude larer thin that of a focused Gaussian beam, the threshold should be
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Figure 3.10--Transverse Mode Profile of the L.D. Array
Beam after an f = 5.2 cm Lens and Imaged
with a 20X Objective. Horizontal Scale:
1.3 mm/div.
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two orders of magnitude higher.

A multiple-stripe, phase-locked diode array without a fiber pigtail exhibits a

two-lobe far field pattern. Each lobe is spatially coherent and, thus, it can be

focused to a tens-of-microns spot. Besides focusability, such an array has the same

characteristics as the array described in this section. It would be very convenient

to acquire one of these arrays for future diode-pumped laser work.

3.2 Single-Stripe Sharp Laser Diode

The diode lTOI5MD can provide 30 mW of output at a wavelength of 830 ±

15 nm. Upon our request the vendor selected a diode whose wavelength lies within

the lower interval of the specified range. At room temperature this wavelength is

820 nm.

This LD must be cooled in order to attain a strong near-infrared absorption

peak of Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 (see Figure 3.9). A solid copper holder fabricated earlier

tinder this contract was used as a heat-sink. A small trapezoidal holder supported

the ID, its inner walls being in good thermal contact with the diode case. Each side

f:ice of the trnpzo(id was pressed against a planar thermoelectric-cooler whose hot

surface firmly .contacted the heat sink. With the aid of the thermoelectric coolers a

* tmi)erature grwdient as high as 30 °C could be achieved between the diode holder

i andi the heat sink Iro(mn lemlperature,).

i'iwot puit front the single-stripe Sharp diode was collected and collimated by

a 20X micro--wopl)j.tive. The collimated beam was refocused by using a 10 cm

focal length lens into a I cm long b-axis Nd:MgO:liNbO 3 crystal. Tranismission

through the sample was recorded as a function of laser diode temperature, and the

res ults are shown in Figtire 3. I1. Prior to the measurement the polarization of

the diode laser )v:)m was adjusted to )e parallel to the crystal c-axis (7r-polarize(l).

(omp:ring iig'rti s 3.0 anrid 3.11 we conclude th:at this particular laser diode must
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be cooled to about 0 °C to emit at the 813 nm peak-absorption-wavelength. The

corresponding rate of change with temperature is

AX/AT = 7 nm/25 *C - 2.8 A/ 0C (3.9)

The transverse profile of the LD beam was analyzed by means of a Reticon array

of silicon photodiodes. The beam cross section after the 20X microscope objective

was elliptical with 1/e 2-axes of 1.88 and 4.98 mm respectively. The ratio of axes

(2.6) is approximately equal to the ratio of divergence perpendicular to divergence

parallel to the diode active layer as specified by the manufacturer. This laser diode

was damaged during its characterization, and it was replaced by a similar diode

provided by another research group at Stanford.

4. Laser Diode-Pumped Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 CW Laser

4.1 Experimental Procedure

The miniature laser consisted of a 3 cm long resonator composed of 10 cm and

2.5 cm radius mirrors and containing a 1 cm long b-axis sample. The laser-diode

utilized was a Sharp LT015MD model very similar to that, described in Section

IIl.P..3. This diode emitted at a wavelength of 826 nm at room temperature.

It needld to be ('(,()ed albout 10 °C to reach the 823 nm absorption peak of

Nd:MgO:IiNI 1(): (see Figure 3.0). At, this particular wavelength only half of the

power incidlent on the crystal was absorbed.

The nar-infrared radiation emitted by the L.D. was collected and collimated

by a 20X microscope objective. This collimated light, and the 58 nm beam from

the Rhodamirne 6(; dye laser were coml)ined by a special beam splitter. The splitter

transmitted about 80i of the visible light and reflected close to 100% of the near-

infrared radiation incident at *13° Both beams were focused by a 10 cm focal-length
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lens into the crystal passing through the front high-reflector mirror.

Cavity alignment proceeded as follows. First, the pump beams were positioned

to be collinear by adjusting the micropositioners supporting the collimating micro-

scope objective. Then, the LD beam was blocked and the miniature resonator align-

ment was performed under Rh 6G laser pumping alone. A chopper was required to

avoid photorefractive damage due to the visible pump illumination. When lasing

was attained, the L.D. beam was unblocked and cavity alignment was refined. A

sharp increase in the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 laser output power was observed when a

,- . good mode overlap between the laser beam and the two pump beams w as achieved.

The final adjustment consisted of displacing axially the laser cavity trying to over-

lap the signal waist ain( the laser diode beam waist. The last step was necessary

because due to tho differences in wavelength and size between the two pump beams,

they were focused at slightly different locations. Finally, by blocking the dye laser

beam we verified that the L.D. pump excitation alone was sufficient to sustain laser

act ion.

4.2 Experimental Results

We already reported in Section III.B.1 that photorefractive damage is almost

nonexistent in NdAlO:liNbO 3 'a' or b' axis lasers pumped at a wavelength of

810 nim or higher. \We also verified the significant reduction of photorefractive

(Ininage under diode-piimping conditions. The (r-polarized) Nd:NlgO:liNbO 3 laser

operated in true continuous wave mode during periods of one hour in duration

without exhibiting any reduction in output power. In addition, the short-term laser

output stability was much better than under infrared-dye laser pumping. This

irnlpro, e(l performance was due to the better power stability of the laser diode source

which c()uhId be t flep(.rattire-stabilize( by an electronic feedback loop.

The laser i iput power at 1 .085 tim w,,as measirred versus absorbed itllIup power
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at 823 nm. These results are shown in Figure 3.12. The two curves correspond to

different output mirror transmittances T. With a 0.8% transmissive output mirror

the absorbed pump power threshold was 4 mW and the slope efficiency 37%. By

using a nominally high reflector mirror the threshold was less than 2 MW. This

latter value is about the same as the lowest threshold reported in the literature for

diode-pumped monolithic Nd:YAG laser oscillators. The maximum output power

observed was 2 m\V corresponding to an absorbed pump power of 9 mW. With the

same incident pump power (--' 20 mW), this output power could be increased by a

factor of two if the laser diode wavelength was 809 or 813 nm (because of the much

stronger absorption at these wavelengths).

*Diode-pumped laser action was also demonstrated in a c-axis Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3

crystal (low gain polarization). The absorbed pump power threshold was 8 mW.

4.3 Alignment Method

We have proposed and utilized a laser alignment method that uses two col-

linear copropagating pump beams, one of them more intense than the other. A

special beam splitter combines the two beams. We have been able to demonstrate

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 lasers pumped by a laser diode by using this method. Its main

advantage resides on the fact that it allows an easy lateral and axial mode-overlap

of the two focused pump beams. The method is particularly useful when the laser

diode power is not much higher than the threshold for operation of the end-pumped

laser. However, it offers the disadvantage of locating the diode source relatively far

away from the cavity. Therefore, the tolerances on the positioning of the collimating

objective are very stringent.

An alternative alignment method was utilized in the predecessor to the present

contract. In this s econd method one of the pump beams is focused through the front

laser mirror. The other pump beam is focused through the back laser mirror by a
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different lens. Because of the use of two different lenses a good mode overlap between

the two counterpropagat ing pump beams is more difficult to attain. Attempts to

' obtain diode-pumped laser action by using this second method were unsuccessful.

C. The Photorefractive Effect in Nd:MgO:LiNbOa

Recent studies made by Bryan, Gerson and Tomasche 3 indicate that the addi-

tion of MgO into LiNbO3 causes a hundredfold increase in the photoconductivity Oph

of this material. The increased al, implies a significant reduction in the refractive-

index changes caused by the photovoltaic effect. The resulting improvement on

Nd:LiNbO3 laser performance is readily apparent from the demonstration of true

CW room temperature laser action for the r polarization (see Section 111.13).

In this section we discuss the effect that the increased material photoconduc-

tivity has on 1oth CNN and Q-switched lasers. For the latter, we show that an

internal screening field is generated. A detailed study of the screening field as well

as a simple way to overcome it. are also presented.

1. Effect of Increased Photoconductivity on CW Lasers

In non-Mg() doped LiNbO 3 , Oph is so low at visible wavelengths that the

influence of external electric fields on photocarrier transport is negligible. These

carriers are generated )y donor impurities (like Fe2 +) when illuminated by short,

wavelength rarliation. In non-MgO doped LiNbO3 the dominant photocarrier trans-

port occurs along the c-axis due to the bulk photovoltaic effect.

The photovolt:iic current density Jph (along the c-axis) is given by:

Jph = kaoph (3.10)

where k is the lthoto\olt aic constant which depends only on the wavelength and the

" Applied Phvsics Itters 44. 817 1198.1).
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nature of the absorbing centers, a the absorption coefficient of these centers and

Iph the illuminating intensity.

When the carriers reach the edge of the illuminated area, they are trapped,

producing an internal space-charge field E., directed along c. This field is respon-

sible for the refractive-index variations, via the electro-optic effect, that distort and

scatter the light beam. This effect is particularly important when light propagates

perpendicular to c, because the charge separation is then on the order of the

pump beam radius (a few tens of microns). It is well known that in LiNbO 3 the

photorefractive space charge disappears when heating the crystal above about 150

*C. Hlowever, in the present work we were interested mostly in room-temperature

devices.

The field E, generates a photoconductive current Jp that opposes Jh. Jp Is

given b:

Jp O'ph(lph)E., (3.11)

O.ph is directly proportional to 'ph; this dependence is implicit in Equation (3.11). In

this equation we have assumed that the dark conductivity Ord is much smaller than

Orph. If this is not the case, the total conductivity Orph(!ph) + (Td should replace arh

in Equation (3.11).

A dynamie steady-state is reached when Jp = -Jph. From this condition we

can deduce the m:ixiInum space-charge field or saturation field E,,. E-at is found

by equiating Equat ions (3. 10) and (3.11).

• ka lph
eat = k (3.12)

COph( Iplh

In * ;, expr,, i In appears in both the numerator and the denominator of the

ri,,-li:rid Ai',,..s a res.ult, !;',, is independent of the illuminaling intensilty. This

go
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conclusion is valid if 'ph > > Od. In non-MgO doped LiNbO 3 E,,t -" 105 V/em

which accounts for a refractive index change of -- 10- 3.

4.. A hundredfold increase of aph in LiNbO 3 due to the addition of MgO results in

a significant reduction of Eeat. According to Equation (3.12), Eoat - 103 V/cm for

NgO:LiNbO 3 . The corresponding refractive index change is on the order of 10-5.

The scattering and distortion of a light beam due to this index variation is very

small.

The reduced scattering loss is greatly beneficial for a-or b-axes lasers. It made

possible room temperature, t rue-CW laser operation for the 7r or hiLh gain polariza-

tion as previously stated. XVe could also achieve room tem)erature, true-CW oscil-

lation in c-axis crystals (low gain polarization). How ver, the effect of the increased

Oph on the latter devices is unclear. For this crystal configuration the carrier migra-

tion along the c-axis results in an accumulation of charge near the end faces of

the crystal. The effect of this charge on light scattering should be small indepen-

dently of ph. Tiher-fore, it is possible that c-axis non MgO-doped Nd:LiNbO3 CW

lasers also exhibit ,inall photovoltaic photorefractivity simply because of the crystal

config irat ion.

2. Effect of Increased Photoconductivity on Q-switched Lasers

In a O-, it l(id (-axis laser, am electric field is applied along the a-axis during

thI (-( Sctions I1.) and III.F). Due to the increased aph, a significant

mniollnit (f l)h,)tyI ril( ('l eectrons drift along the (ir,,ction of the applied field

(a-axis). Tlw :ie trapped oluts.id(e tho illuminated area l)rmilicing a st)ace-e'haig,
field which masks the externally applied field. Since no photovoltaic effect is

present alng wh :-axis. the steadv state of carrier transport is reached either after

COIplet,, joni'i,,ion of thO dmor imluritie,- or when the net electric field inside the

illumina. t,,d ara i. ,,ro. (Cl:irlv. for 0-switched operation th,' vcond sitnation

.N".
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must be avoided. In addition, earlier measurements of photorefractivity in LiNbO3

(Chen, 1969) indicate another type of steady state at low intensities. This occurs

when the carrier retrapping rate exceeds the rate at which the carriers drift out of

the illuminated area. In the next subsection a detailed investigation of the screening

field is presented.

3. The Screening Field

3.1 Measurement

To determine the strength and build-up time of the screening field we measured

the response of a c-axis laser to step increments in the applied voltage. A typical

time evolution of the laser output is shown in Figure 3.13 for the c-axis laser operated

under continuous-wave pumping at 598 nm. At t = 0 the laser was operating three

times above threshold. At t = tj a D.C. voltage of 290 volts was applied to the

crystal to suppress laser action via increased loss at the Brewster window. For

t > tj the laser output built, up as a result of the generation of the internal electric

field and the consequent reduction of the net electric field inside the illuminated

zone. At t = t2 the applied voltage was turned to zero and, as a consequence, the

laser output vanished under the action of the internal field alone. For I > 12 laser

oscillation built tip again due to the relaxation of the internal field.

The time 7,, required to create a significant internal space-charge field can

be inferred from Figure 3.13. rhe portion of the curve that corresponds to the

generation of the screening field (between tj and 12) (an be approximated by an

exponential of the form A [1 - exp(--L)] with A = 0.9 and a characteristic time

r,, of 25 sec. The characteristic time for relaxation of the field is about the same.

Figure 3.13 also shows that the built-up laser output attaned 90'Y of the initial

output power. This indi ates that the applied voltage was almost entirely screened

l)N the iniernal fiIl. 'h,,se results clearly indicate that a strong screening field ca:in
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be produced (on the order of - = 1.5 kV/cm or higher).

The build-up of laser oscillation due to the generation (or relaxation) of the

internal space-charge field was measured for different pump powers, applied voltages

and lasing portions of the crystal (lasing spots). In most cases, the laser output

evolved in time in a way similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.13. However,

some unusual time-evolutions, like the one in Figure 3.14, were also encountered.

In Figure 3.14, the laser output, when applying a D.C. voltage, exceeded the initial

output P0 for 13 > t > t2. Besides, the laser output after removing the voltage

did not increase inonotonically as in Figure 3.13. Instead, the output increased to

a maximum higher than P0 and then decreased. A possible explanation for this

behavior is that, before applying the voltage, the angular alignment of the crystal

for that particular lasing spot was not optimized with respect to the axis of the

Brewster plate. As a consequence, a slight increase in the birefringence due to a

small net electric field E, could increase instead of decrease the output. However,

for net electric fields E higher than El the output was reduced and eventually

suppressed. Thus, Figure 3.14 can be explained as follows. At t - tj, 270 V are

applied to the crystal producing a net field E high enough to suppress laser action.

For t > ti, E decreased due to the generation of the photorefractive space-charge

field and reached a steady-state value close to El. The final laser output power

%%was, ther'fore, higher than P0 . At I = 13 the voltage was removed. The output

vanished under action of the space-charge field. For t > 13, E decreased due to the

relaxation of the [)ace-charge. The laser output roached a maximum when E- El

and decreased with further reduction of E.

3.2 Interpretation of Data

In the previoIus sub-section the functional form of the built-up power versus

time curve was ass-iin(,d to be I - et/T' with the purpose of estimating the charac-
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teristic time r,. This functional form should be rather associated to the build-up of

the space-chargc field in which case the cavity loss (in the small loss approximation)

decays exponentially and, therefore, the assumed output power versus time depen-

dence is not correct. Nevertheless, the value estimated for r, is correct within an

order of magnitude. In this section we examine more carefully the time dependences

of the output power and the cavity loss, particularly in the region t1 < t < t2 of

Figure 3.13.

The output power P(t) can be expressed in terms of the ratio of signal to pump

frequencies v6/v,, the output coupling T, the cavity loss bo + 6(t), (where 60 is the

zero-voltage loss and b(t) the loss due to the net electric field), the absorbed pumip

power Pab, and the threshold power Pth in the absence of time-dependent loss, as

follows

P(t) = V T [Pb - 6(t)l + (3.1.3)
U 6o+6(0 ) + Pb0 -Pth + jj

The initial or zero-voltage output power Po is found by making 6() = 0 in this

equation.

1o = T(p b,- Pth) (3.14)
l'P 60

Normalizing P1) with respect to PO we obtain

(t) p I 6 ()
PO)- 1- b (3.15)

~p 0

where r Pab /Pth. We see from this equation that if the loss 6(1) decays exponen-

tially as hie - /r' + 62, then the normalized output power versus time dependence

is more corl)licted than 1 - etl'-. Conversely, the actual time dependence of 6(t)

can be inferred from the measured output power versus time curve and,
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6(1) I - P,(t)_ (3.16)bo + P.( t)

The time-evolution of the cavity loss 6(t) corresponding to the screening field

generation in Figure 3.13 was determined by applying Equation (3.16) to the cor-

responding experimental points. An analysis of the data concluded that 6(1) does

not decay as a simple exponential of the form 61e- / '- + 62 but the decay time

increased from an initial rC - 25 sec to - 50 sec. Further investigations are

-4 necessary to determine the reasons for this behavior.

3.3 Elimination of the Screening Field

During Q-switched laser operation, to avoid the generation of the screening

field, we applied the voltage in the form of pulses of alternating polarity. This

procedure effectively eliminates the screening field if the characteristic time r,, is

much longer than the pumping interval rp. In this way only a small amount of

photocarriers is generated during each pumping interval, and the contributions from

consecutive vltage pulses to the average internal field tend to cancel each other.

The condition is rulfiled since 7-, -, 25 or 50 sec >> 7p =-7001tsec.

"'o generate the reqiired voltage waveform we 1) uilt a simple circuit consisting

• of to coinmon-emitter stagvs, each containing a singh, avalanche transistor. Elch

4 stage is trik-i-rd on alternate pump pulses and provides voltage pilses of adjustable

auiplihid(e,, betl,,,,n 0 and 350 V.

D. The Electro-optic Effect in Nd:MgO:LiNbOa

Lithium niobate has been widely used both as an amplitude and as a phas(

electro-optic light modulator. The electro-optic properties of Nd:MgO:IiNI)O3 are

expected to be very similar to those of liNbO3 . In fact, our measurements indicate

that the electro-o)ptic coefficient of interest for Q-switching is the same in both
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Table 3.7

Electro-Optic Coefficients (cm/volt)

r33-= 30.8 X 10- °  r42 = 28.0 X 10-to
-- -- r -- 8.6 X 10-10 r22 = 3.4 X 10

- 'o (high frequency)

6 6.3 X 10-0 (low frequency)

LiNbO3 and Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 (Section HJ.D.3). We start by reviewing the main

features of the linear electro-optic (or Pockels) effect in these materials. Our goal is

to identify the most convenient configuration for the optimum design of an intra-

cavity amplitude electro-optic modulator.

Lithium niobate is a uniaxial crystal belonging to the 3m point symmetry

groulp. ('onequently, the electro-optic tensor for this material contains only four

non-vanishing independent coeflicients. The values of these coefficients are listed in

Table 3.7. Wave propagation in anisotropic crystals is conveniently described by

means of the impermeability tensor b which relates the three components of the

dielectric displacement vector 1 to the three components of the optical vector ?. It

can be shown that for a giv.en direction of wave propagation there are two orthogonil

* polarization; for the ) vector, called eigenpolarizations, to which we can associate

a well defineI lh)1:n' velocity and refractive index. If the light wave is not polarized

along one of the., plriviligled directions, it won't propagate through the crystal as a

pure w bve, hut ilwlead( it will split into two orthogonally polarized waves traveling

at dilffrent velowities. T( find the eigenpolarizations an] their associated refractive

indices the w'ia I aplproach const, of diagonalizing the b tensor and then to use the

so-called index ellipsoid, or optical indicatrix to obtain the indices. For an uniaxial

crystal the principal values of the b tensor are b =l = b22 = -L and b33 = - where
nor

no and n, are the ordinary and the extraordinary refractive indices respectively.

Vpon appli.at i)n of the external electric field it', the b tensor is modified an(

the eigenvalie prblem n must be solved again. Figure 3.15 shows the b tensor for

It~~.I
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Figure 3.15--Impermeability Tensor for Lithium
Niobate upon Application of an
Electric Field E. c Denotes the
Optical Field.
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liNbO3 modified by the application of an E-field (in the principial axes coordinate

system). '1 reduce the voltage requirement it is preferred to apply the E-field

perpendicularly to the direction of propagation (transverse F-field). Under these

conditions, three possible configurations can be identified, as discussed below.

1. Configuration for a Transverse Intra-Cavity Amplitude Electro-
Optic Modulator

Configuration I - Propagation along the c or z axis and E-field applied either

along x or y (a or b). When only E, is applied, the eigenpolarizations are at 45*

with respect to the x-y axes. When only Ey is applied the eigenpolarizations remain

parallel to the principal axes.

0 Configuration 2 - Propagation either along x or y and E-field parallel to c. In

this case the eigenpolarizations remain parallel to the principal axes, ie., x and z

for propagation along y, or y and z for propagation along x.

Configuration 3 - Propagation either along x or y and E-field perpendicular to c.

Under these conditions the polarizations are rotated with respect to the principal

axes by an angle that is a function of the applied field. However, this angle is

exceedingly small even for applied fields over 103 V/mm.

Figure 3.16 shows the eigenvalues of the tensor b for these three configurations.

When passing through the crystal the two eigenpolarizations experience different,

phase delays 0i and 0: given by 01 = '-niL where i = I or 2, 1, Is the crystal

length, X the wavelength and n- is the refractive index associated with the ith

eigenpolarization. '[he difference in phase delays 1 -02 for the three configurations

is listed in Figure 3.16. In our computation, the applied E-field equals V/d, where

V is the applied voltage and d the separation between the electrodes.

Inspection of Figure 3.16 (particularly column 5) reveals some important

similarit ie, and differences between the con figu rations. First, the chiange in birefrin-

genee induced by an applied voltage V is proportional to the quotient I,/d (1,/d 2
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for the third configuration). Therefore, a given voltage will be more efficient (i.e.,

produce a larger change in birefringence) when the separation betwen electrodes

is much smaller than the length of the crystal. In the case of a longitudinal

amplitude modulator d = L, and for this reason the transverse modulator is

preferred. Second, the birefringence induced by an applied voltage in configuration
3 3

is proportional to r22n3l = 6.9 X 10- 9 cm/V which is smaller than r3.-no 
2

10- 8 cm/1' (configuration 2). Also we may expect that the factor r42 (' 10-22w)

will significantly reduce the induced birefringence in configuration 3. Consequently,

configuration 2 is more efficient that the other two. This point will be discussed

further when w~e address the question of Q-switching.

2. Design of a Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 Q-switched Laser

2.1 Review of Electro-Optic Q-switch Operation

The tw() most comm)n arrangements for an electro-optic Q-switch are shown

in Figure 3.17. In both arrangements the polarizers are set at 45' with respect to

the princilpal axes 4 thli electr -Optic cell. Light reaching the cell splits into two

ortlhi, )lal ad iridlelendew comlponents that experience different phase shifts when

pa..ing r thr,,l lh lhe cell. The pharse delay difference is a function of the aplplied

V(lt age, as in~Id1'-:,t l in ilre .3.16. column 5.

II the :rrari,.tuei of tle t(,p of Figure 3.17, a quarter wave voltage V1/4 must

be alppli,. , i e l Ihas' deliv of 4 /2. to keep the laser in the iow-Q state. The

linearl. il) iri/,d b i':ni is : rin forne in to circullarlY polarized by the electro3-optic
6

crystal. L:ter, it beco -es linea rlv polarized again but at 900 to its initial direction
'°

and. thus. it is r,,j,,led by the po larizer. 'Turning off the, applied voltage restores

the :I ca ity Iigl Q.

In wh,, se,,il :arralg,-e , tt. thl, cavity l,,s i tnaxiriiiim with zero applied
'i

,v,,It:i I. . the, ,,,l:rirs or, (r,( sed. )\pplviig a half wave voltage VI/2 to

'10

0
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A mirrorPolarizer

Pockels cell

AfD,,oRearr
Retardation mi' or
induced by

applied voltage
Circularly

Wa Polarized light

Output Y"N.. Laser road
*' mirror

Potarstor. P1

6Th P okell cell

RetarationPolarizer, P2

i 
~~Retaraton I"1

induced by Rear
applied voltage ""ini 'r/y ]ear

'Linearly

" , polarized light
.(b)

Figure 3.17--Common Arrangements for Q-Switched
Laser Operation. (From Koechner,
Solid State Laser Engineering.)
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Table 3.8

Quarter Wave Voltages

VI/ for a M~ilk I V1/ for a Fiber

('onfigiitration N-1/4 Laser (L/d =5) (Laser Lid = 125)

X d~, L812 volts 32 volts

2 x(~~-nri d 488 volts 20 volts

3 ±110 kilo volts 4.4 kilo volts

11 -m,- :i (10 rotatioin of the( plane of polarization, thuis, tuirning the cavity

fr ii I tih-Q. Ill Ilhk caSe an electric field E' imst be applied to transmilt the

1 111 It'', W-0 (-f Ow hImo~er voltage,( reqired, the rirst arrangrement of Figurwe 3.17

frr-l -di :dIt 1, th onle \\ e %%Ill a dopt.

2.2 Evaluation of the Three Configurations

'lIih firtr elhrion fo r valuat1111 on lsists Of a. comlpari of the quiarter \%avi

v It122- l\lr'~*I)! ( fr VI/4 ]in termis of the refractive Inidices no 2.2 and n,

2 17. th, r\'-ti du1iminsm 1, :nd d1, the %%avelength X = 1.09/mii. and] tite relevn-mt

r -nj j 4O'eli, wit :ire v e Ii Table .3.8.

In onhgiir:til oti 2 and :3 the cytlexhibits a natural birefringenee, that inns!

1w' comninsate 'ither by ant applied voltage or bN an external ret ardat lol llt4

In tisl dae'.' Ifine Vl, ahe Ow ltagev reqirei-d I( toinduce a -,/2 phase (eayII diftercnee atftfr the irtii il birefrrigfrnce has been comnipr:itvd.

% Tabhle .3.8 lists some ty pical valuies of I 'l/4 for two de-vices of Initerest. 'Ilic first

i s a 1)11k I aser %%it h 1,7- 1 cm, d 2 min. The( second is a crystalI fiber laser of

(lianmeter 80 pin1 andl length I cm.

Fromi Tale .3.A It is clear that configuiration 2 is the most Interest ing since it

has the( lo 1wtiurter "a''' voltagce. fhowever, this configiitrat ion exhibits two( maijor

04
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drawbacks when compared to configuration 1. First of all, a-s stated previously, it

is necessary to compensate for the natural birefringence of thle material. A more

serious objection has to do with the polarization prop~erties of the laser radiation

in a or b axis Nd:-NlgO:IlNbo 3 crystals. Laser action in configuration 2 o~r .3 is

accomplishedl with the lasing field being linearly polarized eit her paralle! to~ the

crystalI c axis (Tr or high gain) or orthogonal (low gain) to It (see Sec tion IlIA).

Laser n( fle U )nlpet it if ) prevenkt si rill It aneous oscilIlait ion of both rp lariz:00 nS

Thereff fre, ]in cfn fi guirat ion 2 thle crystal tends to~ lase withI the lF-field po la rizfl

along ofle or tite othler c-rv~tallog-raphie axes. AXn aipplied voltage cannot chiange the

state of lpolizI ion (tr thl isA lul uless it indluces also a rotaion or the pinHcipa

a axes. Th'ik s noit occur in configuiration 2. Thel( axes (d0 rotate fin confiira-t ion :3

but tite angle of rot a on 1s excef'(linly small even for very hiigh applifdi(l iags.

We con chIid e that con fi guirat ion I is thle best suited fo r Q-sNitelied operat i~m. Its

ma in chiaricteristic(5 will he described beow.

.2 ' Q-switching in a C-axis Crystal (Configuration 1)

In the case of (onfigimlraifn I the Lifser host L,I)()3 d""e 11"t (Ahili mv

Ipriviliged polaiiaMt ion (lirfctlon. As a consequenc. the( flhiorfscfince clnt 1teil hy thle

active ion N(131 -ciirpolarizelwWhen lriio occursoWf 1K-fil

Isl fix~ v Y if-ch:Il ills tit -Irt II ic to t he ls.,e r Iui Illl eg III . pr ef trru1tI l''s

ordlinary NWaves (rriW ini,\ itU) prt~pgipte ilirigli 1'ndour tOw imwfiut ()r :m

[)Ple' 1 ot~ (1i'idlirfigrc applears. This hirfringfnce ill gi vnli

A ll ?1(,r-,- (3. 17)

ThO' \Alum if 4 hi I tli jiow~ l liirofrjju 1,tvu 1, dOlei iot oliyi-iil ii i t,~ dlint j~i tj o f
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applied E-field. However, it can be shown, by diagonalizing the reduced imper-

meability tensor, that the principal axes are rotated under the action of this field

by an amount that depends on the direction of the field as follows.

0 = (3.18)

where 0 is the angle by which the axes are rotated and fi the angle between the

external E-field and the original y axis. The rotation is maximum and equal to .150

when the field is parallel to the initial x axis (/3 90). This case can b fully

exploited to realize a Q-switched laser.

Referring to Figure 3.18(a) assume that an intracavity device forces the c-cilt

Nd:MgO:I,iNbO:i crystal to lase with the E-field parallel to the crystallographic x

axis. This device can be a low loss polarizer or a thin transparent plate set at

Brewster's angle. Upon application of an E-field along the x axis the principal

axes are rotated by 450 as stated previously and they occupy the positions x/ and

y/ as shown. If the applied voltage is equal to the quarter wave voltage for the

material, the crystal behaves exactly like a quarter wave Pockels cell as in Figure

17(a). Thus, we can achieve the integration of a laser medium and an electro-optic

cell into the same crystal rod. This device will be named ACTIAE INTEIRNAIX

*O Q-SWIT(IIlI) IASEJ. Cutting the end face of the crystal at Brewster's angle as

illustrated in Figure 3.18(b) can eliminate the need for the polarizer.

3. Measurement of the Electro-optic Coefficient

For Q-switched operation, it is the low-frequency r22 coefficient that determines

the voltag, required to hold off laser action (Section II.D.2). Thus, we set up an

experiment to measure this coefficient in Nd:MgO:IiNbO 3 . The crystal utilized

was a thin, c-axis slab, 200 jim wide, 8 mm long. The probe beam was provided

by a CXV Nd:Y,( laser operating at 1.061 pm. By using this long wavelength we
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.18--Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 Q-switched Laser Configuration.

(a) With a Polarizer.
(b) With the End Face cut at

Brewster's Angle.
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assuired a. negiligile albso rpt)ion of the~ plmtxoreractive cenIteVrs and~l, thbus, a nlegligilble

screening field (see Section CA). The sample was placed between two calcite polarizers

having the-ir axes parallel to each other. The transmission through the samp~le was

monitoredl while aplying a DC electric field parallel 1to the crystal x-axis. To focus

the beami to a dIiameter compatible with the sample's thickness, a f = 7.8 cmn

positive lens was placed between the first polarizer and the sample.

WVe found that the transmission through the crystal was minimum for an

applied voltage of about 170 volts. In the configuration that we studied this should

corresponid to the half-wvave voltage or the crystal V112 . The coefficient r22 is related

to V1 by the following expression:

00

where the ordinary index is n,=2.2, the crystal dimensions are d=0.02 cm. and

L=0.8 cm, and the wavelength is X==1.064 pm. If we take as r22 the low frequency

(or constant stress) electro-optic coefficient of lithium niobate, 6.3X 10-10 cm/V and

replace these values in the equation we obtain

V1/,2 = 198 volts (3.20)

0 The calculated value is in good agreement with the measured voltage, indicat-

ing thait the lowk frequency r22 electro-optic coefficient for Nd:NlgO:LiNbO 3 is ap-

p~roximaly(' the sine as for congruent LiNb0 3 .

E. The Elasto-optic Effect in Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3

Researchers in the past have found that the piezoelectric character or LiNb0 3

Q-sw itches (-an sf-riouly affect the efficiency of a Q-switclied laser by creating a

til im-df''I md c'rt 1(S- vsa VI:he ('last 0-optic effect. InII NbO 3 1Pockels cells thie a pplied

' Oi I ge niII(' a tnechl1an iclI comnpression of the crystal via the piezoelectric effect
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which remains for some interval of time after the voltage has been removed, creating

an ad(litional birerringence modulation via the elasto-optic effect. A polarization

sensitive element inside the cavity transforms this modulation into an additional

time-dependent cavity loss. The acoustic oscillations following the initial relaxation

or the compression were considered irrelevant for Q-switching due to their long

periods, on the order of several /sec. In our experiments we found that these

oscillations had a significant influene on device operation when pumping close to

threshold. The reason is twofold. First, to reduce the voltage requirement we made

the crystal transverse dimension several times smaller than that of conventional

LiNbO3 Q-switches. The periods of the piezoelectric resonances were thereby

reduced to the sub-lisec range. Second, when pumping close to threshold the pulse

build-up times become comparable to the acoustic periods.

In this section we present a careful investigation on the influence of

piezoelectricity and the elasto-optic effect on the behavior of Q-switched

Nd:MgO:liNb() 3 lasers. The section starts with an experiment to investigate the

transient elasto-optic effects in Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 , MgO:LiNbO 3 and LiNbO 3 .

1. Transient Response of LiNbO3 Modulators to an Applied Voltage
Step

The experimental setup consisted of a IleNe laser emitting at 1.15 pm, a focus-

ing lens, the crystal under investigation placed between crossed calcite polarizers,

a small-area Ge detector and a 5 MI-Iz bandwidth amplifier. The long wavelength

radiation was chosen to avoid the generation of a screening field. The beam was
focused in order to probe different small areas of the crystal. The samples studied

were a 5 X 5 X 25 mm LiNbO 3 rod, a 2 X 1.5 X 10 mm MgO:liNbO3 crystal and

Nd:MgO:liNbO3 rod (2 X 2 X 10 rm). The last two crystals contained the same

percentage of Nlg() (5'- ). In all cases, light propagated alomg the c-axis and an

electric field was apslied along lh,, a-axis. The applied voltage wvas switched from

log
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several hundred volts to zero in a time interval on the order of tens of nanoseconds.

It had the shape shown in the lower traces of Figures 3.19 and 3.20.

The transmission through the LiNbO3 rod was displayed on an oscilloscope and

is shown in Figure 3.19 (upper trace). As the figure indicates, just after the voltage

switching the crystal undergoes several superiml)osed acoustic oscillations having

periods of 1 pisec and 2 psec approximately.

We also measured the frequency response of the LiNbO 3 amplitude modulator

by applying 40 volt peak to peak sinusoidal waveforms. The polarizer axes were

set at 450 to each other in order to bias the modulator to the linear part of its

characteristic cosinusoidal response. The frequency of the applied signal voltage

was scanned from D.C. to 20 Milz. Within that range only three strong fun-

damental piezoelectric resonances were found, at 366 ktlz, 425 kHz and 495 kHtz.

_ ,q. Strong piezoelectric response was also observed at the third harmonic of the main

resonances.

In the first experiment the application of a fast voltage step excited several

* '.,.acoustic res(omances. In Figure 3.19, the oscillation periods observed (1 and 2 1sec)

correspond fairly well to the periods of the third piezoelectric resonance (2.0 psec)

and the third harmonic of the first resonance (0.91 Ipsec).

Siniar piezoelectric responses to a voltage step were observed with both the

MgO:liNb):3 and the Nd:MgO:I,iNI)O3 crystals. The oscillation periods scaled with

the transverse (limension of the rods. The transmission through the MgO:LiNbO 3

rod is shown in Figure 3.20.

2. Measurement of the Elasto-optically Induced Cavity Loss

The elasto-optically induced cavity loss was directly measured in a

Nd:MgO:,iNb)03 c-axis laser. We used the non-absorbed part of the Ih6G dye

laser pumip beam as a probe and recorded the temporal variations of part, of the
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Figure 3.19--Transmission through the LiNbO
Sample (Upper Trace). Applied
Voltage Step (Lower Trace).
Horizontal Scale: 1 visec/div.

_ %
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Figure 3.20--Transmission through the MgO:
LiNbO Sample (Upper Trace).
Applied Voltage (Lower Trace).
500 nsec/div.

0
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probe reflected by the Brewster plate just after applying a voltage step. An oscil-

loscope trace )f Ihis probe signal is shown in Figure 3.21. For this measurement,

a voltage of 300 V was applied to the crystal and then switched to zero at t =

0. The I).c. level r. -mining after the acoustic oscillations have been attenuated

is proportional to the D.C. loss contribution of the plate. The latter quantity was

(letcrmiied from (ljnsi-(\ slope efficiency measurement to be about one-third of

the total D.C. cavity round-trip loss 6, which provided the absolute calibration of
".4

-' the vertical axis of Figure 3.21. The peak-to-peak elasto-optic loss is as high as
-4

7-2.5 = .1.5 ". , that is, 1.5 times 6. The crystal was also probed with the 1.15 im

beam of a lHeNe laser. The loss modulation pattern shown in Figure 3.21 was the

same at both probe wavelengths, and it scaled linearly with the applied voltage.

3. Effect on the Q-switched Pulses
'p.

'.p,

During Q-switched operation we have observed very large delays between the

action of tlie voltage sv, itch and the emission of the Q-switched pulse. In addition,

-at low Pm11p levebl. a p: rtic<ilar kind of pulse jitter has been encountered. We could

c<.irrel ate the o0'curence ,f these t wo1 effects with the elast<>-optic loss by rec,)rd(in,

sinitiltaneoiilv Ihe ()-swiltched iles and the probe signal, as shown in lFigure .3.22-

The )-,Ii)lII pule il Figure 3.22(a) is emittd, 1.5 lise after the actilI

of the eI,'<'trial %.itch. At this pump level (r = 1.2 inies above threshold) the

pill".' Ibuild-up t ile -huhil I be only 1.5 psec. llowever, the first two peak, (,r IIe

O tirll,-d,'I'll( ,it 1,,ill:iti I,,, (lov r trace of Figure :.22(a)) retard the enision

of the puke. .\ ,uIlllIe that tll' -u;dl level coincides with the line A! (I) in l'igur,

3.22(n). The 0-swit.hed pulse starts building up when the cavity loss b(t) reaches

point \, i.e.. whi'l the gain ex',ds the loss. After point 1I, less tian 1.5 /se later,

t ihe l, xc',l thel g1ain. "l'hu, tihe pull decays exponentially bet%%een 13 and (.

P'ulse enuissiori can only occur after point F, i.e., after the first two acoustic cycles,

4'" 113
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Figure 3.21--Total Cavity Round-Trip Loss after
Switching the Applied Voltage to
Zero.
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wvhen the ca'ity l(os. dropped below the gain level for more than 1.5 psec.

Figure 3.22(h) show, the superl)osition of several consecutive Q-switched pulses

(lower trace). The pulse jitter is readily apparent in this figure. One of the most

striking characteristics of this jitter is that pulse emission occurs at very precise

mionients. separated by fixed intervals of time. Comparing with the tinme-dependent

loss (upper trace in Figure 3.22(b)), it is clear that, these fixed separations are just

I multiple, of the aco ustic periods. The moment of pulse emission coincides with a

min imli of the oscillatory loss (Figure 3.22(b)). In addition, the loss peaks preced-

ing the correspoinding minimum are always low-amplitude peaks, in agreement with

the explination given with respect to Figure 3.22(a). The explanation of this jitter is

associated with small pump fluctuations inducing small changes in the pulse build-

up time. Such flictuations can make a particular pulse "just miss" a particular

minimum of the t ime-depondent loss.

To avoid the effects of the elasto-optic loss modulation two alternatives were

possible.

0 To operate the Q-switched laser well above threshold in such a way that

the build-up time is shorter than half a period of the highest-frequency

piezoelect ric resonance.

0 To attenuate the acoustic oscillations by bonding to the crystal surfaces

blocks of material having the appropriate acoustic impedance and acoustic

damping.

The first s(lution was the simplest and the one selected. In the experiments

performed, when pumping more than about three times above threshold, no pulse

4- jitter or unusually long delays were observed.

F. Active Internal Q-switching

. One of the mos, t attractive properties of Nd:NlgO:lINbO3 is the abilitNv to
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generate laser radiation that can be electronically controlled within the crystal itself.

We have called the integration of a laser medium and an eiectrooptic cell in the

same crystal rod active internal Q-switching, made possible by Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 .

The operation principle of this device has already been presented in Section 111.1).2.

This section is devoted to an experimental and theoretical study of active internal
b'w. ,Q-switching.

.1 1. Early Experiments - First Observation of Active Internal Q-
switching

The miniature laser cavity with which active internal Q-switching was

demonstrated contained a 2 X 2 X 11.5 mm c-cut crystal rod. The laser cavity,

designed following the criterion of minimum CW pump threshold, consisted of two

5 cm radius mirrors,one a high reflector and the other a T = 0.42% output coupler.

The configuration corresponded to a nearly concentric cavity with mirror separation

or cavity length equal to 10.6 cm.

Prior to Q-switched operation the c-cut crystal rod was made to lase under

quasi-C\V conditions. As explained in Section III.D.2, the lasing E-field, at a

wavelength of 1.093 pm, is basically unpolarized unless a polarizing mechanism is

implemented. With this purpose a thin quartz plate, set at Brewster's angle, forced

the E-lasing field to be linearly polarized along the crystal a axis.

Subsequent Q-switched action proceeded by applying an electric field step to

the crystal. As the applied voltage was increased from zero, the quasi-CW laser
output was broken into a set of narrower pu!, es whose number diminished as

we increased the voltage. When applying 250 V, a unique Q-switched pulse was

observed. The laser was being pumped twice above threshold.

A photograph of the pulse, taken on the screen of a storage oscilloscope is
',"

shown in Figiure 3.23. The pulse width, full width at half maximum (FMIM), is

500 n (ec.

t4.
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a,

a,'

~Figrure 3.23--Q-switched Pulse from the Miniature
a Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Laser. Horizontal

, Scale: 500 sec/div. FWHM = 500 nsec.
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2. Short-Cavity Q-switched Laser

The interest in short cavity laser devices arises quite naturally in the trend

towards miniaturization. Besides, a short cavity Q-switched laser emits shortened

*' pulses having higher peak powers. The reduction in the pulse width is a consequence

of the decreased cavity round trip transit time.

In Section III.A we presented a detailed analysis of the design of low threshold

C\V and quasi-CW lasers. In that analysis both cavity mirrors were assumed to have

the same radius of curvature and, as a consequence, the signal waist was located

at the center of the cavity. In the present case, the presence of the Brewster plate

breaks the symmetry, and the crystal must be located necessarily closer to one of

the mirrors. This mirror must have a larger radius of curvature if the signal waist

is to be located inside or very close to the crystal. The other mirror must have a

very small radius to minimize the mode volume inside the crystal.

The smallest radius mirror available was a 2.5 cm high reflector. Once this

mirror was selected we needed to choose the cavity length L and the other mirror

radius RI. Figure 3.24 shows plots of the average signal radius inside the crystal,

11', as a function of L for different values of RI. As the plots show, the value of RI

does not significantly affect the average radius. The optimum cavity length 1 ,

3.1 cm gies a minimum V, of 45 microns. This value is only slightly larger than0
the average radius for the nearly concentric cavity (- 38 microns).

An additional feature of the design is the use of the Brewster window plate

as the output coupling element. In this way, both cavity mirrors can be high

reflectors at the signal wavelength, resulting in a reduced cavity loss, and thus, a

reduced threshold. A fraction of the circulating power is tapped out of the Cavity by

reflection. This laser exhibits two outputs corresponding to the two main reflections

of the signal beam onto the plate.

0y.* , 1
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3. Active Internal Q-switching Experiments

The experimental set-up for the Q-switching experiments is shown in Figure

3.25. It. consisted of the following: a pump dye laser, either Rh6G at 598 nm or

Styryl 9MN at 809 nm; an acousto-optic cell or a chopper to produce well defined

pumping intervals at a repetition rate of ,- 20 liz; a 10 cm focal length lens; the

* Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 laser containing a Brewster window; and the detection elements.

For Q-switching, a voltage pulse was applied just before the beginning of each

pumping interval with amplitude high enough to hold off quasi-CW oscillation.

Turning this voltage to zero just before the end of the pumping interval resulted in

the generation of a Q-switched pulse.

Throughout this cont ract several Q-switching experiments were performed with

the nearly concentric laser and the short-cavity laser described in the previous sub-

section. In early experiments, the voltage pulses were applied with the aid of a 20

volt-puker fo 11wNed by a high voltage amplifier. Because of the narrow bandwidth

of the anlplifier (50 Kllz), the switching time was very long. To avoid multiple

h klle generat i,,n. we carefully adjusted the relative delay between the

voltage and pump pulses. lowever, this resulted in a deterioration of the Q-switched

pulsed peak po rwer.

As a second step. a high voltage pulse generator (1l11 21,i13) emitting 100 %olt-

pulses with 15 nsec fall tinies was rented. The fall inies were sho rt enmgh for

efficient Q-switching. lowvever, the voltage amplitude was not large enugh to

previ.il ,i-( '\ ,,illnIni at high punp levels. Figure 3.26 shows the ineasured

pulse %, idths and peak powers versus absorbed pump powers for the 3 cm l(ong

short-ravits laser. The ma xi mu in peak power observed was close to 3 W. The

theoretical expre'siom for the pulsew'idlh, included in the inset, has been plotted

for .,minarl,(n. Tlh nuitured puke v ids are larger hrn nhat Q-switched la.er

theory prelict, Thi di',rep n y \%:i, (,,(u ntered repeatedlY in all 1lie (-,, itlhiiiu:
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experiments and is discussed in detail in Section HI.F.6. Figure 3.27 depicts the Q-

switched pulse energy versus pump power. The energy conversion efficiency is high,

SE = 1.8% in spite of the low output coupling, T -- ' 0.5%.

Because of the generation of the screening field, the Q-switched pulses became

unstable after a few minutes of operation. As explained in a previous section, this

problem was alleviated by using a home made transistor circuit that applied voltage

pulses of alternating polarity.

4. Latest Experiments

4.1 Experimental Results

Measurements on the short-cavity Q-switched laser were performed by applying

voltage pulses of alternating polarity. This procedure eliminates the screening field

due to the material photoconductivity as discussed in a previous section.

Figure 3.28 shows the measured widths and peak powers of the Q-switched

pulses versus absorbed pump power at 598 nm. A peak power of 5 W was at-

tained when puniping about five times above threshold. The peak power increases

approximately linearly with pump power as shown. The zero intercept of the

linear fit indicates that the absorbed pump power threshold was only 10 mW. The

pulse widths decrease monotonically with increasing pump power and approach

asymptotically a value of - 45 nsec, which is about three times larger than the

pulse wvidth predicted by the Q-switched rate-equations.

The reqired voltage in this experiment was only 170 V when pumping three

times above threshold and 200 V when pumping four times above threshold.

4 When one of the high-reflector mirrors was replaced by a 1.4% transmission

output coupler, shorter pulse widths were attained, essentially due to the reduced
cavity photon lifetime. Figure 3.29 shows the oscilloscope trace of a Q-switched

pulse. The miii llnuiii pul Ise width observed (full-width at half maximum) was 30
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Q-SWITCHED PULSE
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I I I I I i I I i35 ns-

- *1-20 ns

Figure 3.29--Oscilloscope Trace of a
Q-switched Pulse. Full-
Width at Half Maximum is
35 ns.
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nsec.

4.2 Discussion

l)iscrepancies have been observed between the measured Q-switched pulse

widths and peak powers and the predictions of Q-switched laser theory. First, the

measured peak powers are about one order of magnitude smaller than the predicted

ones. Second, the pulse widths are about three times larger than what we expected

from knowledge of the cavity photon lifetime. These discrepancies suggest that a

theoretical study is required.

First of all, the mode overlap theory used throughout this and previous con-

tracts is valid only when the laser medium fills the optical cavity entirely. This is a

very reasonable assumption for the case of mechanically Q-switched Nd:YAG fiber
lasers as well as for fiber lasers using a saturable absorber. For both types of Q-

switched fiber lasers the cavity mirrors can be placed very close to the fiber end faces

(and it, is highly advantageous to (to so to avoid diffraction of the laser beam between

the fiber end and the mirror). However, in the Q-switched Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 laser

the presence of a polarizing element, makes the resonator longer than the crystal.

As we will show in the next sul)-section, to take this into account, modifications of

4' the laser rate equations are required.

A second imlportant step in the theory is the inclusion of a tine-(tependlent

loss term. Since, as we have shown, the application of an electrical step excites

piezoelectric resonances that induce a time-dependent loss.
-

5. Laser Mode-Overlap Theory

The laser mode-overlap theory used in the current and previous contracts

requires some modifications in order to be applied to the Nd:MgO:IiNbO 3 Q-

switched laser. In this section we modify the laser equations to account for the4
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case of an optical resonator which is not entirely filled by the active (laser) medium.

Next, we derive the Q-switched laser equations corresponding to single-transverse-

mode operation and compare them to the predictions of a simpler analysis that

does not account for modal overlaps. Finally, we include two extra terms, the

contribution of spontaneous emission to the laser signal and the time-dependent

elasto-optically-induced loss.

5.1 Laser Equations

In a four-level laser system such as Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 , the time evolution of

the population inversion density n(x,y,z,t) and the signal photon density in the ith

transverse mode si(x, y, z, t) are described by the following differential equations:

dn(x, y, z, t) t) n(x,y,z,t) !
=dl, ,Z't - cr -no yztdt, M loP (3.21)

X Z s(X, y, z, )

nS1(, f J / , , z, y z, t)d - S(t) (3.22)

dl op cavity rci

Ihere S,(t) is the total number of photons in the ith mode, rf is the fluorescence

lifetime, a the net gain cross section, c the velocity of light in free space, r(x, y, z, t)

* the pumping rate per unit volume, I the length of the laser medium, 1P the optical

length of the resonator and ri the photon lifetime for the ih mode. r.j is related

to the round-trip cavity loss for the ith mode hi by

~21,P

7C2 = (3.23)
cb,

When the laser nelium entirely fills the resonator, the optical cavity le!, th is 1,p

nl, where n, is the refractive index of the laser material. In this case, Equations

(3.20) and (3.21) reduce to the well known rate-equations used throughout previous

12
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contracts.
4

5.2 Overlap Integral and Q-switched Laser Equations

Following the derivation in Part C of the cited reference, we introduce the

normalized population inversion, signal and pump distributions no, s0i and ro, and

define the overlap integral Fi as follows:5

F,=f f f no(x, y, z)soi(z, y, z)dV (3.24)
J " J aer medium

For Q-switched operation it is valid to neglect the pumping and spontaneous emis-

sion terms in Eiation (3.21) which are significant only for time durations much

%longer than the characteristic times of the Q-switched pulses. Neglecting the first

-to terms on the right side of Equation (3.21), integrating over the cavity volume

and using Equation (3.24), we get

dN(t) coul

lNt -- N(t) E Fj-Sj(t) (3.25)dt 1p j= 1

Similarly, Equation (22) gives

___-__- - - N(t)FSj((t)r (3.26)

In Equation,; (3.21) and (3.26), N(t) and Si() are the total population inversion and

total photon number in the ith mode respectively.

VW We will only consider here the case of single mode operation. Equations (3.25)

and (3.26) re(lice to

4 See for examle F'qiations (2) and (3). p. 13, Interim Report, AF\VAL-TR-81-1 159, "Diode Pumped
' =,Fiber La,,er." (December 198-1).

Sr, ()utide the laser medium n,,.ry.-) 0, therefore, the limits of integration can be extended to
cover the entire r"'-,rn:t r volIjle.
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t. \(t.s{t) (3.27)

d~(t , C( \(t).' t) 2,'M(t) (3.28)

where the subscript i has been dropped

For the Nd:Nlg():lINbO 3 laSer, the- tt al round-trip cavity loss 6 during Q-

switched operatlol can be ,,ep:ir', fd into to contributions. The first is the D.C. loss

b0 which is also preent during ('\V operation. The second is the elasto-optically-

induced time-dependent loss h(t). Thus,

6 -- 60 + 6(t) (3.29)

*., Starting fiom Equation (3.22) we can show that the population inversion required

to reach threshold during CV operation is

N" 6o (3.30)

Substituting expressions (3.2f)) and (3.30) into Equations (3.27) and (3.28) we get:

dN (t) I t) '(t )  (3.31)

* dt r, At

dS(t) N () 6(t) 5(/) (3.32)

= Id- - I I

where the D.C. or CNN cavity lifetime r, is given by

21,Pr= (3.33)

Equations (3.31) and (3.32) are the starting point for (he comptiter analysis of the

mininiture 0-swit lhed laser. We still need to mathematically model the loss 6(t).
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5.3 Discussion

It is important to point out that Equations (3.31) and (3.32) (neglecting the

." time-dependent loss) are essentially the same as the differential equations derived in

conventional Q-switched laser theory.6 In that theory, the population inversion den-

sity n(x, y, z, t) and the photon density s(x, y, z, t) are substituted by their spatial-

averages over the cavity volume. The equations are then solved as if both 'n' and

4s' were uniform over the entire laser medium. By using mode-overlap theory, we

have arrived at the same equations. The only information concerning the spatial

distributions of 'n' and 's' is contained in the threshold inversion Nt through the

" overlap integral F.

The way in which the overlap integral is written here (Equation (3.24)) suggests

that the normalized distribution no is independent of time. This is unlikely to be

true because the population inversion can saturate differently in different regions of

the laser medium. This point will be addressed in Section III.F.6.4.

5.4 Spontaneous Emission Term and Initial Photon Number

The angle 0 and the solid angle 0 subtended by the TEMN00 laser signal mode

in the far-field pattern are given by

2X,

rn 1V' (.3.31)

, 4

%" where X,, = 1.0931im is the signal wavelength n = 2.23 is the refractive index and

1V, is the signal waist radius. The total rate of spontaneous emission is equal to

N\'(t)/rf. Assuning that this emission is uniformly distributed over a unitary sphere.,

that is. over a solid angle of 47r, we find that the rate of spontaneous emission into

the solid angle of the laser mode is

6 See for example W. Koechner, Solid State ILaser Engineering, Springer-Verlag (1976).

I1
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RP" 0 All) (3.335)
417r Tf

Setting the tiHUC origin at the mioment of opening of thle Q-switch, we can calculate

the numiber or signal photons lpresent at t, 0 as follows. T'he phiot ons p~resent In

the laser miode at this time are createdl bY- spontaneous ernilssiofl onily. FheNv hav a

lifetimle r7, Thus the initial p~hoton nuinber SO Is giveni by

so=-pcy~ 0)7, (.3.36)

5.5 Time-dependent Cavity Loss

We alreadr statedl that (luring Q-switched operation the total roundi(-trip) cav'ity.

loss can be separated into a D.C. or ('IV loss 6o ari(l a tie-diepn(eit. eaSto-

opt icill-induced loss b(t).

Ili Sect ion Ill.1E we dliscussed Ii (let ail the effects of the elas"tooit ic lons onI the(

0-wit (h ed pulses. At low pumllp lvels thle emlission of the pulse is d1ebtNc~ ved

the occurence of consecumt ive oscillatory-loss p)eaks. Besidles, (Nue to puiip powver

flutiuiat ions t he mionien t or emiission canIl alternate (Jitter') bectw'een s5eve(r~lI fixedl

p)osit ions in timie. Ini thIi i latter case the a rn plituode of the pulse fluetuia t e. Wh len

p)limping m-ore than about three times above thresholdl, the jitter aind aniplitid~e

fliuctiiation disappear. At these ipui level(,s the Q-switchedi pilse,( is emiitted dJuring

Athe first sentil-v of the oseillator-l-oss. Thei(refore, Ii our inatiejinatical nio'lel w

orln- needl to includev this firi, semieve-le, since we tire mnostly linterested in higli-purip

lev-el operation.

[igu re .3.30 shiow.s thle to t al (ax ity, rotn (l-t ri p loss nieasure(l bNv the ineth11(1

dJescribedl iii Section F 'ic votgeapliel((l (luring the low-Q state was 200 V. Thel(

D..loss 6 0 ('0)rrespo(l(i in this fi gure to the loss level observedatertleaoutc

oscillations ha\v been attemitate(l. 6() is equial to 3' .!. Froix Figure .30 we,( findl

-b 1.33
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Figure 3.30--Time Evolution of the Cavity
* ~.Round-Trip Loss after Switching
-O the Voltage from 200 V to Zero.
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that the first semi-cycle of 6(t) can be modeled as follows:

6(t) = 0.01(1 - sin 21rt (3.37)
lpsec

5.6 Final Form of the Equations

The Q-switched laser equations for single-mode operation can be written as

dN(t) _ N(t) S(t) (3.38)
dt Nt rc

dS(t) N(t) 6(t) l(t) (3.39)

dt --[6 r1- '

5.7 Numerical Values

For fundamental Gaussian signal and pump modes the overlap integral F is

given by

F (3.40)

with W, = 45pm and W-P = 34pm, then AP* = 5 X 10- 5 cm 2 . The net gain cross

section (low-gain polarization) is a = 1.8 X 1 0
- 19 cm 2 and the D.C. loss 60 = 3%.

Therefore, the threshold inversion calculated from Equations (3.30) and (3.40) is

Nt = 4.2 X 10+12 atoms (3.41)

The optical cavity length is op = 4.5 cm, thus, from Equaton (3.33) we get

,T = 10 nser (3.42)
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The solid angle (Equation 3.34) is 0 = 3.8 X 10- 5 sr, and the fluorescence lifetime

r. = 120 psec. Thus, the initial number of photons is (from Equations (3.35) and

(3.36))

S0 = 2.5 X 10-N(t = 0) (3.43)

and, the initial inversion is

Pb.
N(t = O) = No Nt-- N (3.44)Pth

where Pab/Pth is the ratio of absorbed to threshold pump powers.

6. Computer Analysis of the Miniature Q-switched Laser

The Q-switched laser equations derived in the previous section were solved

numerically with the aid of a computer. We present here results from this computer

analysis. The calculated peak powers, pulse energies and pulse widths are compared

to the measured ones. The need for a more refined theory, to account for the

experimental results, is discussed. This theory should consider spatial effects in the

saturation of the laser gain (i.e., the population inversion).

6.1 Instantaneous Output Power

Prior to addressing the problem of solving the laser equations, we want to find

an oxpression for the in~tantaneous output power Pi in terms of the photon number

.S. At a given time t, the total laser signal energy inside the resonator is given by

the product of the photon energy hw, and the photon number. The rate at which

this energy is lost is Shl/r, where T, is the cavity lifetime or average lifetime of

a photon inside the resonator. The fraction of this energy which is utilized as laser

output is determined by the ratio of output coupling T to cavity loss 6. Therefore,

the inslantanv(os output power is given by:
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4

?T hv, cT

Pitt) = -S(t) = -h, S(t) (3.45)

Here lop is the optical cavity length and c the velocity of light in vacuum.

In most of the experiments performed, the laser output was obtained from

reflection on the Brewster plate. Due to elasto-optic birefringence modulation, this

reflection was time-dependent. Therefore, like the total cavity loss, the output

coupling can be separated into a D.C. or CW term To and a time-dependent term

T(t), where T(t) equals one-half of the elasto-optic loss 6(t). Thus, we can write

T o +To±- (3.46)
2

The CW output coupling was determined from the CW slope efficiency to be

0.5%. The CW cavity round-trip loss was 6o -- 3%.

6.2 Solution of the Laser Equations

We need to solve a set of two nonlinear, first-order differential equations,

(Equations (3.38) and (3.39). For the case of time-independent loss, that is, 6(t) -

0, we can obtain a simple analytical expression relating the photon number S(t) to

the population inversion N(t). However, it is not possible to express N and S as

functions of time in terms of known mathematical functions. On the other hand,

the differential equations can be solved numerically without major difficulty even

for the case of time-dependent loss.

A computer program was written that solves the differential equations by using

sixth-order Runge-Kutta method. The program calculates the time-evolution of the

Q-switched laser photon number, the instantaneous output power or the population

inversion (laser gain) for different absorbed pump powers. The pulse energy is

evaluated by integrating numerically the instantaneous output power. The values

of the parameters used in the computer analysis are given in Section II.F.5.7.
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Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show the computer-generated time-evolution of the in-

stantaneous output power for two absorbed pump powers P.b, of 35 YnW and 50

mW respectively. The time-dependent part of the cavity loss 6(t) has been included

in the figures. For Pab. = 35 mW the peak of the pulse occurs 120 nsec after

the electrical switching, when the total loss is 6 = 3.3% and the output coupling

T = 0.65%. For Pab, = 50 mW the pulse peak occurs at t = 75 nsec, when the

cavity loss is 3.55% and the output coupling is 0.77%.

6.3 Comparison with the Experimental Results

The pulse energies, pulse widths and peak powers calculated with the aid of

the program are plotted versus absorbed pump power in Figures 3.33, 3.34, and

3.35. For comparison we have included in the figures the experimental results given

in Section III.F.4.

Figure 3.33 shows that except for the first two points, the measured pulse

widths are larger than the predicted ones. The ratio of experimental to theoretical

pulse width increases with increasing pump power from 1.4 to 2.3 for absorbed

pump powers between 30 and 55 mW.

The pulse energy versus pump power plots of Figure 3.34 can be approximated

by straight lines with zero-vertical-axis intercept at P 8b = 10 mW. The slope

corresponding to the theoretical predictions is 1.7 X 10-5sec- 1 or 0.0176GjJ/mW.

A best linear fit to the experimental points has a slope of 0.0087 pJ/mW. Thus,

there is a factor of two discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical slope

efficiencies.
."4

The largest discrepancy between theory and experiment is encountered in the

peak powers as illustrated in Figure 3.35. The measured peak powers are lower than

the theoretical ones by factors ranging from 2 to 7.
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6.4 Discussion

The output coupling T utilized in the computer program was inferred in part

from CW laser measurements (To -- 0.5%) and in part from elasto-optic modulation

measurements (T(t) - 6(1)/2). Due to the large non-uniformity in the birefringence

of our Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 samples, the output coupling can vary by factors of two

or more from one lasing spot to another. This can account for the factor-of-two

discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental pulse energies. To assure

that neither the output coupling nor the crystal loss change from one measurement

to another, it is necessary to perform the CW-laser, elasto-optic modulation and

Q-switching experiments on the same lasing spot. This requirement would be

unnecessary with samples exhibiting better uniformity and optical quality.

An erroneous estimation of the output coupling T can explain the discrepancies

between theory and experiment for the pulse energy and, in part, for the peak

power. This is not true for the Q-switched pulse width which does not depend on

T. To account for the larger pulse widths encountered experimentally we would

need to assume a smaller cavity loss 6. However, a smaller 6 would imply even

higher predicted pulse energies than those shown in Figure 3.34.

One possible explanation for the larger pulsewidths and, in part, for the lower

peak powers observed experimentally is the presence of several longitudinal modes

during Q-switched operation. In this case, the laser output is the superposition

of several pulses having different widths, build-up times and peak-heights. The

resulting pulse is wider and lower in peak power than the pulse from a single

mode laser. Another possible explanation concerns non-uniform saturation of the

population inversion along the transverse dimensions of the laser medium. In this

case the output is again the superposition of pulses having different characteristics

and proceeding from different annular regions of the crystal cross section. Because

the initial population inversion is much higher at the crystal axis, the photon densitv

04*
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grows much faster near the axis, saturating the gain first. A more refined theory

that accounts for these effects is needed in order to explain quantitatively the

experimental results.

G. Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 Single Crystal Fibers

1. Introduction

During the present contract, the first single crystal fibers of neodymium lithium

niobate were grown and processed, using the second-generation growth station

(Section II.B.1). )ifficulties associated with growth, annealing, surface granularity,

spurious colorations (brown or yellow), mounting and end-face polishing were satis-

factorily solved. A brief description of fiber growth and processing is given in this

section.

Initi,) at tempts to achieve laser action in unclad Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 fibers were

performed. The threshold for laser oscillation in these unclad fibers could not be

attained with the pump powers available. We show theoretically in this section

that a cladding should reduce the fiber laser threshold by more than an order of

magnitude. LiNbO:5 fibers very recently were successfully cladded under auspices of

other contract,. The cladding technique of Mg-in diffusion allowed the demonstra-

tion of two-mode propagation in a liNbO3 single-crystal fiber. 7 It is expected that

this technique will be applied in the future to Nd:NIgO:LiNbO 3 fiber lasers.

2. Growth of Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Single-Crystal Fibers

During the present contract the first Nd:LiNbO 3 single-crystal fibers were

grown by using the laser-heated miniature pedestal technique. A total of nine fibers

having diameters around 170 pim and lengths ranging from 2.5 to 5.0 cm were grown.

7 S. Sudo, A. Cordova-Plaza, 1. L. Byer, and 11. J. Shaw, "NMgO:liNbO3 Single-Crystal Fiber with
Mg-ion lIn-diffused Cladding," submitted to Optics Letters.
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The starting source material consisted of 0.5 mm-wide rods originating from the

second-generation Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 boule which contained 0.2 wt% Nd2_03 and 5

mol %NIgO in the melt (see Section A.2). Pulling rates were I mmn/mmi for the

first fibers and 2 mm/mmi for the latest ones. All the fib~ers were grown along the

c-axis.

It is known that, LiNbO 3 crystals with oxygen deficiency exhibited a brownish

color indlicative of an undersirable high absorption at visible wavelengths. To

p~revent oxygen loss during the Nd:M\gO:LiNbO 3 fiber growth, a wet oxygen atnio-

sphere wvas p~rovidled. In spite of this precaution, a slight brownish coloration could

be observed in the first two fibers when examined under the microscope. Experience

with past liNbO(:,1 fibers indlicates that the coloration disappears after annealing in

an oxyvei-ricli atmiosphere, yieldling a clear, transparent material p~erfectly suited

fir fiber-oicii e(1vi

The fi rl Nd MI"()*IJ\'hO)3 fibevrs exhibited transverse ridg es at regular spacings,

over yen r:1in aea of the fiber. These ridlges wvere caused by small jerks of either

* ' li pper f r the lowe%(r I ran 1:tors. During growth.b the caplillary tubes holdling the

fi1 r :m ii / r -lin-e rO( are presm~d bet ween a!) al uin V -groove and a rubber

h~ elt Tue lillille, fitelianisin is providled by mnotors acting on the belts, hI an

ideVal I.t iriftl iii th riiction between the cap~illary and the belt shouldi be infinite

* ~%kli'ni':v tii fri Gi btwe the cap)ilary and the \ -groove shouldI be zero. The

fliflt frWIP1 :I, i'l 1' as mall Imperfections in the belts resuilt in occasional jerk ing.

Thisj'n'bl';ii ,k,-(IvI liv repdaeiiig I he aluiiniiin V-grooves with teflon V-grooves

09(teflon 1, :1 mtetril v%1th ia verN lo\ coefficient of friction). ,\s a consequ~ence, thie

ledfiler, r :in.lf free of t ransverse ridges.

'11ie v.1 rk v it h in tire bulk laisers showed that a length of active mat erial

lit ~ ~ ~ ~ \3 "I 'e a 17 ii asagId compromise bet ween lowN crystal loss (1l' per cmi

f'r lie hii!k mar n-ial) andl himgh pump J power aibsorption (I/C 2 absorption dlepth of

I 16
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1 cm at 508 pump wavelength). Thus each of the grown fibers could be cut in two

or three pieces, the best pieces being candidates for fiber lasers. After cutting, each

fiber needs to be placed inside a diameter-matched capillary-tube and firmly held

with the aid of epoxy or wax. This constitutes a preparation for end-face polishing.

Prior to mounting and polishing, two steps are required in the crystal fiber

processing. The first step is annealing. Annealing releases the internal mechanical

stress induced during growth. High stress results from the temperature gradients,

typically on the order of 10000 C/(1/2 mm) or higher. Therefore, annealing

significantly increases the mechanical resistance of the fiber which, otherwise, is

brittle and easy to break. In addition, if the process is performed in an oxygen-

rich atmosphere those fibers exhibiting a brownish coloration acquire the required

transparency.

The second step is fiber cladding. The work with Nd:YAG fiber lasers

demonstrated that a great improvement in laser performance is achieved when a

cladding material is deposited around the fiber. The reason for the improvement

is the big reduction in surface scattering which is the main loss mechanism in fiber

lasers. In the case of LiNbO 3 fibers different cladding methods have been inves-

tigated under the auspices of other contracts. The most promising methods consist

of magnpsium in-diffusion and proton-exchange in a solution of benzoic acid. In the

rmethod of proton-exchange most of the fibers tended to etch in the bath of benzoic

acid. On the other hand, the technique of magnesium in-diffusion has given very

good results.

3. Fiber Processing

3.1 Alumina Oven

A new alumina oven was prepared for the processing of liN) 3 , MgO:LiNI() 3

and Nd:MgO:LiNb()3 single crystal fibrs. Tlhe oven was purchnsed recentlv under
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an NSF grant provided to the Center for Materials Research at Stanford for crystal

fiber research.

Alumina was used instead of quartz because of previous undesired results

obtained when annealing MgO:LiNbO3 fibers in a quartz oven. Some samples

annealed in a quartz tube acquired a cloudy appearance. This could be caused by

an impurity diffusing and/or reacting with lithium niobate. Since quartz is slightly

porous at high temperatures, an outside impurity could have diffused through the

tube walls. Silicon from the tube itself could be also responsible for the observed

behavior.

The alumina oven was used for fiber annealing and lithium and/or oxygen

• equilibration.

3.2 Fiber Processing System: Description and Characterization

The processing temperature for lithium niobate fibers Tp was chosen to be

10300,(7. Since LiNbO 3 loses its ferroelectric single-domain structure at tempera-

tures above the Curie point T+, it was important to keep a reasonably safe margin

between TP and T,. We needed to take into account that T, varies from - 1100 °C

to - 1200 °C depending on lithium and magnesium concentration and that lithium

out-diffuses readily at high temperatures.

The temperature gradients at the center of the oven were measurod with a

probe thermocouple. WNhen the temperature was - 1000 'C, we measured an axial

gradient of 8 aC/crand a radial gradient of 1 °C/ 2.5 cm = 0.4 °C/cm. Since we

wanted to keep the temperature of a fiber uniform within I °C or less, it was clear

that the fibers should be positioned radially rather than axially. The alumina-tube

inner diameter is 5 cm, large enough to accommodate the fiber lenigths of interest

(typically I to 2 cm).

To av,id ,)xygen loss during fiber processing, a constant flow of this gas was

% I.' 8%
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prvided. The tlh)w rate was I f/min. A typical fiber processing sequence w

heating froin ro)( ii I,-inljerni ure to 1050 o(- (I hour), lpr(cessing at 1050 o( (2

=,• l,.i" hours) high tei ,,rat ure cooling from 1050 °C to 570 O( (I hour), free cooling. The

,nurtiOm (of the high temnperature cooling period was important since a fast coling

cOu h lead to qanpie cracking whereas a slow cooling c muld cause a sotlid-stat,- hase

transiti)n. l eearchers working with Il NbO 3 waveguides typically use a c() li

rate of 8°('/rin which equals our cooling rate of -7°1 (r

A..-grown li hiu I in nobate fil)ers exhibit a particular kind or surface granularity.

Originilly thk surface defect was associated with impurities present on the surface

of the , (mrce ro used for fiber growth. An improved cleaning pr, wdure by means

(f :im ult r:i-,,i' lI,:i I reduced the amount of granules but it did not eliminate them

At pr-ent we believe that the granules consist mainly of lithium oxide, 1,1O.

altI evpoatmr!es from tilt molten zone during growth and condenses onto the cooler

sections of tho' groiwing fiber. The sublimation point of 11,0 is 1200 oC, close to the

processing teruperat tire Tp = 1050'C. Therefore, we could get rid of most of the

surface grinularity by annealing the fibers at 1050 'C.

3.3 Fiber Annealing and Lithium Equilibration

When prc',,,ing lithium niobate or related conl)ound,, li ions tend to out-

dliffuse. l,il hio m do,'icinyv is not as critical as oxygen difliciency (as long as a

'0 ]nIa'-ll ;tll i,,i (V0l ortt o(ccur). ll,)wever, material properties such as the Curie

* teiiirature strongly depend on the exact lithium conceitraition. A stanlard proce-

dure used in the' pa,;t to avoid lithium out-diffusion during fiber growth or processing

wa.s to includ, %vt,'r val (>r in the oxygen flow (wet ()x\ gen). )uiring the experiments

perforned in the IwI alumilla (oenl, two Mg(O:INI)() 3 fibers acquired a slight yel-

Ios' ish c b)raic orn \ ,] anriealed in %%'et-oxvgen. OI the (other hind, all the fibers

'i-

"I
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annealed in dry-0 2 were perfectly transparent. With the purpose of explaining this

anomalous behavior, different tests were performed.

From the tests we concluded that the yellowish coloration only appeared during

the simultaneous occurence of the following: the sample was doped with MgO,

water vapor was present, alumina was present. Therefore, it seemed that a reaction

between water vapor, A20 3 and Mg, probably releasing At, was responsible for this

",' behavior. In the past, LiNbO 3 bulk samples with At impurities have also exhibited

a yellowish coloration. 8

:- In view of these results, we decided to perform every fiber processing step in

a dry-02 instead of a wet-0 2 atmosphere. To prevent excessive Li out-diffusion,

a lithium-rich environment was provided. The fiber was placed in platinum foil,

suspended above lithium-rich powder (a mixture of Li3 NbO 4 and LiNbO3 ). During

the processing, an equilibrium was established between the sample and the powder

via vapor transport. This process is called vapor-phase equilibration (VPE).

V 4. Nd:MgO:LiNbO3 Fiber Preparation for Fiber Lasers

It has been emphasized in the present and previous contracts that an excel-

lent end-face surface-quality is a requirement for the operation of a crystal fiber

laser. Surface (lefects such as microscopic scratches or small imperfections con-

r tribute significantly to the scattering losses and can prevent the attainment of laser

oscillation. Previous work on end-face crystal fiber preparation had concentrated

on Nd:A'\G fibers only. During the present contract a good amount of effort was

devoted to investigating procedures that could yield good end-face quality in Nd-

doped lithium niobate fibers. As described later, we have achieved excellent end-face

quality as required for laser operation.

Lrd-face fiber polishing was done using a commercially available machine fabri-

P Prof P er- jri6ate (omm uni('ation
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cated by Buehler. The fiber was rigidly mounted in a fixture and pressed against

polishing paper containing either aluminum oxide or silicon carbide. The paper

was itself mounted on a rotating metallic disk. Different grit (or grain) size paper

was available, namely, 240 and 600 grit, 12, 9, 3, 1 and 0.3 pm grain size. During

polishing, water ran almost continuously over the paper to remove the small par-

ticles generated by polishing.

Prior to polishing, the fiber was mounted in a rigid structure for easy handling

and polishing. As done in the past with Nd:YAG fibers, the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fibers

were mounted in ID-matched capillary tubes. Wax or U.V. cured epoxy was the

bonding material. Three different kinds of wax were utilized, namely, beeswax

(yellow color), jewelers wax (red) and high-vacuum wax (black). One of the most

important properties of the bonding material is its hardness. If it is too soft or

too brittle the fiber is not firmly held during polishing and fiber-edge chipping can

result. From the three waxes used, vacuum wax is the most brittle while jewelers

wax is the least brittle. In spite of this disadvantage, excellent results could be

attained when using vacuum wax because of the precautions taken. The use of

vacuum wax or epoxy was necessary since fiber lasers require vacuum deposition of

antireflection-coating layers.

The first step in the polishing procedure consisted of rough grinding. Enough

glass should be removed from the end face of the capillary tube for the end face

of the fiber to be visible. This step was realized with 240 or 600-grit paper. For

the subsequent polishing steps, different grain-sizes and times were tried, yielding

different end-face qualities. A typical sequence yielding very good results was: 12

pm paper for 10 minutes, 3 pim paper for 30 minutes to an hour and 0.3 Pm paper

for 10 minutes. The longest step in the sequence determined the final shape of the

fiber end face. Variations in the polishing procedure had to be allowed according to

the bonding material and the condition of the fiber end face after rough grinding.
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Figure 3.36--Photograph of a C-axis Nd:MgO:LiNbO
Fiber. Very Good End Face Quality as

* Achieved. Notice the Three Growth Ridges

* - Indicative of the Trigonal Crystallographic
Structure of LiNbO

3
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Figure 3.36 shows the photograph of a c-axis Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fiber end face

polished following the above guidelines. The bonding material is vacuum wax. The

three ridges indicative of the trigonal symmetry of LiNbO 3 are clearly seen in this

photograph.

Figure 3.37 shows a photograph of an a-axis MgO:LiNbO 3 fiber prepared in a

similar way as the c-axis fiber but mounted with jewelers red wax. The cross section

of every a-axis fiber is elliptical rather than circular, exhibiting two ridges instead

of three. All of these features are clearly seen in Figure 3.37. The minor dimension

of the ellipse corresponds to the c-axis whereas the major dimension corresponds to

the b-axis.

5. Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Fiber Lasers
a

5.1 Experiment

Four Nd:MgO:LIiNbO 3 c-axis fibers were mounted and polished with the pur-

pose of making CW laser tests pursuant to future Q-switched tests. The fibers had

lengths ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 cm and diameters of - 170 iin. All fibers were

antireflection coated at 1.00 im with 1875A of SiO 2. The fibers were placed in a

laser cavity with mirror gimbal mounts. The resonator consisted of two flat mirrors,

a high reflector and a i.0'c- transmissive output coupler. The mirrors were Ila'cd

very close to the fiber ends.

The pump was provided by a 1?h6G dye laser operating at 508 nn. The focusing

* lein, had f = 10 en).
'.

The transmitted pump beam was multimoded in all the four fibers. lhowever,

0 scattering of the pi111p beam through the fibers was not unusually high. No laser

action conld be observed in anv of the fibers with incident punip powers in excess of

200 mnV. We recall that iinder the same experimental conditions, a 170 pin Nd:YA(

fiber laser exhibits typically an incident pu1mp power threshld of a few tens of ni\\.
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FiejS. 37--Plhotograph of a A-axis MqW:LiNbO
Ether.No-tice- the. Elliptical Sh~o

6 . .. ... .. ... .. .. thi Two Growth Ridges.
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5.2 Interpretation

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 c-axis samples (low gain polarization) exhibit, as discussed in

Section A.8, three times less gain than Nd:YAG. Therefore, the threshold to reach

laser oscillation should be at least three times higher. In addition, LiNbO3 has a

refractive index of 2.2 versus 1.8 of YAG. As a consequence, the larger refractive

index step An at the fiber edge makes LiNbO 3 more subject to surface scattering

loss. Assuming a refractive index of 1.5 for the bonding material (wax or epoxy) we

see that An = 0.7 for LiNbO 3 whereas An = 0.3 for YAG. A quantitative analysis

of surface scattering loss in Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fibers and its dependence on An is

presented in the next subsection.

5.3 Surface Scattering Loss

It has been pointed out throughout this contract and previous ones that the

main loss mechanism in crystal fiber lasers is surface scattering loss due to surface

imperfections such as fiber diameter variations. It is possible to calculate the

power, originally in the fiber fundamental mode, that is scattered into higher order

modes via surface (or bulk) refractive index-inhomogeneities, by using coupled mode

theory.
9

When applying coupled local-mode theory to crystal fiber lasers, it can be

shown that the loss coefficient for the fundamental mode depends strongly on the

cladding-core refractive index difference. The loss coefficient is given by 10

SO:a , K[h(A)( 2n~oA312  (3.47)

A. W. Synder and J. D. Love, Optical Waveguide Theory, Chapters 27, 28, 31, 33, Chapman and
Hall (1983).

10 Martin Fejer, Ph.D. Thesis, Chapter 2, Stanford University (1986).
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where

n_ 2o - ,
A C2n C (3.48)

F ( (\2 1
h(A)= (I + 4A)I + (nce)2) + 2A /2 , (3.49)

n.., nt = refractive indices of the core and the cladding respectively, and K -

proportionality constant. K depends on the fiber diameter, the wavelength of light

and the properties of the diameter-variation distribution (assumed random). For

the purpose of comparing Nd:YAG and Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fibers having the same

diameter and surface quality, K can be considered a constant.

5.4 Estimation of the Laser Threshold

Let ne = 1.5 (epoxy or wax), n, = nLN = 2.2 for lithium niobate fibers and

nc, = ny = 1.8 for YAG fibers. Thus, Equations (3.47), (3.48), and (3.49) yield

ALN = 0.27, h(ALN) = 3 .5 5 , aL.N = 3.9K (3.50)

for NdNlgO:lINbO3 and

A)- = 0.153, h(Ay) = 2 .2 , ay = 0.52K (3.51)

for Nd:)A(. 'i'irefre, a Nd:MgO:IiNbO3 fiber exhibits 7.5 times more scattering

Iss than a Nd:YAG fiber having the same surface quality, due to the larger core-

cladding refractive index difference.

The threshold for laser action is proportional to the fiber loss. Also, the gain

of c-axis Nd:AIO:liNI)O3 fibers is three times less than the gain of Nd:YAG fibers.

Theref,rv, the threshold for the former must be 3 X 7.5 = 22.5 times higher.



Typical absorbed pump power thresholds for Nd:YAG fibers are - 10

mW. Therefore, the expected absorbed pump power threshold for a c-axis

Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fiber is 225 mW.

It is clear from Equations (3.47), (3.48), and (3.49) that reducing the core-

cladding refractive index difference An can significantly reduce the scattering loss.

For example, for An - 0.01 (instead of the present value of 0.7 for lithium niobate

fibers) we calculate

A - 4.5 X 10- 3 , h(A) - 1.03, a = 7 X 10- 4K (3.52)

Comparing (3.50) and (3.52) we see that a reduction of three orders of magnitude

in the scattering loss can be achieved by providing the Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 fiber with

a cladding with refractive index close to that of the core.

H. Electrode Fabrication and Electro-optic Effect in MgO:LiNbO3
and Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 Fibers

1. Introduction

MgO:LiNbO 3 single-crystal fibers are of great interest because of their potential

as in-line fiber optic devices that take advantage of the excellent electro-optic (or

- acousto-optic) properties of this material. We can mention phase and amplitude

modulators among many other possible devices. Nd:MgO:LiNbO 3 single crystal

fibers offer the potential of highly-efficient Q-switched lasers with a greatly reduced

voltage requirement.

The afore-mentioned devices require the efficient application of an electric field

across the transverse dimension of the fiber. Because of the large dielectric constant

*of LiNbO 3 the electrodes must be deposited directly on the curved surface of the

fiber. We started the study on electro-optic effect in LiNbO 3 fibers by considering

the problem of electrode deposition.
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Direct deposition of electrodes on a crystal fiber is complicated by the small

diameter and the curved surface of the fiber. A simple method to deposit gold

electrodes consists of the following. The fiber is mounted on a metallic holder and

placed inside the evaporation chamber. After this first deposition, the fiber-holder

is rotated by 180 degrees about an axis perpendicular to its surface. Now, the

portion of fiber directly opposite to the first electrode is exposed to the gold atoms

and the second electrode is deposited. During the two evaporations some gold is

also deposited between the electrodes. However, it forms a layer much thinner than

the ones in the portions directly exposed. This excess metal can be removed by

using special gold solvents. This method is particularly attractive because of its

simplicity. However, it does not allow a precise control of the transverse dimension

of the electrodes.

A second method consists of fabricating a mask containing a slot or V-groove

with the desired electrode dimensions. These dimensions are about 1 cm in length

and 50-100 pm in width. Very precise control of V-groove dimensions can be

- 'achieved in silicon wafers by using preferential etching. Chemical agents such as

KO can etch (100) crystalographic planes 400 times faster than (Ill) planes. KeOH-

etching of a silicon wafer with <100> surface orientation results in the forniatiOn

A'. -. of V-grooves where the sides of the V are (111) planes. The angle between the

* V-side and the surface is 54.74*. For our application as a crystal-fiber mask, the

silicon wafer must have V-grooves that pass through the wafer. During electro(de

deposition the smaller base of the trapezoidal V-groove is placed in contact Aith the

fiber surface whereas the larger base of the trapezoid is exposed to the gold atoms.

-If two masking-wafers are made, the fiber can be clamped between the two wafers.

This method offers a very precise control of the electrode dimensions.

We have called the first of these methods EEEM (evaporation followed by

etching of excess metal.) The second method is referred to as ESM (evaporation
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using a silicon mask). As we shall see, the EEEM method, in spite of its simplicity,

yielded very good results when applying it to lithium niobate single crystal fibers.

'This section treats the description and the actual application of the EiIEEM

method. This technique, developed in our laboratories, allowed the first successful

fabrication of electrodes on a single crystal fiber. Second, this section deals with

-. the measurement of the electro-optic effect on these fibers.

2. Electrode Fabrication on Single Crystal Fibers

2.1 Fiber Holders

To support the crystal fiber during metal evaporation we initially used a stain-

less steel holder. One end of the fiber was firmly grasped by a clip attached to

the holder whereas the other fiber end was free. Due to the slight curvature of

i ~ the holder surface the fiber was not in direct contact, with the holder except at the

position of the clip. The way in which the fiber was mounted allowed the deposition

of the electrodes on diametrically opposite portions of the fiber without the need

for removing and reinstalling the fiber in the holder. Htowever, this holder did not

allow orienting the fiber around its axis.

Preliminary results indicated that before the gold deposition, the fiber should

be oriented in the holder to avoid accumulation of gold on undesired regions of the

S- fiber surface. One situation that we wanted to avoid was the formation or three

4 .electrodes instead of two which resulted from the symmetric deposition of metal

around each one of the three longitudinal ridges of the c-axis fiber. Thus, a new

metallic holder was made to support the fiber during gold evaporation. It consisted

of two pieces of aluminum, one of which contained V-grooves where one or two

fibers could sit. The procedure for mounting and orienting the fiber prior to gold

oleposit lio was as follows. The tip of the fiber w'as inserted into a capillary tube and

cemented %%ith aliuina bond. The caI)illary was then placed on one of the holder

r - 150
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V-grooves, with the fiber protruding from the aluminum holder. The capillary was

rotated by hand under microscope observation of the fiber surface, until one of the

longitudinal ridges was centered on the microscope image. As we shall see below,

this orientation procedure yielded, after etching, one electrode centered about the

top ridge and the other electrode filling the region between the two bottom ridges.

Finally, the capillary tube was firmly secured by screwing the second aluminum

piece on top of the first piece.

2.2 Metal Evaporation

Gold deposition was the next step in the fiber electrode fabrication. The fiber

and fiber holder were placed inside a vacuum evaporation chamber where an electron

beam heated a metallic target. After a first deposition, the holder was rotated 1800

without moving the fiber. A second deposition followed. Typically, the thicknesses

of the deposited layers were - 100 A of chrome and 2 pm of gold. The chrome

laver served to enhance the adhesion of gold.

Due to the finite divergence of the evaporating beam, some metal was also

deposited on the portions of fiber located between the electrodes. However, these
r.

inter-electrode layers were thinner than the electrodes themselves and could be

removed using clnierlcl etclants, as described below.

I* 2.3 Etching of Excess Metal

The go(ld etchant consisted of a solution of potassium iodide and iodine in water

(100 g KI, 100 g 12 and 200 ml 1120). The chromium etchant was composed of cerium

% sulfate, nitric acid and water (27 g III Ce (S04)4, 100 ml 11N0 3 , 400 ml 1120).

" The FIFE\1 method depends upon a complete removal of the inter-electrode or

'excess, metal while simultaneously avoiding an excessive etching of the electrodes

Iithi,,selves. A w, will s(,e below, the metal-removal time is a critical l)aramet er for

the accorplil,im iin ()f this ol)jective. l)uriig the iiti:l tests, the gol(l etc t V ,:is
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further diluted in water in proportions of I to 5. It was found that the removal

time w~as only a few seconds (- 5 see). Thus, stringent tolerances in immersion

time resulted.

In a later utilization of the EEEM method the gold etchant was diluted in water

by a ratio 1/20 instead of 1/5 as was done before. The etching time for one fiber

was 25 seconds in the diluted gold etchant, followed by 20 seconds in the chrome

etchant. A second fiber was immersed in the gold etchant more than once to remove

a thin metallic strip at the center of one of the inter-electrode zones. For this second

fiber the total gold etching time was 40 seconds. After each etching, the fiber was

inmersed in deionized water to remove the excess etchant. The immersion time

in the chrome etchant was not very critical since the chrome underneath the gold

electrodes was l)rotected by the gold itself.

2.4 Results
J

One MgO:LiNbO3 fiber and two Nd:MgO:IiNbO3 fibers were successfully

elect roded by using the EEE.M technique. Some problems were encountered at the

beginning with three fibers. As discussed previously, these pro)lems were solved

by allowing rotation-orientation of the fiber in its holder before evaporation and by

(liluting the gold etchant. The following description refers to the results achieved

with the two N(d:\lgo:liNbO3 fibers.

,lie quality of the resutIting interelectrode zone can be seen in Figure 3.38. This

i. :i in icrosc(pe phi)t(tgra ph of the fiher surface showing the elect rr)(l, , on tli top

and the hottom of le figulre. Tlie electrode edge is quite smooth and ,ifly a few

specks of gold remain ill tle int er-electrode zone. Both features are illustrated in

SFig.ur 3.:N. The inter-electrod, zones for this fiber have widths of 30 pm and 50pri

re'tpectively, l(,r the secnd fiber tle inter-electr de spacings were -- :15 and -- 60

"pin resipe tively.
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Figure 3.39 depicts the end face of one of these fibers after polishing. The

microscope photograph shows the inner wall of the capillary tube, the red wax used

as bonding material and the c-axis fiber with the three characteristic ridges. Tile

gold electrodes are also readily apparent. One electrode is located symmetrically

about the left-top ridge in the figure. The other electrode lies betwen the other

two ridges, almost filling the space between them. The electrode location is a

consequence of the orientation procedure previously described.

2.5 Fiber Mounting and Wire Bonding

The fiber had to be mounted in a fixture that allowed fiber en(d-face polishing

a,, well as easy access to the electrodes. WVith these objectives in mind, we prepared

capillary t iil)es with slots on the side surface. Two slots, approximately 1 mm wide,

were cut on each capillary tube with the aid of a diamond saw. The slots were

diametrically opposite to each other and located at different positions along the

tube. They were just deep enough to reach the inner hole of the capillary tube.

The mounting procedure was as follows. The electroded fiber was inserted into

the capillary tube and oriented such as to expose each electrode to one of the slots.

The bonding material selected was wax, since epoxy would introduce undesired

stress due to shrinkiing while drying. The capillary tube and the fiber were heated

on a hot plate up to the mielting point of the wax. At that moment, wax was allowed

to flow into the tube by capillary action. To prevent the wax from reaching the

slots, thus covering the exposed portions of the electrodes, the capillary tube was

rapidly cooled I)y removing it from the hot plate. The following step was end-face

fiber polishing.

The final step was wire-bonding. A small diameter wire was introduced into the

slo)t and gently placed on top of the exposed electrode. Electrical contact. between

t the electrode and the wire was made by melting a very small piece of indliu-metal
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on top of them with the aid of a blow dryer. The cohesion of molten indium

prevented it from migrating around the fiber, thus there was not a risk of short-

circuiting the electrodes.

3. Study of the Electro-Optic Effect in Nd:MgO:LiNbOa Fibers

3.1 Experiment

The experimental set-up to measure the electro-optic effect in a Nd:MgO:liNbO 3

fiber consisted of the following elements. A HeNe laser at 632.8 nm, a quarter

wave plate followed by a polarizer to rotate the plane of polarization of the linearly

polarized beam to any desired position, a focusing lens, the fiber, an analyzer, and

a detector. The output power from the HeNe laser was very small ( 100 1iV) to

avoid the generation of a screening field.

Different lenses and microscope objectives were used to attempt to launch only

the fiber fundamental mode. The best results were obtained with a f = 6.9 cm lens.

However, the output from the fiber was still multimoded.

The extinction ratio was determined from the ratio of power transmitted

between crossed polarizers to power transmitted between axes-aligned polarizers.

Special attention was taken to locate the birefringence-axes of a possible stress-

induced birefringence to maximize the extinction ratio. However, the largest ex-4
tinction was 7 dB (a factor of 5). The reason for this low value can be fiber mode-

coupling as further discussed below.

A sinusoidal voltage signal at 30 kHz (- 25 volts peak to peak) was applied

to the fiber. To maximize the device response, we set the polarizers at 450 to each

other. The measured device response was too low to be distinguished from the

detected noise.

With the aid of a lock-in amplifier we were able to measure a sinusoidal signal

at 30 kHz contained in the detected light. Its peak-to-peak amplitude V, was 20

1



jiV. On the other hand, full modulation corresponded to a signal of Vp - 1I niV.

Thus, the modulation depth in our experiment was 20 pV/11 mV - 0.2%.

3.2 Interpretation

The half-wave voltage of this device can be determined from

X d (.3
!:' V1/2 -= n - - (3.53)

2n3 r22

where X = 0.63281im; no = 2.2; r22 = relevant electro-optic coefficient = 6 X

10- 12 m/V; d = electrode separation ; 170 pm;C t- fiber length = 9.25 mm.

Thus, Vi/2 = 91 V. Therefore, the expected modulation depth was 25/91 = 27%,

whereas the observed modulation was two orders of magnitude lower.

We believe that. the low modulation depth observed is due to the multimode

character of the fiber radiation. By using a ray picture we can see that different

modes experience different path lengths when passing through the fiber. Thus,

the associated phase shift difference between eigenpolarizations is mode-dependent.

Since the distribution of phase shift differences is most likely to be random, the net

modulation depth of the light beam is greatly diminished.

To have an efficient fiber modulator we should launch a single mode in a

multimode l,iNbO 3 fiber and avoid mode coupling inside the fiber. In Section III.F.5

we )resente(l theoretical calculations indicating that mode coupling is reduced by

orders of ningiiitide when the crystal fiber is cladded. Therefore it is clear that

the use of cld fibers would be greatly beneficial for both fiber modulators and fiber

0 lasers.
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IV. SUPERFLUORESCENT EMISSION IN Nd 3 + :YAG SINGLE CRYSTAL

FIBERS

A. Introduction

This section reports investigations of the possibility of generating a

superfluorescent signal along the length of a single-crystal Nd:YAG fiber. Although

superfluorescence in laser materials has been known for quite some time, its

experimental observation in (active) optical waveguides has been very rarely

reported, mainly becauses of the lack of such waveguides until relatively recently.

Superfluorescence is generated by subjecting the laser material to a very high ex-

citation, or pump intensity, thereby creating a medium in which the probability

of stimulated emission exceeds by far that of spontaneous emission. This situation

usually arises only along one spatial direciton, usually the laser medium longest

dimension, which coincides with the direction of highest (unsaturated) optical

gain. Under such conditions a strong stimulated signal (superfluorescent signal) is

generated along this direction, which can extract most of the stored energy from the

active medium. This signal has a broadband spectrum, while being intense, which

makes it appealing for some single mode fiber sensor applications, in particular fiber

gyroscopes.

In the previous phase of this contract we confirmed the potential of Nd:YAG
fibers as sul)erfluorescence sources by developing a theoretical model of this type

i-

of interaction in optical fibers. The following investigations were aimed at the

experimental demonstration of superfluorescence in these fibers. We proposed to

induce and identify superfluorescen,-e by launching a pump beam into the Nd:YAG

fiber and observing the fluorescence signal at the fiber output. The objective of this

work was to characterize the fluorescent emission of Nd:YAG near 1.064 pm and to

attempt observing the onset of superfluorescence in small diameter fibers. For this
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purpose we were also concerned with the miniature pedestal growth of crystal fibers

with sub-50 pin diameters, required to provide a high energy confinement and an

enhanced emission.

In Section IV.P the process of fiber fabrication is described including growth,

cladding and polishing. In Section IV.C some of the most relevant theoretical aspects

of superfiluorescence in lasers are presented. Section [V.D describes the experiments

in Nd:YAG fibers and rod, followed by Section V.E which summarizes test results

and their analysis.

B. Fiber Device Fabrication

1. Fiber Growth

The Nd:YAG fibers used in this work were grown by the laser heated miniature

pedestal growth technique. Some of these fibers were grown earlier in this program

for fiber laser studies. They exhibit diameters of 100 - 120 pm and rms diameter

variations on the order of 5 to 10 %. The remaining fibers were grown in the

period covered by this report specifically for superfiuorescence studies. For these

the starting material was a Nd:YAG rod (with a 1% Nd:3+ doping) cut from a bulk

crystal then ground to a 400 p diameter rod on a centerless grinder. The diameters

of the new generation fibers are more uniform than those of earlier fibers, with

typically less than 3.0% rms variations along a one inch length. Some of the more

recent fibers were grown under diameter control conditions and exhibited improved

diameter stability.

As shown in a previous theoretical analysis, the excitation power required

to reach the onset of superfluorescence in a fiber made of a laser material can

be reduced by reducing the diameter of the fiber. A great deal of effort was

therefore spent on the growth of sub-50 pmf diameter fibers, which required detailed

undterstan(ling of issues concerning fiber diameter stability during growth. As
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Table 4.1

Summary of the Characteristics of Nd:YAG Fibers

Fiber Length (mm _ Diameter (_ Variation (%)

Y-104 10 135 0.75

Y-106 ____ 13 135 0.48

Y-108 7 135 0.65

Y- 112 5 45 _not recorded

Y-116 8 45 not recorded

described earlier, the use of the second generation growth station for this purpose

greatly facilitated this task. A total of 32 Nd:YAG fibers were available for this

study. Seven Nd:YAG fibers were grown under diameter control conditions. The

diameter characteristics of some of these fibers are described in Table 4.1.. The

implementation of the diameter controller reduced their diameter fluctuations to

less than 0.75% along a greater than 10 millimeter length. Figure 4.1 shows the

diameter variations of fiber Y-106 as a function of position along the fiber length,

as measured during growth. To reduce surface scattering loss, some of these fibers

were clad with LaSF30 glass, as described earlier. It should be noted that some of

the clad fibers used in superfluorescence measurements were originally prepared for

cladding studies under other auspices.

2. Fiber Polishing

For the purpose of fiber end face preparation individual fibers were inserted

into a close-fitting glass capillary tube with adhesive and mechanically polished, as

described earlier. For the purpose of superfluorescent investigations, the degree of

perpendicularity between the fiber ends and the fiber axis is not a critical parameter,

and polishing operations were considerably simplified. The fiber ends were ground

and polished with a small commercial fiber end polisher (Buehler Fiberment Optical
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Fiber Polisher), which drastically reduced processing time compared to the standard

polishing procedure. With this unit, grinding with a 400 grit paper for 15-30

seconds, followed by polishing on 3p and 0 .3 p grit for two minutes each, gave

satisfactory end faces. During these operations the capillary tube was polished

directly against the lap, without the need for additional support as its outside

diameter (--' 4-6 mm) was large enough to withstand lateral stress. The fiber end

was inspected under an optical microscope after each step to detect any serious

chipping of the fiber edges, in which case the process was started from the beginning,

after adding more epoxy if necessary.

C. Physical Principle of Superfluorescence in Nd:YAG Fibers

As background information on the physical principle of fluorescence and

superfluorescence in a laser system, we show in Figure 4.2 the energy level diagram

of Nd:YAG, a four-level laser system. When neodymium-ions are excited by an

energy source (the pump), ground state electrons (419/2) undergo a transition to

the pump band, and then quickly relax via phonon interaction to the upper laser

level ('F 3/2 ). As they relax to the 41,1/2, '19/2 and '113/2 levels, spontaneous emis-

sion occurs near the fluorescence wavelengths of 1064 nm, 946 nm and 1319 nm,

respectively.

Superfluorescence emission, also often referred to as amplified spontaneous

emission, is different from both spontaneous fluorescence emission ald resonant. laser

einissiofn. It is produced by an assembly of atoms (or ions and molecules) which are

coupled together via their common radiation field and decay cool)eratively. For

this coupling to occur, the applied excitation (or pump) field must be very high. In

terms of stimulated emission, under a high excitation field the density of photons

generated by spontaneous emission i, ufficiently large to induce a high probability

of stimulated emission, which then becomes the dominant, emission mechanism.
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- In a standard, resonant laser cavity this situation is reached by increasing the

signal photon density by placing the optical gain medium in an optical resonator,

thereby relaxing the pump field (or threshold) requirement. A superfluorescent laser

operates without an optical resonator. The threshold requirement is therefore con-

siderably higher, and the emitted signal bandwidth larger, than that of a conven-

tional laser. The implementation of an optical fiber as the gain medium, however, is

expected to contribute to a drastic reduction of the threshold pump power (but no

reduction of the bandwidth) as a result of the high energy confinement achievable

in a fiber over sizeable distances.

A theoretical analysis of superfluorescence in active fiber devices for fiber

system applications was recently developed under this contract. This analysis

%, presented a model for the optical gain and the level of ASE in optically end pumped

active fibers. An accurate description of the situation occuring in a crystal fiber was

obtained by taking into account the mode structure of the interacting pump and

signal fields, and the degree of spatial overlap between them. This model predicts

a linear gro ,th of the signal at low pump intensity, followed by a sharp, nonlinear

increase at higher pumip (threshold), above which the growth is again quasi-linear,

as illustrated :n Figure 1.3. Simple closed-form expressions for the threshold, energy

conversion etliciency (ratio of signal output power to pump power absorbed by the

fiber) and bandwidth of both single mode and multimnode superfluorescent fil)er

lasers were derived. In Nd:YAG devices end pumped near 810 nm, thresholds of a

few m\V and conversion efliciencies possibly as hig) as 38 % per outlput face were

predicted in low loss, near single mode fibers. The threshold was found to be

minimum in fibers with a V number of 1.7. while the slope efficiency v,%as maxiiun

,, hen V > .1. An interesting finding was that this type of device is only slightlv

aff'cted by' evein inderately high fiber prop)lgat ion losses.

For a Nd:YAG fiber end-pumped near 580 nim (as l)r((duced in our exilerinential
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investigations by a an ar-ion laser pumped Rh6G dye laser) with a core diameter of

40 pm, a step index difference of 0.005, and a negligible loss, the threshold is as low

as 200 mW. This value drops as the square of the fiber core dimension, so that in

20 pim diameter fibers it is reduced to only about 50 roW. Although high relative

to resonant laser thresholds, such values can easily be achieved with conventional

CW dye lasers.

In the limit of large pumping rates, i.e. several times above threshold. it was

shown that the output power of a superfluorescent fiber laser may he :ipprox:inated
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measured at the laser output port with a first calibrated EG&G power meter. The

laser beam was focused with a single spherical lens into the crystal fiber sample,

held in place with an xyz positioner. To reduce potential thermal damage to the

fiber and surrounding epoxy, and to check the dynamic behavior of the fluorescence

signal, the pump laser beam was amplitude modulated with a mechanical chopper

into approximately 1 msec long square pulses at a 1%-2% duty cycle. A 20X

microscope objective was positioned at the output end of the fiber to collect the

fluorescence emission. Two color filters were placed after the objective to separate

tile fluorescence emission from the residual pump signal unabsorbed by the fiber.

The transmission of tile combined filters was measured with a spectrophotometer

to be T = 73%'(, for wavelengths between 850 nm and 1100 nm. The filtered signal

was detected with an EG&G power meter.

2. Experimental Procedure

The fluorescence signal, viewed on an oscilloscope, exhibited the typical tem-

poral behavior of fluorescence emission from a laser medium pumped by a square

pulse. This behavior is illustrated with a theoretical curve in Figure 4.5. The time

constant of the exponentially decaying experimental curves was about r/ = 230 -

250 isec, in good agreement with the well-known fluorescence lifetime of Nd:YAG.

Quiasi-(W pli\imlning is achieved when the top portion of the fluorescence signal

trace reaches its asymptotic value before the end of the pump pulse. In practice

the pump pulse duration 1P was chosen to be a few times -rf, which explains the

selection of t 2 I msec in our measurements.

To maximize the interaction between the pump and the fluorescence signal in

the fiber, care had to be taken to launch low order pump fiber modes, ideally only

the fundamental mode IlO1. In practice, this required careful selection of the focal

length of the f(,cusing lens, and a fine adjustment of the fiber angular alignment
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with respect to the incident pump beam, using the arrangement of Figure 4.6. The

fibers that were tested possessed sufficiently good waveguiding properties to make

possible the launching of most of the pump power into the LP0 1 mode after these

conditions were satisfied. These steps were found to be essential to optimize the

amount of fluorescence power emitted at the fiber output.

During our investigations the primary quantity of interest was the dependence

of the fluorescence power emitted by the fiber (via ASE) on the absorbed pump

power. As mentioned earlier, theory predicts a linear growth at low pump intensity

levels, a nonlinear growth around superfluorescence threshold and a quasi-linear

growth as the pump power is increased well above threshold (see Figure 4.3). The

measurement of this dependence was therefore the main focus of this study as

a means of identifying the onset of superfluorescence. Prior to performing these

measurements, a number of calibrations were needed, which are described in the

next section.

3. Calibrations

3.1 Spectrum

The signal emitted by the fiber end contains all the fluorescence lines of

Nd:YAG, which are centered near 0.91 pm, 1.064 um, 1.32 pm and 1.85 pm. The

power meter, having a silicon detector head, only responds to the first two lines

(which are also both passed by the color filters). The signal read from the oscillo-

scope therefore included two lines, which needed to be separated in order to select

only the 1.064 pm line of interest.

4: To this end the near infrared fluorescence spectrum of Nd:YAG was recorded.
I...

V From it the relative contribution of each line to the detected signal was evaluated.

The measurement arrangement is shown in Figure 4.7. The output of a Nd:YAG

fiber excited near 600 nm was analyzed by a monochrometer equipped with a
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motorized wavelength scanner. The fluorescence emission was measured between

860 nim and 1090 nm with a resolution of 2 nm, using the same calibrated EG&,G

detector that was used to measure the total fluorescence power emitted by a fiber.

The spectrur. is shown in Figure 4.8.

Let P1.0 6 and P. 9 1 be the actual power carried by the fluorescence emission

in the 1.06 pm and 0.91 pim line, respectively. When measuring the total output

power of a fiber, the EGkG detector at the 1.06 pm calibration setting provides a

signal

Pf =P' .0 + P.91 r, (4.2)
SI. 06

where SI.or and .S0.91 are the relative sensitivities of the detector at 1.06 pm and

0..1 pin, respectively. When recording the fluorescence spectrum (Figure 4.8), the

(same) detector provides a signal V(X) = S\Px over a range of wavelengths X.

Assuming S is constant over each line of interest (while 5i.o6 50.1), the power

carried by each line is proportional to the area subtended by the spectrum of the

correspn~linlg line, namely .4 1.06 and A 0 9 1. From Figure 4.8 we measured

,ql.o6 Pi .of A .06 = 0.42(
o- --30.4 A0 .9 I

For our system. S.%.)i/S1.06 "- 3.15, so that. from the measured value PI (E'quation

4.2) we (led.,icd Pj.o and 10.9, simply from

Pj.0 = 1.4510 .g1 = 0.296IP, (4.4)

I ----P 1.!06 + PO9 l = 0.SPf (4.5)

w h,'re I, is the 1f,,al flirtece'tence power carried I))' the 1.06 pin an( 0.91 Im lines.

'ili' 1,,If' cllileic ,. I of) for the 1.-06 pin line is therefore relat ed to the total slope
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efficiency st = Pt/Pob. by 81.06 = 0.592st.

3.2 Absorption

The same measurement arrangement described in Figure 4.4 was used to

measure the absorption coefficient (&a) of Nd:YAG fibers at the pump wavelength,

except, for the color filter which was replaced by an infrared filter to cut off the

fluorescence emission. Even in small diameter fibers (_ 35 pm) the residual pump

power unabsorbed by the fiber at the peak absorption wavelength was found to

vary linearly with the power incident on the fiber, i.e., neither saturation of the

absorption line nor two photon absorption were present.

From the measured value of the crystal fiber transmission, after appropriate

corrections for the lens transmission and Fresnel reflection at the fiber ends, we

calculated a total attenuation factor of about 4.5 cm- 1 . This factor is the sum

of the fiber loss factor, which is usually less than 1 cm- 1 , and considered to be

negligible compared to the absorption coefficient a, Similar values were obtained

with all the Nd:YAG samples used regardless of their diameter and origin. To

evaluate the amount of pump power absorbed by the fiber we therefore took the

absorption coefficient to be 4.5 cm- .

In some experiments the pump pulse duration was only T = 600 psec. The

fraction q of steady state population inversion achieved at the end of these pulses

was then only J

S1 e-  1 - e- 2 0.93 (4.6)

The effective emitted fluorescence power was then taken to be Pt/l.

4. Test Fibers

A large number of Nd:YAG fibers were tested under this program, varying
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in core size, diameter smoothness, and cladding situation. These included glass-

clad and unclad fibers, ranging from 20 to 120 pim in diameter and from 4 to 8.3

mm in length. Glass-cladding processes for Nd:YAG fibers were developed under a

contract with Litton Systems, Inc., and cladded fibers were made available for use

in the laser studies of the present contract. For each fiber the fluorescence versus

absorbed pump power curve was carefully measured and calibrated, and the slope

efficiency of the device as a fluorescent source was recorded as a function of the

fiber core dimension. A certain amount of spread was noted in the slope efficiency

of fibers with similar core sizes, attributed to different levels of fiber propagation

loss. In each class of fiber size we therefore selected the results obtained from the

lowest loss fiber.

In the following we will discuss the fluorescence emission properties of five

Nd:YAG single crystal fibers, and of a Nd:YAG crystal rod for comparison purposes.

The crystal rod was a 3 mm diameter and 8.3 mm long bulk crystal, in which the

interaction occurs between TEM modes. For convenience the test fibers were num-

bered 1 through 5, in decreasing fiber core diameter. Their physical characteristics

are listed in Table 2, including diameter, length, approximate diameter variations

and cladding material. Fiber No.1 is fiber No. 2-4 of Array No. 2, an array

of Nd:YAG fibers prepared earlier in this contract for resonant laser studies. All

eleven fibers of this array were tested, and No. 4 was found to yield the best emis-

sion characteristics of all, as expected since it also produced the lowest thruehold

resonant fiber laser of this array.

Fiber No. 2 is the lowest loss fiber of an array of 5 diameter controlled fibers

prepared by J. Nightingale at Stanford University under other auspices. These

fibers were sandwiched between two pieces of Nd:YAG, where they were held in

individual slots. The fibers were not bonded in the slots, but held in place by

pressure. Mechanical protection was provided by a thin layer of gold deposited on
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Table 4.2

Summary of the Properties of All Five Samples

__-- fjt -___ ___

I ,,r,,) LUmm) Coating P&P _ (~

_3000 _ 8.3 Air 0.82 0.91 0.54

1 120 7.5 Epxy 0.82 __ 0.05 0.56

2 48 6.0 Gold 0.70 0.51 . 0.30

3 45 5.3 Epoxy 0.76 1.00 0.59

4 _ 41_ 4.0 Glass 0.71 3.3 1.95

5 20 1 -4 Glass 0.71 2.1 __ 1.27

the slots, which coated the outside surface of the fibers.

Fiber No. 3 is Fiber No. Y-116 (see Table 4.2). Its end-faces were polished as

described in Section II.B. Fibers No. 4 and 5 are glass-clad fibers clad by an extrusion

method under the Litton program as described above. They have high index glass

cladding (n2 = 1.772), and have respective diameters of 41 and approximately 20

prm. They were also mounted in a glass capillary prior to polishing. Fiber No. 5 is

the smallest diameter crystal fiber optically tested to date.

E. Experimental Results
p.E.

1. Emission curves

*l The output characteristic curves of all 6 samples are shown in Figure 4.9. TheJ.

first general observation that can be made is that regardless of the fiber diameter
5'

and pump power level, the fluorescence signal was found to grow almost linearly

with pump power. Second, with the exception of Fibers No. 2 and 5, the slope

efficiency of the fiber devices increases as the fiber radius is reduced (see Fig. 4.9).

Third, in the best case (Fiber No. 4 of Table 4.2) the maximum output in the 1.064

,pm line was in excess of 6 mW for an absorbed pump power of only 200 mW. The

total fluorescence output in the 1.064 and 0.9 pm lines was approximately 10 ikV.

'I
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These figures compare favorably with the sub-mW power levels currently available

from commercial superluminescent laser diodes. However, the general behavior of

the emission curves do suggest that the onset of superfluorescence was not reached in

any of the tested fibers. To verify this point, we conducted two sets of independent

measurements, described in the following sections.

2. Fluorescence Spectrum

The various fluorescence lines of Nd:YAG in the vicinity of 1.064 pm exhibit

different stimulated emission cross sections and are therefore expected to experience

different optical gains. As the pump power launched in a sample of Nd:YAG is

increased this differential gain should result in a preferential growth of the highest

fluorescence peaks of the material. In particular, the superiluorescent regime should

S.*' be characterized by a definite increase of the dominant fluorescence line, and a

drastic redu( tion in the relative height of the weaker fluorescence lines.

The fluorescence spectrum of a Nd:YAG bulk crystal was recorded in the 1.064

jim range, when the crystal was excited with a low level of pump power (about

10 mW incident on the crystal) at 514.5 nm. The spectrum was similar to the

spectrum in Figure 4.8(c). In this low gain configuration, the intensity of the second

highest peak, normalized to the intensity of the highest peak (see Figure 4.8(c)),

respectively), is about 0.619. A similar intensity ratio was measured using Fiber

No. 2 (also at low pump power). In both the rod and the fiber, this ratio was found

to gradually decrease as the pump power was increased, as anticipated. In the rod

the ratio was down to 0.559 (9.7 %) at an incident pump power of 2.0 watts (average

intensity of about 80 kW/cm2). In the fiber it was down to 0.571 (7.7 %) at 235

mW (about 30 kW/cm2 ), which is consistent with the fact that the drop should

scale like the pump intensity.

This evolution of the emission spectrum with excitation power, although
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significant, is certainly not as intense as what can be expected from a high gain

medium. It tends to confirm our tentative conclusion that superfluorescence was

not attained in our fibers in the conditions of our experiments.

3. Coupling to a Single Mode Fiber

The second set of measurements which was carried out to support this conclu-

sion aimed at analyzing the mode content of the fluorescence emission. The Nd:YAG

fibers having a large V number support a total number of guided modes N given

by:

V -- - n2 (4.7)

Vr2
N N - V -(4.8)

2

where n, and n 2 are the refractive index of the core and cladding, respectively, a is

the core radius, and X is the signal wavelength. For the fiber under consideration

(No. 4), n 1=1.818, n 2 =1.772, and a=20.5 pm, so that V=50.3 and the number

of modes is N " 1000. Of these N modes only the fundamental mode can be

efficiently coupled into a single mode fiber. The fractional amount of fluorescence

signal which can be coupled into a single mode fiber is therefore an indication of0

the relative amount of power carried by the fundamental mode in the signal. A

large fractional power in the fundamental (i.e. highest gain) mode is expected at the

onset of superfluorescence.

The experimental set up used to perform this measurement is shown in Figure

, 4.10. The output signal from the Nd:YAG fiber was first recollimated with a 10K

objective, filtered to eliminate the residual unabsorbed pump power, and focussed

into a short strand of single mode fiber with a second microscope objective. The

silica fiber was single mode at 1.06.1 pin. The second objective was selected to
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maximize the fiber throughput. We measured the ratio of the output power P

emerging from the second objective to the output P 2 from the fiber end. We found

a ratio of P2 /Pi of about 1/2000. Since it is reasonable to assume that the coupling

efficiency of the fundamental mode into the fiber was less than unity, and generally

on the order of 50 %, we can conclude that the fundamental mode made up about

2/2000, or 1/N, of the Nd:YAG fiber output. This ratio was found to be independent

of the pump power launched into the crystal fiber. This test shows that (1) of the

5 mW of power generated by Fiber No. 4 at maximum excitation (see Figure 4.9),

only 2-5 pW can be usefully coupled into a single mode fiber; and (2) no significant

differential modal gain was present at an excitation intensity of about 10 kW/cm2 .

4. Discussion

4.1 Gain

As mentioned earlier, it was expected that the onset of superfluorescence,

' characterized by a nonlinear growth of the signal, would occur for a single pass gain

on the order of 16 to 20 dB. The above results suggest that even in the smallest

diameter fibers, and at, the highest available pump powers, the gain was not sufficient

to reach superfluorescence. It was expected that the single pass gain g in a Nd:YAG

fiber could be:0

g. = 0f -P. b. F(4)" (4.ii)

where o - 3.2 X 10-  cm 2 is the stimulated emission cross section, T. =-230 psec

* is the fluorescence lifetime of the upper laser state, A = 7ra 2 is the fiber core area,

'hvp, = 2.15 X 10 -IgJ is the pump photon energy (at Xp, = 590 nm), and F is a

dimensionless overlap factor. When the fiber is pumped with the fundamental pump

mode (Ll0 1 ), F is equal to 2.1 for the fundamental signal mode, and to a lower,
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positive value for higher order signal modes. When the fiber is pumped uniformly,

i.e. with a superposition of all the guided pump modes, F is equal to unity for all

signal modes.

Using these numbers, it can be calculated that the single pass gain of the LP01

mode in Fiber No. 4 (a = 20.5 pm) is 0.24 dB/mW for the fundamental pump mode,

and 0.11 dB/mW for a uniform pump distribution. At the maximum tested pump

power of Pab, = 200 mW, the gain was therefore expected to be in the range of 23

to 48 dB, depending on the exact pump distribution in the fiber. The corresponding

LP01 gain values for the other test fibers are summarized in Table 4.4.

It is clear from these gain estimations that for most fibers with diameters of

50 pm or smaller, superfiluorescence should have been observed for absorbed pump

powers of 200 mW. Yet the fact that the fluorescence spectrum of the emission did

not change significantly with pump power level certainly indicates that the emission

was not superradiant. It can therefore be inferred that the single pass gain was

smaller than calculated. The model developed above assumes a perfect alignment

between the pump and signal modes, which is a difficult condition to achieve in

practice. A less than optimum fiber alignment, especially angularly with respect to

the input pump beam, would result in a less than unity launching efficiency, the

launching of higher order pump modes and a poorer signal-to-pump modal overlap.

* This argument is supported by numerous experimental observations of the strong

dependence of the fluorescence output power on the angular alignment of the fiber.

It was also observed in independent measurements that the gain in Nd:YAG fibers

may be somewhat smaller than predicted for an LP 01 pump mode, so that it is

believed that the F factor may be closer to unity than to 2.1.

Another possibility is that the theoretical gain required to reach superfluorescence

may be larger than 16-20 dB. The model used to derive this figure made a number of

assumptions, including that of a single fluorescence line. In practice this situation
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is not true for Nd:YAG, which exhibits several groups of fluorescence lines emanat-

ing from the same electronic state. This may well induce competition between the

emission lines and somewhat increase the gain requirement. This effect has not been

quantified under this study.

4.2 Fiber Loss

It is useful to evaluate the theoretical fluorescence output of a Nd:YAG fiber in

the linear regime, i.e., below the superfluorescence threshold. If the Nd:YAG fibers

were operated in this regime, one would expect, for a lossless fiber, a slope efficiency

St = Pt/Pab, = X W (4.10)
hvp 42r

where Q+ = 27r[1-cos(sin-(NA)) is the fiber solid angle in the forward direction,

related to the fiber numerical aperture N.A. For Fiber No. 4, N.A. -- (1.8202 -

1.7712)1/2 -- 0.42, Q+ -- 0.58, and st should be on the order of 2.8%. This value

agrees well with the measured value of 3.3 % (see Table 4.2). It supports our belier

that Fiber No. 5, and all fibers tested, were operated in the linear regime.

The primary motivation behind recording the absolute fluorescent level from a

variety of fibers was to gain an understanding of the influence of the gain and loss

on the superfluorescence emission. However, it appears that a direct quantitative

comparison of the behavior of the fibers (and rod) is difficult for a number of reasons.

First, the relative amount of fluorescence signal recaptured by the rod outer surface

and subsequently recollimated and detected, is difficult to evaluate; in a fiber this

problem does not arise due to the small transverse size of the fiber. Second, the fiber

loss depends on the fiber diameter variations and cladding material, and therefore

varies in an unknown fashion from fiber to fiber. Finally, the fiber loss is highly

mode dependent, higher order modes experiencing much higher pr, opiigm:utif I n .,ses

than low order modes. The situation is therefore such that (1) comparison to
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our theroretical model is difficult, and (2) direct comparison of the quantitative

fluorescence power emission of fibers and rods is irrelevant.

However, a number of interesting qualitative conclusions can be drawn con-

cerning each fiber, discussed below.

(1) The largest fluorescence signals were observed in Fiber No. 4. Measurements

of propagation loss for this fiber under a contract with Litton Systems, Inc. indi-

cated a very low loss coefficient for the fundamental mode (about 0.1 dB/cm at

1.06 pim), 3 to 10 times smaller than in unclad fibers of similar diameter. It also

exhibited the highest measured ratio of gain (per unit pump power) to loss of any

fiber laser of comparable or larger diameter. The fact that the highest gain to

loss ratio fiber also yields the highest fluorescence signal is in agreement with both

intuitive thinking and the predictions of our theoretical model.

(2) Fiber No. 3. with a similar diameter but epoxy as a cladding material yielded

a smaller slope efficiency than Fiber No. 4, by a factor of 3-4. This difference can

clearly not be attributed to the small difference in fiber diameters, but rather to

the 3-10 fold loss reduction brought about in Fiber No. 4 by its index-matched

cladding. These values were observed for several epoxy and glass clad fibers of

similar diameter. This result would tend to indicate that the cladding reduces the

loss of not only the LPo1 mode, as inferred from oscillator measurements, but also

of most higher order modes.

(3) Fiber No. 3 is partially clad with gold as a result of the polishing process

it underwent (see Section lI-C). It exhibited the lowest slope efficiency of all tested

devices. This poor performance is believed to be caused by high propagation losses

induced by the presence of a metallic cladding. Possibly higher than normal losses

for the lP 01 mode of this fiber were independently suggested by resonant oscillator

tests (done tinder other auspices). As higher order modes would suffer even higher

losses than the fundamental mode, the hypothesis of a significant propagation loss



induced by a metallic coating is a satisfactory explanation of our observations.

(4) The smallest diameter fiber tested (Fiber No. 5) was initially expected to

exhibit the highest slope efficiency. However, its optical transmission, measured in

the visible range away from an electronic absorption of Nd 3+, was much lower than

that of any reasonably good crystal fiber, suggesting a loss coefficient on the order

of a,= 3.5 cm - I (for a multimode transmission). As a result, the relative absorbed

pump power Pj,/Pab,, computed in Table 4.2 assuming a low loss fiber, needs to

be corrected for this fiber by the factor

a, e- (a + Cae)t"7'4..4. 1

a, + ae 1- e- ae(

With 1 = 4 n n and a,= 4 .5 cn - 1 , 7=0.56. The multimode fluorescence signal

propagating in this fiber can also be expected to suffer similar losses. Therefore the

slope efficiency of this device would have been at least 1/7 i.e. about twice as large

as what was observed, had the fiber loss been more reasonable.

Inspection of this fiber prior to the cladding process revealed sizeable diameter

variations, on the order of 25 % peak to peak, as well as a slow tapering of the

diameter between 10-15 and 20-25 lim over a centimeter length. To simplify the

alrady complex process involved in the generation of such small fibers, no attempt

was made to actively control the fiber diameter during growth. The poor diameter

stability of the fiber explains the high loss and strong mode scattering observed in

this fiber, and its relatively low performance.

Figure 4.f also shows that the slope of Fiber No. 5 is much less linear than that

.k¢ of the other samples. As the pump power was inorea-sed the fluorescence growth was
4..

found to roll off sharply. Two mechanisms have been suggested for this effect. First,

nonlinear absorptio nNd:A, with the concommitant emission of a fluorescence

signal in the blue part of the spectrum; this mechanism requires high pump power

Intensitis, whiih w(uld explain that it is observed only in the smallest diameter
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fiber, and to a lesser extend in Fiber No. 4. Second, variation of the pump input

coupling efficiency as the pump power is increased, due to the power dependent

mode size of the pump laser beam; only Fiber No. 5 was small enough to be strongly

susceptible to this dependence. This phenomenon was .,ot investigated any further

because of the high loss of this fiber, but is kept in mind as a potential future point

of interest.

F. Conclusions

The above analysis of fluorescence emission in Nd:YAG fibers leads to several

interesting conclusions. Although we failed to observe the output characteristics

anticipated from theoretical considerations for a superfluorescent device, we did

observe a high multimoded output signal from 20-50 jim core diameter fibers.

Conversion slope efficiencies in excess of 1% (in the forward direction) were also

routinely recorded in several samples, corresponding to a net improvement by a

factor or 3-4 over unguided bulk devices. In this respect alone the advantage of a

fiber configuration was definitely established. This study also included fluorescence

emission testing of 20 im core, glass-clad Nd:YAG fibers. To the best of our

knowledge these are the smallest single crystal fibers for which such emission data

have been obtained.

Fluorescence spectrum analysis indicated the presence of a small degree of

superfluorescence at the highest pump intensities tested, yet not nearly as much as

what was expected from theoretical predictions. This point was confirmed by other

I experimental observations, in particular a poor mode discrimination, leading to a

low coupling efficiency of the emitted signal to a single mode fiber. It is believed

that the actual optical gain in the fibers may have been somewhat smaller than

calculated, and/or that the gain threshold for superfluorescence predicted by the

the(ory is uinderestimated. It was suggested that the multiplicity of fluorescence lines
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in Nd:YAG, which was not included in our model, may be responsible for the latter.

A positive aspect of this investigation is that it emphasized the importance of

loss reduction in single crystal fiber devices. The highest conversion efficiencies were

observed in the lowest loss fibers, and the lowest conversion efficiencies in the hg'hest

loss fibers. With regard to this loss issue it was made clear that the presence of an

index-matched cladding greatly reduced the fiber loss not only for the lowest order

mode, as was shown in other otudies, but probably also for higher order modes.

This conclusion is important as it points out future directions in the development

of superfluorescent fiber lasers.

At the end of this study, it became apparent that the search for

superfluorescence in active fibers needs to address the possibility of utilizing even

smaller diameter fibers than we did. The development of single mode waveguides

is clearly the most logical next step in this area, again with an emphasis on small

prol)agation losses. In the single crystal fiber area, this goal may not be achieved

in the near future with Nd:YAG, although some loss reduction can definitely

be expected for the 20 jim fibers (V 24) developed for this work. Nd-doped

MgO:LiNbO 3 fibers, studied elsewhere in this report as resonant oscillators, may

offer a more direct solution, as diffusion cladding methods available for this material

are expected to provide near single mode waveguides in the near future. Despite the

unknown represented by their residual susceptibility to photorefractive damage, we

believe that the) currently represent the most promising material in a fiber form

to be evaluated as superfluorescent sources. Finally, further theoretical studies of

S. superfluorescence in multiple line materials, although not crucial, may provide a

better description of the behavior of these fibers.

O.W
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V. OPTICAL ISOLATOR AND ISOLATED SOURCE USING YIG

A. Introduction
-. 4

It is a well known fact that laser characteristics can be adversely affected by

light reflected back into the laser cavity. Narrow linewidth and high-stability lasers

are particularly sensitive to retro-reflections. The surfaces producing the retro-

reflections create, in essence, an external cavity which competes with the laser

cavity, degrading the laser linewidth, frequency stability, and amplitude stability.

In particular, the desirable characteristics of the fiber lasers developed under this

contract could be adversely affected by optical feedback.

One way of avoiding the optical feedback problem is through the use of an

optical isolator. An optical isolator is a device which allows optical energy to pass

in one direction with little attenuation, and blocks optical energy traveling in the

opposite direction with large attenuation.

A miniature optical isolator which is compact, rugged, and adjustment free has

been developed under this contract which is suitable for use with fiber lasers. The

non-reciprocal operation of the isolator is obtained by exploiting the Faraday effect.

Polarized light travellag in one direction is rotated with the opposite handedness

as light traveling in the opposing direction. If the amount of Faraday rotation is 45

degrees, then light traveling between two polarizers set at 45 degrees with respect

to one another wi!l be passed when traveling in one direction, and blocked when

traveling in the other direction.

B. Miniature Optical Isolator

1. Description

The miniature optical fiber isolator is shown in Figure 5.1. In the center of
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Figure 5.1--Miniature Optical Isolator.
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the device is a section of YIG cylinder in bulk form. On either side of the YIG are

calcite crystals, and outside of the calcite crystals are GRIN lenses which collimate

the optical energy from one optical fiber and into the other optical fiber, on opposite

sides of the device.

2. Principle of Operation

The operation of the device is as follows. The output of a fiber laser is coupled

into a single-mode optical fiber. This fiber leads to the miniature isolator. Let this

fiber be the input fiber. The gradient index lens collimates the light, emanating from

the fiber into an expanded parallel beam . The collimated beam passes through the

calcite crystal. The calcite crystal is oriented such that. the plane of polarization of

the ordinary ray is in the vertical direction. The ordinary and extraordinary beanis

are separated spatially after traversing a finite length of the calcite crystal, due to

Poynting vector walk-off of the extraordinary beam, i.e. double refraction. The

separated beams then pass through a length of YIG crystal which is resident i a

saturating axial magnetic field. The length of YIG is such that - 45 degree rotation

in the plane of polarization is produced. The spatially separated and polarization

rotated beams then pass through a second length of calcite crystal, where the

ordinary beam remains undeflected and the extraordinary beam propagates at a

slightly different angle with respect to the ordinary ray again cue to l)oynting vector

walk-oft, as in the first length of calcite crystal. The following CRIN ,lens focuses

the separated beanis into t'w(o separated spots. The o Utlput fiber is positioned to

accept the ordinary bearn and not the extraordinary beam, acting as a spatial filter

Thus, input light vertically polarized and traveling in tht forward dirt-oion will

pass through tht, device with little attenuation.

Light traveling in the reverse direction is not transmitted as described above.

When liglt enters the output fiber of the isolator, the first calcite crystal separates

@4
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the beam into ordinary a-! extraordinary beams. The extraordinary beam is

slightly deflected, as in the input case, and is later rejected due to the spatially

filtering action of the fiber on the other side of the device. The ordinary ray now

needs to be considered. This ray traverses the YIG crystal and receives a 45 degree

rotation in its plane of polarization. This rotation does not bring the plane back to

-' the vertical direction however, but due to the non-reciprocal nature of the Faraday

effect, the plane of polarization rotates into the horizontal plane. This direction of

polarization now appears to the second calcite crystal as an extraordinary beam,

and is deflected from the path of an ordinary beam. The fiber at the far end of the

isolator rejects this beam, as it has been displaced from the fiber core position after

* travelling the length of the calcite crystal. Thus both returning beams are rejected

b the isolator by the non-reciprocal polarization rotation, double refraction, and

-spatial filtering on the return path.

C. Isolation of a Fiber Laser

1. Evaluation of Laser Stabilization

A NdYAG fiber laser, developed previously under this program, Nwas t ested

in conjunction with the miniature opti-a! isolator. The goal was to n.aslure the

improvement in amplitude stability of an isolated fiber laser over a i., :i-isolate(l

fiber laser.

2. Controlled Feedback

- Several methods of introducing feedback into the fiber laser were considered,

not a trivial task to perform in a simple, controllable, and easily analyzable fashion.

Reflective splices or mirrors at the end of a fiber would certa infl provide feedl)ack to

the laser, but it would be difficult to measure and control the amount of feedlack

being generated. It was desired to be able t) introduc cr ret,e ve the feedback
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signal witho'it otherwise disturbing the optical circuit, so that any degradation or

improvemxent in laser performance with and without the optical isolator could be

direetly attributed to the action of the isolator. Also, the testing method chosen

should have the characteristic of allowing the discrimination of feedback induced

laser noise from laser noise originating from other sources.

The feedback to the fiber laser was provided by a Sagnac loop. A Sagnac

loop, or interferometer, consists of a single fiber directional coupler which has the

two output fibers connected together through a fiber delay line loop, as shown in

Figure 5.2. Light entering the coupler is split into two parts, each part traveling

around the Sagnac loop in opposite directions. The two optical signals enter the

same directional coupler, this time in the reverse direction, are recombined, and

travel back towards the source. The amount of feedback can be easily controlled

by adjusting the coupling coefficient of the directional coupler, or by adjusting the

coupling between the optical isolator and the input fiber to the Sagnac loop.

Also included in the Sagnac loop was a phase modulator. The purpose of the

phase modulator was to provide phase modulation sidebands. The two counter-.-

propagating optical signals are both phase modulated by the phase modulator.

After passing through the directional coupler, the recombination of the two phase

modulated optical carriers results in constructive and destructive interference. This

*interference occurs at the same frequencies as the phase modulation sidebands. In

this way, the phase modulation sidebands are converted to amplitude modulation

sidebands by the Sagnac interferometer. Thus, the amplitude modulated optical

* carrier fed back into the laser allows the easy identification of laser noise induced

, by feedback from the Sagnac loop. The controlled optical feedback simulates a real

optical system, which often unavoidably returns laser power back to the laser.
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~Figure 5.2--Experimental Set-up used to Determine the

Improvement in the Noise Characteristics
of the Nd:YAG Crystal Fiber Laser when
Operated with the Prototype Optical Isolator.
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3. Controlled Feedback Experiment

The experimental set-tip used to test the isolated fiber laser is also shown in

Figure 5.2. The principle of operation of the test was to provide modulated feedback

into the fiber laser, and to look for disturbance in the fiber laser output related to the

modulated feedback. The modulation of the feedback allowed the discrimination

between the effects of feedback and other possible sources of noise.

Three tests were performed. The first test was to measure the output charac-

teristics of the fiber laser without any feedback. The second test was to measure

the output characteristics of the fiber laser in the presence of optical feedback. The

third test was to evaluate the degree of isolation provided by the functioning optical

isolator in the fiber circuit following the fiber laser.

An argon laser emitting approximately 2 watts at 514 nm in the green was used

to pump a dye laser emitting approximately 200 mW at 590 nm in the yellow, which

was then used to pump a Nd:YAG fiber laser developed earlier under this program.

The fiber laser emitted 1.3 pm light at approximately 2.5 mW. Approximately 50%

of the output from the Nd:YAG fiber laser was coupled into a 1.3 pm single-mode

telecommunication fiber. This fiber passed through a directional coupler where

some of the light was tapped off for laser noise monitoring purposes. The other

output of the first fiber coupler was used to controllably reflect light back to the

fiber laser.

The feedback to the fiber laser was provided by a Sagnac loop, consisting of a

second fiber coupler and approximately 550 meters of 1.3 pm single-mode fiber. The

Sagnac loop contained a PZT phase modulator. The phase modulator was driven

at approximately 450 kHz and with a large enough amplitude to generate many

sidebands. The drive level was set to maximize the 8th, 9th, and 10th harmonics,

where a good signal-to-noise ratio could be obtained.

The optical isolator was situated between the laser and the Sagnac loop. The
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fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of the optical isolator in this experiment was measured

to be approximately 1.7 dB. Two air gaps existed in the tested implementation of

the optical isolator. Approximately .8 dB of the insertion loss could be due to the

.2 dB Fresnel reflection at, each air-glass interface. In the desired implementation

of the optical isolator without air gaps, the insertion loss should be less than 1 dB.

4. Experimental Results

The spectral characteristics of the fiber laser under the condition of no optical

feedback were measured by physically decoupling the Sagnac loop from the optical

isolator. Displayed in Figure 5.3 is output of the fiber laser detected with a PIN

%: photodiode under the condition of no feedback, as viewed on a spectrum analyzer..r%

The increasing amount of noise around D.C. is due largely to the argon laser.

However, at frequencies greater than 3 MHz, the noise level of the laser has dropped

to near that of the electronic noise floor of the spectrum analyzer. This is the region

of the laser output spectrum which was used for the laser noise measurements.

Again, this is the output of the fiber laser without any feedback from the Sagnac

loop, which was physically disconnected at the time.

The second test was performed with the fiber circuit as shown in Figure 5.2,

including all the elements of the optical isolator except for the removal of the

permanent magnet around the optical isolator. The removal of the permanent

magnet deactivated the optical isolator, allowing light to be transmitted equally

in both directions. The reason for leaving the deactivated optical isolator in the

-: optical circuit was to avoid the effects of inserting or removing optical elements

of the isolator from the fiber circuit. This was important in terms of avoiding

introducing unnecessary insertion loss, which would provide some isolation of the

fiber laser on its own, and could be erroneously attributed to action of the optical

isolator. With all the elements of the optical circuit shown in Figure 5.2 in place,
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Figure 5.3--Output of the Nd:YAG Fiber Laser without
Feedback. The Large Amount of Noise at
Low Frequencies is from the Argon and Dye
Lasers preceding the Fiber Laser.
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except for the magnet, the effect of the optical feedback from the phase modulate(d

Sagnac loop into the fiber laser was then measured at the output of the first coupler

and displayed on tile spectrum analyzer. In Figure 5.4(a), the output, spectrum of

the fiber laser is displayed after the Sagnac loop was connected to the output of

the isolator components, minus the permanent magnet. The Sagnac loop providud

a large amount of optical feedback to the isolator and the laser, as the lack of

the permanent magnet prevented the proper operation of the optical isolator. The
degradation in the fiber laser output is clearly visible as large intensity fluctuations

at the same locations as the phase modulated side bands generated in thv Sagnac

loop.

The third test was performed with the permanent magnet placed over the

4optical isolator components, resulting in a functional optical isolator. The output

of the isolated fiber laser was measured at the output of the first coupler. The

reduction in laser noise sidebands related to the modulation frequency of the phase

modulator in the Sagnac loop was identified, and attributed to the action of the

miniature optical isolator. With the addition of the permanent magnet around the

o)tical isolator components, a dramatic reduction in noise sidebands in the fiber

isolator output can be noted. This is displayed i" Figure 5.4(b). The reduction in

the noise sidebands can be seen to be approximately 40 dI3 in this experiment.

Improved accuracy in the adjustment of the calcite crystals can be expected to

further increase the rejection ratio of the isolator.

5. Conclusion

We have designed, fabricated, and tested a miniature optical isolator which

0 .provided a feedback suppression ratio of 40 dB and an insertion loss of 1.7 dB when

tested with a fiber laser developed previously under this program. The miniature

optical isolator is a polarizing optical isolator, which is desirable for fiber lasers. In
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Figure 5.4(a)--Output of the Nd:YAG Fiber Laser with Feedback
from a Sagnac Loop Containing a Phase Modulator
Operating at .45 MHz. The Phase Modulator is
Being Driven Hard, Maximizing the 8th, 9th, and
10th Sidebands. Optical Isolator Deactivated.
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addition, the potential applications of the isolator extend to many other types of

fiber systems.
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